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CONVICTS STILL AT

LARGE

All Maine Is Wondering
A Very Remarkable Accident At South Warren Last Twitchell and Cronkite, Trusties Who Walked Away By
What the New Industry Is
Night, Involving Auguste Parties
Daylight, Heading For Border, Probably
To Be

Enthusiasm prevailed ait the spe
Al Hi minutes of 3 Tuesday after- , alarm to neighboring counties, prior
A remarkable escape from a triple yvas horrified when he saw tiie cai
cial town meeting held In Bucksport
noon two convicts strolled carelessly j to sending out tiie customary clrcuMonday at which over 200 voters tragedy occurred at 10 o’clock last lying on the flats, but horror gavt
lars, and he also released through the
cast unanimous vote to adopt the night when a Studebaker brougham way to amazement when lie saw three thruugh tiie premises of Clerk Joseph medium of the State parole offlcer
gg
.«.
••• *•> ••• •••
|p, article providing for concessions to with three occupants crashed through persons limping up the embankment, I,. Paquin, adjoining tile Thomaston , Stanley MacGowan photographs of
•• be made to a corporation now being the railing on the northern side of the apparently not seriously injured.
Slate Prison, and after picking up a ,|)P fugitives for use In the dally paGreat expectations are better than
The car’s three passengers were few apples which had dropped from j perg
organized in case It should deciuo South Warren toll bridge and turned
a poor possession.-Cervantes.
to locate Its industry in the town, turtle on the flats nearly* 12 feet be hurriedly conveyed to Thomaston the trees kept on going.
The ronvlcts wore dark pantaloons
gg »•*
•«.
«•« >•■ ••• ••• ••• •••
8F
where they received treatment at the
on the land known as Salmon Point, low.
Tills excited the curiosity of Mr. an(, w00|en ghlrts while on the prison
now held under options by the Cen
The escape yvas a notable one in McDonald drug store, from Thom
Paquin s son Richard, who yvas in the ■ p,.ernjSPs, flpt according to Richard
ROCKPORT CARNIVAL tral Maine Power Company, which is
two respects—first because the occu- aston's popular and indispensable
ard at the^ime on account of a quar- j j-aqUjn they’ had on mackinaws when
| endeavoring to induce this new in
were not killed by the terrific I citizen Henry McDonald.
intine
He made his way to the they fled.
Great Annual Event Will Ee dustry to locate here. It was stated pants
The breast pocket of
at the meeting that the new Industry impact, 'and secondly because it' Mr. Malloy, owner of the motci I prison office as rapidly as lie could. | Twltchell’s mackinaw bulged noticeMuch Better Than Ever would employ 200 men and women chanced to be low tide. Had it been ca^', had a bad cut on the head and i 1 told his daddy- the circumstances and
ably, and It is thought likely that it
and hould necessitate the construe high tide there is quite a reasonable very lame leg. The other man ha.'
This Year
asked if it yvas all' right.,
tion of a plant costing 14,000,000.
contained a supply of food.
W. S. Getehell declared that the certainty that one or more of the a cut on the back of his head and i
The promptness with which Mr
For the capture of the escaped priaHave you often wondered Just what interest of the Central Maine Power car’s occupants would have been small cut under his right eye. Th
Paquin sprang for the prison alarm | or,erR or information leading to their
Rockport's Carnival will be like? Company in the matter was pri
woman was not so much as scratched justified the lad’s suspicions that ,
Have you thought how much nicer marily to create an outlet for the drowned.
capture, the State pays a reward ot
Marvelous as this all seems, the re there was something wrong.
The car was owned and dFiven by
It would be if you could sco it ns well sale of electricity, the proposed in
$50 each.
as read and ta'k about it? Now you dustry being of a kind requiring a Philip Malloy, a nurse at the Na sult so far as the car yvas concerne
iWithin a few minutes a posse of 15
Allan A. Twitchell, whose home
won’t have to vonder much longer. great deal of power. Although he did tional Soldiers’ Home in Togus, but yvas even more remarkable. Hoisted
prison officials was on the track of town is Troy, Me., was committed
The Carnival will be in the Town not reveal the nature of the Industry
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
hail on Nov. 22-23. There will be 20 he did state that It was quite the names of the man and woman from the flats by a Central Maim, Allan A. Twitchell, lifer; and Her from Piscataquis County March 14.
crew, headed by Al. Young, and wit', man L. Cronkite, short term man.
pretty booths where you can buy any similar to 12 others now located ln yvith him were not learned.
1923, for the murder of William Ken
thing from a hot dog to a suit of New England.
Land fog hung loyv over the Georges the assistance of Mr. Condon, the cai who, because of their previous good
The deep aJl-year
dall of Township No. 3 in 1922, having
clothes. You will see and hear a fine
harbor rail connections and other fa River as the car approached on its was found to have a broken wind behavior hajj been allowed to work as
program put on by the Grades Friday
teen sentenced for life. He is 39,
cilities, ample supply of pure water way to Augusta and it Is quite likely shield and the window on tiie side
afternoon. Friday evening an en
trusties outside of the prison walls. Weighs 163 pounds, is 5 feet, 8 inches
and the fact that the new highway
joyable program in charge of Mrs.
that the driver lost his bearings. uppermost was broken, but the win On this particular day they had been
tall, medium build, high forehead,
Holmes;
Saturday afternoon the bridge Is soon to be constructed, Anyhow there came a smash as the dow on the side which struck the flat;
doing carpenter work, and doubtless brown hair and ruddy complexion.
Camden Boys’ Band will furnish you made Bucksport an ideal spot for the
with a pleasing program and Satur location of the proposed plant he bridge railing gave way and one of remained intact. The horn worked counting upon the temporary absence He wears glasses. In his younger
the bridge poles toppled. A moment the lights worked and the steering of Warden Buker figured that the
day night, the last session, there will said.
The motion carried without a dis
days he was quite a noted wrestler;
be a program and dancing.
of
silence and then another terrific gear forked. There was not even i fates were propitious for them to
in fact claimed the State champion
One great feature in connection senting vote provides that the corpo
flat
tire.
crash
as
the
car
struck
the
flats
and
make a break.
with the Carnival Is the gift of a ration when established shall not be
ship.
The fortunate victims of the arc!
lay on its side. How great the crash
Steinite console radio which will be taxed for more than $10,000 for
Strolling through the prison yard,
Herman L. Cronkite was committed
made Saturday night at intermission. period of 20 years. A slight change yvas may be judged from the fact that dent, for it must be admitted that hammers in hand, their action would
from Aroostook County Dec. 9. 1926,
This beautiful set is now on display which was agreeable to Mr. Getehell it was plainly heard by Albert Jordan they yvere fortunate, were taken home
not have been regarded as suspicious for 3 to 6 years on the charge of rob
at the Security Trust Co. in Rock was made in the article and provided
in a Thomaston ear.
bad they been seen, and it remained bery. He would have been eligible
port, and will be displayed later in that taxes on real estate and per at the lower bridge, a mile distant.
The accident yvas duly investigated for sharp-eyed Richard Paquin to
The first person on the scene of the
Camden an* Rockland. The carnival sonal property to be abated should
for parole next month. Cronkite is
is under the auspices of the Rockport include only that port of the property accident yvas Maynard Condon, whose by Lieut. Cushman and Deputy Sher
sense that all was not as it should be. 24, weighs 180 pounds, 5 feet. 10
used in the industry.
High School seniors.—adv.
The Central Maine Power Co. has garage is located near the bridge. He iff Ludwick.
Clerk Paquin, temporarily in charge Inches tall, slender build, dark com
acquired options on all land necesof the prison, directed the search, plexion, brown hair and brown eyes.
| sary for the construction -of tiie
DANCE
A LAUGH FEST
which began near the Camden & He Is a native of Haynesville.
BREWSTER SPOKE
plant, and at present has about 20
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G I civil
Rockland Water Company’s big
• • • •
engineers located in Bucksport “Womanless Wedding” Is So CharacD
.
C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
making soundings and running lines
stand-pipe
north of the institution.
Yesterday's search for the two con
terized—New Attractions Added To P OflTier CiOVemor present At
Refreshments Served
If the corporation when organized
The trail was soon lost, however victs was entirely devoid of results.
Good Program
This Week and Hereafter
decides to locate there, these options
the Installation of Forty f r after the fugitives had passed
Warden Buker, ivho had returned to
13O-T-Th-tf
and all data will be turned over to it
For tonight and tomorrow night a
and Eight
through the tall grass they came to the institution post haste upon being
Throughout the State there is
deal of speculation as to what the genuine laugh test awaits the citizens
the highway, whose hard surface re notified of the escapes, set forth early
The officers of Voiture 1024, local
new industry will bes and the most of Rockland in the presentation of
vealed no further tracks.
in the morning in his motor car, and
‘
‘
The
Womanless
Wedding
”
under
popular guess seems to be a rayon
branch of the Forty and Eight, yvere
auspices of the Parent-Teacher Asso
Meanwhile in Rockland the militia did not return to the prison until he
factory.
installed
last
night
by
B.
W.
Randall,
Supt. H. P. Blodgett attended the ciation at the High School audi grand chef de train. Other grand of call was twice sounded, and the work had covered 250 miles, and had called
At Tuesday night’s re
special town meeting but says that torium.
of mobilizing Battery G, Coast Ar at nearly every country grocery be
he is entirely without knowledge as hearsal several sparkling new num ficers present were Grand Conducteur tillery Corps , began.
Forty-one tween Bangor and Augusta—the zone
bers
yvere
added
including
a
Charles

Roy Deeker, Grand Chef de Gare
to the nature of the new enterprise
ton dance by Ted Perry and a song Passe Dr. Tureott and Grand Corres- members under the command of Capt most likely to be frequented by the
and skit by Ous Levy. The costumes
Latest—finest—the outstand
R. F. Saville joined in the search early fugitives. His object in calling upon
STRAND THEATRE
were seen in part Tuesday night and ! Pendent Plank Elliott. I lie new ofTuesday night, and were posted along tiie grocers was to notify them of the
ing value in modern radio.
it was readily apparent that they j fleers are:
Following close upon the heels of akine would suffice to put the show
Chef de gare, Alvah L. Anderson* the Beech woods and East Warren escape, as the convicts might apply
This seven-tube Screen-Grid
the tremendous success
“Weary across. The musical end of the eve
in some of them for food.
chef
de train. Milton .M. Griffin; con roads.
River" and “Drag,” comes “Young ning has developed p'.easipgly and
Bosch Radio in a De Luxe
What seemed like a good clue was
Twitchell had a considerable sum of
Now heres,” the newest First National,
comedy and local slams are wejl ducteur, Fred A. Eddy; correspon
Cabinet of old English Design
dent. M. L. Beverage; comiss voy- afforded during the night when a money which he drew a fortnight ago
and Yiiaphone starring production
haiM.
for Richard Bartheimess, showing to
provides you with radio in its
The venture is under the auspices aeeur, George Jackson: commission Rockland taxi driver appeared at the from tiie fund which had accumulat
day and tomorrow. Bartheimess of the Parent-Teacner Association aire intendant, Kenneth V. White; Prison office to say that he had seen ed from his sale of beaded work.
WHEN IN
most modern form. Engi
proved a sensation in "Weary River," with Mrs. D. L. Karl as chairman. gdde de la porte Arthur Reed;
two suspicious ^poking men while rid Twitchell also has the advantage of
BOSTON
which is still breaking records Mrs. Ruth Blllngwood was cast chair lampiste, Chai les Davis.
neered to Screen-Grid with
Ex-Governor Ralph O. Brewster ing <»n the outskirts of Union. Fear being an expert woodsman, and with
throughout the country.
If quiet home-like surrounding’
man
and
the
costumes
were
a Selectivity, Sensitivity and
Heralded as one of the finest all- looked after by Mesdames Betty was the speaker.
ful of a possible hold-up he stepped ills companion could exist in the for
with good food at moderate
“Maine ?tll! has a mission for the on the gas and sped away from the ests for an indefinite period. Warden
talking productions to reach the local Knowlton. Jennie O’Neil and Stella
Tonal quality that commands
prices appeal to you.
screens this season, comes "Half Hills. The members of the associa nation and the world,’’ said he.
Stop at
the expert's admiration. A
“The millenium seems in prospect.” scene. A Union tradesman also re Buker feels quite certain that the
Marriage" Saturday only. This swift tion have worked faithfully on all the
Canadian border was the destination
he
/aid. “when a Portland paper de ported seeing two strangers.
THE
HOTEL
ly
moving
stc
ry
of
mad
Manhattan
committees.
All
those
holding
tickets
quality radio but not high
Clerk Paquin phoned a general of the fugitives.
youth, has Olive Borden as star.. She ; unsold are asked to get them in at clares that ‘what is needed in Wash
HEMENWAY
priced—
has been surrounded by an excellent : once to Mrs. D. L. Karl. 50 Granite ington, in Maine and everywhere else,
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
supporting cast including Morgan j street or John Flanagan at Chis- is the elimination of hatreds and the
Rates from;
Farley. Ann Greenway and Ken Mur- 1 holm's fruit store where seats may be cultivation of the idea that to make
CAMDEN FIRES CONTINUE
LET US DEMONSTRATE A SET IN YOUR HOME
progress there must be cooperation.'
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
ray.—adv.
j checked.
To ,that sentiment every thoughtful
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
COMMUNITY SERVICE STATION
citizen may add a devout, and in
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Result In Arrest of Another Alleged Bug—Berlin Cole
C. 0. BORGERSON, Prop.
some instances, a relieved ‘amen.’
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
“Fair criticism of the public acts
Park Street
Rockland, Maine
tel. I4S
Said To Have Confessed
and views of public men need Involve
no questioning of motives nor attacks
upon the sincerity of their stapd.
Camden's troubles did not end with was of an exterior origin.
Healthy difference© of opinion upon
public matters are altogether good in the commitment of Charlie Reynolds,
Suspicion centered upon Berlin
enabling citizens most easily and
Cole, aged 18, who was taken in cus
Will Be Given Away at Park Theatre, Evening of
readily to select the best hut constant to the State School in South Port
carping criticism is bad for all alike. land. after he had confessed to set tody by the town and county officials.
On the way to Rockland, in charge
Personalities declare a bankruptcy
ting three fires.
of principles.
of Deputy Sheriff Ludwick he Is said
“Tiie editorial adds: 'No candidate
Tuesday night (the same day that to have confessed to setting the At
worthy of the people's confidence can
hope to succeed by preaching hatred in- was taken to the institution) there lantic avenue fire, and the fire at the
and constantly making personal at was another incendiary Are — this Borland boat shop, as well as atThrough the agency of a disinterested party. Four
tacks upon individuals with whom he time on Atlantic avenue—when two timptlng to fire the building occupied
numbers will be selected and published. The first
does not agree on all things.'
sheds at the rear of the building oc by the Cloverdale store and several
“The statement is profoundly true.
will be kept ten days, then if the car is not taken,
The editor would undoubtedly be cupied by Aubrey D. Coose, jeweler, families. The shingles w’ere badly
the second is effective, to be held for ten days, etcwilling to include newspapers as well and .Vh's. Clemeret M. Walden, beauty scorched in a number of places, and
ac candidates in his dictum. An end parlor, were partly destroyed. This tut for the damp weather there would
This Free Chevrolet proposition was sponsored by
of exaggerations in matters of pub properly was lately bought by Mrs.
probably have been a conflagration.
the Sea View Garage Co., cooperating with these
lic concern would enable Maine in
Cole was visited last night by his
government easily to lead her sister Edward W. Bok, with view eventually
merchants—
to improving the Public Library mother and is said to have denied
states.
“Let public issues he determined premises.
making any confession. The case
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
BOSTON SHOE STORE
after a full, frank, free discussion of
This fire broke out at 9.15, and ac was on trial in Rockland Municipal
ROCKLAND PHARMACY, INC. KNIGHT BROS.
all sides in every forum and in the
ROCKLAND RADIO SHOP
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR
press, and Maine may soon become a cording to our Camden correspondent Court when this paper went to press.
model commonwealth where men will
THURSTON OIL CO.
ING CO.
love to live. A moratorium upon the
CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
WILLOW STREET MARKET
CHAIR BLAINE USED
THE LIONS CLUB
personalities in politics \would not
GLENDENNING’S CASH MKT. NUTSHELL RESTAURANT
only distinguish Maine from her sis
\
--G. A. WOOSTER
ter stages but would clarify the at Gives Ear To New Rockland
W. H. GLOVER
Mrs. William Tudor Gardiner, wife
mosphere for envisioning our needs.
C.
I of the Governor, has presented to the
Pastor
“The Amer’can Legion has declared
rastor —
--- C
Open Meeting State a chair used in his private
its purpose to afford a forum for the
study by the late James G. Blaine.
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN ANY OF ROCKPORT’S FAMOUS
Next Week
impartial and impersonal presenta
The wife of the Chief Executive bid
tion of matters of civic concern.
in the chair at an antique sale ait Au
CARNIVALS
The Lions Club yesterday had the gusta last week.
Without violation of the traditions of
TWENTY BOOTHS
CONTINUOUS PROGRAMS
the Legion and as a distinct contri opportunity of listening to Rock
bution to its high ideals of community land’s newest pastor, Rev. Mr. Perry
Teacher (looking over Teddy’s
service the several posts may build of the Littlefield Memorial Church. home-work)—I don’t see how it's pos
THOUSANDS OF FREE SAMPLES
programs of interest and progress
sible for a single person to mak so
FOOD BOOTHS
J0Y B00THS
about current ,ptro*blem« in nation The members heard his version of many mistakes. Teddy (proudly)—It
"Relationship
Between
the
Business
and
in
state.
”
isn't a single person, teacher. Father
FRIDAY P. M.—GRADE SCHOOL FEATURES
Man and the Church," a subject which helped me.—Brooklyn Eagle.
FRIDAY NIGHT-*-GREAT NOVELTY PROGRAM
was
interestingly
treated
from
a
PARK THEATRE
rather unusual angle. The funda YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SATURDAY P. M.—CAMDEN BOYS’ BAND
According to prejia reviewers, local
mentals of prosperity, lie proceeded
film
fans
are
in
for
two
days
of
hilari

SATURDAY NIGHT—GRAND CLOSING BALL
to show, were not capital, labor, raw
ous fun when “Oh, Yeah!" opens at materials or education, although the
If I had to live my life again I would have
the Park tomorrow. The picture fea last named has best stood tiie test of made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
tures Robert Armstrong and James time. "That's why Jesus held those of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Gleason who made a sensational laugh things so lightly," said the speaker. Darwin.
hit in “Is Zat So!” Based upon the Mr. Perry stressed as among pros
WE WILL GIVE
AN AUTUMNAL TONIC
Saturday Evening Post story, "No perity’s fundamentals integrity, thrift,
Breakers," “Oh, Yeah!” has a color service, sacrifice and the spirit and What mystery Is It ? The morning as rare
As the Indian summer may bring!
ful railroad background, with Arm faith of inspiration.
A tang in the frost and spice ln the air
strong and Gleason portraying two
That no city poet can sing I
King Lion Smalley presented as
‘'boomer" brakeinen. Hardbolled and the entertainment committee for De The crimson and amber and gold of the leaves.
they loosen and flutter and fall
womanwlse, they get into all sorts of cember. A. ft. Allen, Russell Gray and In As
the path of the park, as It rustllngly weaves
complications W'hen they are sudden Kenneth V. White. It was voted to Its way through the maples and under tho
ON THE
We will give away Absolutely Free a Steinite AU Electric Console Rad.c
eaves.
ly seized by romance. As romeos have an open meeting of the Lions
Of the sparrows that chatter and call.
they furnish all manner of comedy, Club next Wednesday evening with
staUed. This wiU be given out at intermission Saturday night
which is tempered by pathos and cli supper at 6.30. and an invitation ex What hint of delight Is It tingles me through.
What vague. Indefinable joy?
maxed by grim drama.—adv.
tended to the ladies. There will be a
for something divine that I
speaker on the program and after What yearning
knew
The wise modern housewife shares the meeting the members and their
When a wayward and wood-roving boy?
her burdens and lets The People’s guests will adjourn to one of the local Ah-ha! and O-ho! but I have It. I say—
Auspices Senior Class R. H. S.
Oh. the mystery brightens at last—
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash, theatres for a motion picture per
Tls the longing and zes* of the far. far away.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the formance.
For a bountiful dinner today.
service prompt, the work excellent.
Jack Barton of Boston was a guest
With the hale harvest hands of the past.
124-tf
—Unknowu. ‘
yesterday.

Special Showing of

Fur Coats

We Are Making a Special Showing
of Fur Coats at Reduced Prices
Coon, Muskrat, Marmots

Opossum and Seal

THE FREE CHEVROLET

Announcing

Rockport’s Big
CARNIVAL

Thursday, November 14

Friday and Saturday
. NOVEMBER 22-23

Rockport Town Hall

Free

Free

Steinite Radio

AU Electric Console

FINAL CLEAN UP
FREE CHEVROLET TICKETS
Friday and Saturday Only

“TWO FOR ONE” VALUES
Free Chevrolet Tickets

Don’t Miss This Great Show

WILLOW STREET MARKET
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ABANDONED FARMS

WITH THE BOWLERS

THREE-TIM ES-A-W E EK

Rockland. J.Ie., Xov. i, iyzy.

Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the

office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Nov. 5, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6230 copies.

Only 10 pins separated the Cement
and Centra] Maine teams in their
match at Carr’s alleys Tuesday night,
the Dragonites being on the long end.
Merrill had the highest total and
Jackson the highest string. The final
string brought the Dragonites far
Irom behind Into a commanding posi
tion. The summary"

Sign of Progress, Not De
cadence, Maine Confer
ence Is Told

Before me,PRANK B.. MILLER.

Dr. Henry C. Taylor, director of the
And their eins and iniquities will I Vermont commission of country life
remember no more.—Hebrews 10:li.
y
told the Maine Economic Conference
Friday that “there is too much rather
•1 regard the Boy Scout movement
than too little land being used for
as the greatest potential agency for agriculture '

peace and progress that the modern "„One

Cement No. 1

.
..
Jackson .........
..
..
Cates ...............
Simmons ...................
Lynch ............ .

unfor(unate

world has known.” This was the ! phagcg of lhe ]a<d prob,em
th(1
declaration of "Private Pete.” the ! Vnlted Stat<?s.. he contlnued ..js thc
distinguished Canadian soldier and way in which land companies have
writer, in an impassioned address so]d ]and wflh nt tie or no agricultural
made at September's Rotary conclave j possibilities to city wage earners whoS
at Poland Spring. That recent story,have a dream of returning some day*
*... te.,
r
““rx"u?xi™

451 415 483 1349

Maine
..
.
..
.
..

suggestion of the sort of thing that made in Vermont in the developing of
develops in the boy who takes aboard a land policy and declared the "final
the real scouting cargo. We do not'test should be how can a given area
„ . .
,
, .
. ,
be used in such a manner as to add
think our people who have had oppor- mog[ (Q (hp we„,being of ,h<? peop1etunity to observe the progress of
"ivrsons who are disturbed over
scouting since it was put under deft- abandoned farms.” he said, "should
nite organization in this vicinity WilliIea'" t° recognize that there can
,
easily be something worse than an
undervalue its possibilities in tne ae- empty house on a bad read, back in
velopment of character in the boy, the hills where the available farm
who in no long time is to become the la^d area is inadequate to support a
. ..
„
family, where the supplementary
man. The full manifestation of the
- .. .
. ,
sources of of income are inadequate.
Boy Scout organization throughout antj where medical aid. schools and
the region of which Rockland is only churches are inaccessible. In fact
a part, would surely be visited with ! "><“ abandonment of such farms is not
evidence of decadence but a sign of

Perhaps seme of the red Jackets ap- |
pearing in both boy and girl autum- ['
nal costume are brought over from a
past season, a thing highly to be com
mended upon the ground of family :
thrift, and doubly approved because!
of the atmosphere of color thereby.
imparted to what sometimes proves
to be the drab period of the year. We '
haven't followed with closeness of
observation the fashion edict with ;
respect to the red coat for the ap- |
proaching winter, but we hope it is!
to be even more in evidence this win- j
ter than a year ago. As Mose the i
Fireman remarked when the painting
of the hand-engine was referred to
his artistic Judgment: "Paint her
any color, so long's it’s red." If we
could have our way there would be I
no boy or girl, from this time forth !
until snow disappears, unsupplied
■with that agreeably distinguishing
note in clothing.
If that always kindly intentioned
and generous group of our people—we
allude to the farming population of ■
Knox County—were to have their
littention called to the fact that the
local hospital can always make use
of contributions in the form of vege
tables, we are confident that the hos
pital would find many such gifts left
at its doors. Sometime, when you arc
driving into town and have room in
the car for a few potatoes or—oh,
well, we don't need to catalogue ’em—
just anything you feel like donating
to the hospital's menu, will be exact
ly like a gift of money and will bring
delight both to the kitchen and to the
patient to whom a vegetable strictly
fresh off the farm serves greatly to
relieve the monotony of a hospital

sojourn.
The fully expected happened in the
re-election of Mayor Walker in New j
York and Mr. Curley's 20,000 majority j
In Boston — both men picturesque
figures on today’s political screen. It
is noted that while in certain circ!-s|

a bitter Curley opposition was mani
fested, not a Boston newspaper was
opposed to his candidacy, an unusual
circumstance.
le ease with which a community
sts itself to a new wrinkle is
trated by Rockland's traffic lights.
:h have apparently had no diffiy whatever In securing cordial
gnltlon\

83 91
110 S3
106 108
87 77
$2 77

90
86
87
81
91

264
279
301
245
250

468 436 435 1339

The Forty Club outsparred the
Federate at Carr's alleys Tuesday

night, winning on all three strings,
and having a margin of 65 pins. Beach
and i’ooler had a very pretty race for
first lionois the former winning, and
being the only man on either team to
do a "century." The summary:
Forty Club
........................ 83 95 95 273
...................... 90 79 8G 255
........................ 89 98 90 277
...................... 83 91 89' 263
........................ 87 10” 89 278

GROWTH OF FORESTRY

Maine Distributed 131,470 Trees For
Planting Last Year, Mostly To
Farmers.

Last year the State of Maine dis
tributed 181,470 tiers for planting,
according to the Forest Service of the
United States Department of Agri
culture.
Of tliis number, 123,470 were dis
tributed to farmers under the Clarke432 465 449
1 McNary Act. which brings the States
Federals
Kackliff .... ................ 89 82 91 252'and the Federal government in')
Philbrook ................ 83 S2 81 ”46 i co-operation In growing and dlstrlBeach ........ ................ 84 93 87 264 I butlng nursery stock for planting or.
Bennee ...... ................ 84 83 so 249 1 farm land.
The temalning 8,000
Perry ........ ............... 81 84 95 260 ' trees were distributed by the State
for planting on private lands other
421 426 431 1281 than farms.
The principal species distributed
Many a man went into the stock were northern white pine, white
market like a lion last week—and spruce, and N irway pine. The trees
came out like a lamb.—Russel Crouse. j were three-.'ear traucplants.
Five percent of the stock distriOur chief industry is not in mak
ing aut mobiles hut in making laws. I huted was for the development of
I shelter belts and v. jndbreuks. while
—Charles Evans Hughes.

the other 93 percent was for timber
production.
'
The cost to the farmers was about
$8 per 1,000 trees.
In distribution to farmers. New
Fork led with 9,840.000 trees, and
Pennsylvania was a c'ose second with
9.062,396. Other leading States were:
Ohio, Massachusetts. Vermont and
5>'fw Jersey.

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the

Merchant’s
Show Windows

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
■I*,’-.-

Join The Glenwood Club!

results whose value it must be diffi- propress ••

cult to estimate. The story of the
l)r. Arthur IV. Gilbert, commisboy this week apprehended as a fire-dinner of agriculture for Massachu.
. ..
u
laid down a program for the
■bug
presents
the other side
of the !! setts,
6
future growth of the dairy industry
shield upon which one can look only jn Maine" as follows:
Larger d'airies—more machines
with sorrow. We hear it urged that
It costs money to develop a real Boy | (cows).
Better machines (cowsj—more effi
Scout. But one boy with a canted cient production.
mind and a match in his hand can i Quicker deliveries—higher quality
cost a community in a single night | products,
"Maine can never reach its great
more than the whole regional expense
est possibilities in httraeting sum
of a year's Boy Scouting.
mer tourist traffic without a backI ground of prosperous, well-painted,
If steady application to the exact well-kept farms.” he said after asing duties of the office, if intelligent [ sorting that tourists wished to see a 1
background of good farms along with
administration of public affairs for the scenery.
the impartial benefit of every citi
MILLION-COLLAR INCOMES
zen, make for efficiency on the part
of a chief executive, then Mayor Nearly 300 Persons In United States
Carver's election to another term
Had Them, Last Report Shows
6hould be the logical endorsement of
The records of the Treasury De
his already recorded success in office.
partment reveal that 290 individuals
In 1927 had an income of more than
Yesterday we saw in Main street
one million dollars each.
the season's first hayrack-load of
Of this number, G2 more than in
spruce boughs, harbinger of the the previous year. 11 paid an income
shrewd winter not a long distance tax on more than five milll a dollars
and eight on incomes cf between four
away. There is a sense of comfort and five millions.
Twenty-three
awakened by a load of boughs, forI women, three of them unmarried
a certain romantic association of it j were included in the million dollar
with earlier times, tvhen things moved | income class. One of these report: -1
a net income of more than $1,500,1)06.
with a less hectic speed. It used to The'to’taTi'n. ome'Lx paid by the 290
be a brave sight to walk the length J was $98,667,237.
The treasury statistics, which were
of the street and behold every house
with its underpinning framed in an published .oday, showed also an in
crease of 35,545 in the number of
orderly arrangement of green. “Bank persons who paid an income tax as
ing the house," was the phrase, and compared with the preceding year,
there was a belief that it contributed with a corresponding increase* of
to indoor warmth. Houses nowadays $586,594,904 in the total income of
all persons paying the Federal levy, an
are mostly furnace heated and thr increase of $98,168,644 in the total tax
custom of banking, once universal, paid, and an increase from $5,306 to
has largely passed out. In the spring $5,496 in the average net income of
those filing returns. •
boys took away the boughs for the
privilege of bonfiring them, a glori
ous sport. Wilbert Snow has a poem
on the subject, "Taking Away the
Banking,” one of his best.

10« St 89 276
78 83 91 252
77 79 116 272
92 79 106 277
98 93 81 272

Every-Other-Day

FREE !
Join the Glenwood
Club and perhap3
you will be ’ the
fortunate member
to get a range
FREE. Come in
and ask for par*
ticulars

We will allow you
In line with modern educational
trends which find teaching by ex
ample far superior to any other
method. "Jolly Bill and Jane" one of
the most popular childrens’ rad), fea
tures , sponsored each week-day
morning by the Cream of Wheat
Company's H.C.B. Club over stations
WEAK In New York. WEEI, in Bos
ton. WGY in Schenectady and WFI
in Philadelphia from 8.00 to 8.15 a.
m. Eastern Standard Time, are tak
ing their thousands of radio listeners
on a trip to the historic points of
Portland. Me., and vicinity on Satur
day morning. November 9.
Loading all their audience into the
imaginative airship "Zippity Zepp.”
the popular pair will point out to their

passengers, via radio, the homes of
the poet Longfellow on Preble Square
and tell of the famous poems "The
Village Blacksmith" and "Evange
line” which were written there.
In addition, they will describe the
famous Portland Harbor, deepest on
the Atlantic Seaboard, and the Forts
Preble and McKinley of Revolution
ary War fame. On their way over
Old Orchard Beach. Me.. "Jolly Bill
and Jane" will show where the transAtlantic fliers took off on their his
toric flights.
Circling the surrounding territory,
these popular artists will tell their
audience how cities such as Bidde
ford. York Harbor. Bangor. Waterville, Saco and many others look from
an airship.

$16 for your old
range no matter
how wom it is

seven times. And the enterprising
fruit raisers of Knox Countywknow
what spraying accomplishes.
O. W. Currier Tells Of Good Another progressive Appleton
famer is Willard Sherman who
Apple Crops and Prices
raised this year about 800 barrels of
Baldwin and Ben Davis' apples. Mr.
Orrin It. Currier of Appleton was a i stherman is always one of the large
visitor in the city yesterday and re- exhibitors at the North Knox Fair in
ported the orehardists of his town as Union.
In finef. ttlf
The average price paid for apples in
Appleton this vear was $8.50 a barrel.
Ell,ridge erry raised
barbels ( Tho
gtrawherry
season
also
,.f No. 1 apples, mostly Baldwins, and ; brought a goodly number of dollars
sold them before they were picked. I jnto Appleton tills. Mr. Currier figThe buyer paid him the compliment ures that the farmers produced about
of saying that they were the finest a thousand bushels this fall and ad
apples he had seen this season. He mits that this is only a guess.
also paid Mr. Perry a very satisfac
The recent fair given by the Appletory price per barrel. In having so ton womeVi netted about $200.
fin,- a crop this season Mr. Perry
‘ An-1 now" said Mr. Currier, “all
doubtless feels that Nature was kind we will do for a while is suck thumbs.
to him. but Nature was not singleBut he must not be taken too seri
handed on the job, as seen in the fact ously. There is always something
that Mr. Perry sprayed his frees doing on a farm.

APPLETON VISITOR

E. B. CROCKETT
5&10c to $1.00 STORE

New Fall and Holiday Goods

. are here
Pictures,
25c, 50c, $1.00
Special Embroidered Pieces, 50c, $1.00
Infants’ Bath Robes,
$1.00
Infants’ Caps,
50c, $1.00
Ladies’ New Hand Bags,
$1.00
Ladies’ Fall Fabric Gloves, pair,
.49
Ladies’ Felt Slippers, pair,
.49
Child’s Sheepskin Lined Slippers,
pair,
.79
Child’s Flannel Bloomers, Special,
pair,
.10
Ladies’ Full Fashioned Silk Hose,
pair,
1.00
Bridge Lamps, complete with
shade,
1.00

Men’s Capeskin Gloves, pair

Mittens and Gloves,

$1.00
25c, 50c

Children’s Union Suits,
Children’s Waist, U. S.,
.
Men’s Part Wool U. S.,
Children’s Suits,
Children’s Dresses,
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Vests,
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Bloomers,
Children’s Flannel Bloomers,
Ladies’ Flannel Bloomers,
Ladies’ Flannel Night Gowns,
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Hose, pair,

.50
.69
1-00
1.00
1.00
.39
.50
.25
.39
.69
.50

, For the Holidays
Perfume Sets,
10,, 25c, 50c, 1.00
Toilet Sets,
25c, 50c, 1.00
Men’s and Boys’ Ties, each,
25c, 50c
Handkerchiefs for all,
.
2 for 5c, 5c, 10c, 25c

Save One Quarter of
Your Coal Bill
THIS WINTER BY INSTALLING THIS GLENWOOD
FURNACE.

A GLENWOOD IS NOT EXPENSIVE;

$150
WILL BUY THIS SIZE FOR

ROOM

CUP THIS COUPON-SEND IN

Christmas Cards, large assortment,
lc, 3 for 5c, 2 for 5c, 5c, 10c
Wrapping Material for Gifts
Toys
Dolls
Games
Books
Toy Furniture

Burpee Furniture Co.,

Rockland, Maine.

Send me catalogue and particulars of the Glenwood Club.
Name....................................................................................

Address ......................... -.................................................. •.....
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS—Latest Hits, each,

25c and 35c

EXTRA SPECIAL FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Two Quart Aluminum Percolators, worth 1.00. Sale Price ea. 59c
SPECIAL SHOWING OF GALVANIZED WARE—LOW PRICES

E. B. CROCKETT
5&10c to $1.00 STORE

j 361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

ROCKLAND, MAINE
✓

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Dr. Mildred Tuttle

Nov. 7-8—“The WomanleBS Marriage” nigh
School auditorium, auspices Parent-Teacher
Association.
Nov. 8—Rubinstein Club’s guest day.
Nov. 11—Armistice Pay.
Nov. 11-17—National Education Week.
Treating children under ten years
Nov. 12—Chapin Class bridge party at Mrs.
E. K. Stoddard's.
at half price
Nov. 12-13—fruit show, auspices of Knox
and Lincoln Farm Bureau, Temple hall,
Rockland.
Nov. 13—Educational Club picnic with Mrs.
Minnie Miles.
Nov. 13—Republican ward caucuses.
Nov. 14—Republican Mayoralty caucuses.
Nov. 12—Annual meeting of Rockland Coun
try Club.
Nov. 18—Old County Fair at Grand Army
hall.
• The use of bird shot is not recomNEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE
Nov. 18-19—Forty Club play "Meet the ’aiended for deer hunters, but that it
Wife” at High School auditorium.
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show In Lew 4s sometimes the means to an end can Four Of Them, As Matter of Fact, To
be proved by Leroy Black and V. Ft
iston.
Be Held in Boston This Month.
Nov. 20—Baptist Men’s League.
jStudiey. Tuesday they went to
Nov. 21—Annual meeting of Chamber of
iChickawapkie Lake on a bona fide
Commerce at Hotel Rockland. .
Specialists and leaders from all
duck hunting trip. Mr. Black was
Nov. 21—Unlversallst Fair.
over New England in the fields of in
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Meguntlcook Grange standing near the pump house when
fair.
a deer confronted him only about 20 dustrial management, community or
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
feet distant. Mr. Black let fly with a ganization work, recreational pro
benefit senior class of high school.
charge of No. 4 birdshot. The deer motion. and agriculture wiN, meet in
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29-30—Camden Meguntlcook Grange ' bpiteared
somewhat annoyed and Boston in four distinct conferences in
Fair.
started in the general direction of connection with the Fifth New EngDec. 4—Christmas Bazaar at St. ’Peter’s
Sam
Doe's
with all sails set. The land Conference. Nov. 21-22.
Church.
kntmal evidently ran in a circle for
Dec. 4—Rockport Ladles’ Aid,
The four group conferences will
Church Christmas fair.
presently it was back in Mr. Black's discuss ways and means^jf promoting
Dec. 11—Annual fair, Methodist ___ __
neighborhood.
He
fired
four
or
five
and maintaining New England’s
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladies* sewing
more charges, and on the last the 100- growth in their respective fields.
circle fair.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Cor. Limerock St. and Broadway
Telephone 684-J

VOGUE PATTERNS

Rockland

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Another Week-End of Big Values

GARDINER’S

ami Mrs. Jack Passon, a son

Rockland Commercial College—
Judge L. R. Campbell a visitor at
the school Tuesday addressed the
students Impromptu. Confining his
brief talk largely to the field compe
tition now existing between men and
women, fie advised the boys to be on
the alert that the girls did not excel
them in their studies and activities.
He also told the students to he ever'
zealous for success, but to tie willing
to start on the lowest rung of the
ladder. New entries are: Day school.
Gertrude Eaton of Deer Isle, Franl^j
Thomas and David Crockett of Cam
den; night school, Mrs. Mary Bunker
of Thomaston.
Mrs. Sargent has'
placed Karl Moody, a student of the
school, with Swift* Co. in their local
office.

Chairmen of county committees to'
receive nominations of candidates for
honorary recognition as Outstanding
Farmer or Homemaker have been se
lected in each county, according to
A. L. Deering, secretary of the Maine
Farm Bureau Federation. The KnoxLincoln member is Leon A. Dodge of
North Edgecomb. Names of candi
dates who have been approved by
each county committee will be for
warded to tlie State committee short
ly after Dec. 1. Deering said. Tlie
state committee, the personnel of
■which has not been named, will make
the final selection. Five of the suc
cessful candidates chosen by the state
committee will he accorded special
recognition during Farm and Home
Week.
n your Christmas magazine
now. Send for 24-page price
Any magazine any where pubI. Fred E. Harden, the magaman. Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
1?4-135
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pound doe succumbed. The hunters Each will be held under immediate
Tonight is amateur night at Park also brought home some ducks, but direction of a New England Council
Heedless to say that the doe'Sas been ci mmittee.
Theatre.
the principal topic of discussion.
For the first time in the history of
Lawry brought ripe dande
the annual “New England economic
The
September
issue
of
the
Tax
Di

this office last night.
parliament” which the annual Con
gest contains an especially interesting ference has become, the growing im
article
on
“
Why
the
Mounting
Costs
State Commander Basil II. Stinson
portance of community development
installed the officers of Boland Smith of Schools?" The author was F. X. work in New Dhgland, and the in
Fletcher,
a
native
of
China,
Me.,
who
creased activity of the New England i
Post in Bath Wednesday night.
graduated from Colby College in 1882 Council in this respect, have resulted
as
president
of
his
class.
He
is
now
jn the scheduling of a community
Rae T„ wife of Hill M. Dane, died
yesterday, after a brief illness, aged director of the Nevada Taxpayers' development conference.
,
Association.
He
urges
the
need
of
co

Of special interest to the delegates
43 years. The remains were taken to
operation and leadership of educators. and conferences from farming dis
Portland.
Obviously one of the chief reasons for tricts will be the agricultural Confer
The R.V.F.A. has engaged Kirk the increased totaj is the increase- in ence, to be presided over and directed
population —- more
pupils, by Harry R. Lewis, Rhode Island
patrick's orchestra to play for its school
Thursday night dances the remainder greater cost.- There has been a cor Commissioner of Agriculture and
responding increase in tlie number of chairman of the Council’s agricultural
of the season.
teachers and a rather constant In committee. A feature will be a sym
Daniel Lynch who was steward crease in average salaries paid to posium led by Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert,
for the Community Yacht Club dur teuchers. The cost of texthebks and i Massachusetts Commissioner of Agri
ing the summer, is now night clerk other supplies is another factor. The culture, on New England’s agricul
continued use of worn out methods of tural competition. The Conference
at the Thorndike Ilotie..
school operation and control, suffi will attempt to find what foodstuffs
E. C. Moran. Jr., is in Portland to cient in former days, is inadequate are imported into 'New England, from
day, attending a state convention of and expensive for the complex edu what areas, in what quantities, and
the Maine Association of Insurance. cational situation of today. In the of what quality. Knowledge on these
author’s opinion millions of dollars points will enable New England pro
Agents at the Falmouth Hotel.
now annually wasted could be saved ducers more intelligently to meet
Community Park has been closed by "better methods of school con their competition.
The industrial conference will be
for the season, and it is especially trol. better systems of purchasing
desired that vehicles be kept there supplies and wiser selection of teach presided over by Col. Frederick H.
Payne, president of the Greenfield
from so as not to injure the bail ers.''
Tap and Die Corporation, and chair
ground for next season.
“Church Family Night" was ob man of the Massachusetts Industrial
Those who sold tickets for "The served at Pratt M. E. Church Tues Commission. Industrial stabilization
Womanless Wedding” should settle day, marked by the keen interest that will be the keynote, with speakers in
up immediately either with Mrs. Don is being displayed in this unique in cluding A. L. Filene of Boston. Col.
ald Karl or John Flanagan at at stitution. Supper was served by tin E. A. Deeds of Detroit, and others.
men of Baraca Class. Parker Worry The Council’s industrial committee,
Chisholm's Fruit store.
led in the singing of familiar songs, of which Col. Payne is chairman, is
The annual meeting of the Rock tile words of which were thrown oil arranging the program.
The recreational development con
land Veteran Firemen's Association the wall by means of lantern slides.
ference will disefiss matters of for
will be held Friday night at Gen. Stlss Villa Burroughs, director of
estry,
preservation of the natural at
Berry hall. It is rumored that sev religious education in the neglected
rural area, was the speaker giving tractions that bring visitors to this
eral contests will be in order.
an enlightening talk on her work in section, ways and means to increase
the economic contribution of the rec
Pilot Wincapaw hopes that par the nearby rural communities, whiclf
reational industry to New England,
ents will he present Saturday morn disclosed many astonishing,apathetic
and allied subjects. Col. William A.
ing when (he students of the Curtiss- and tragic situations little dreamed ' Barron of Crawford Notch, N. . H.,
Wright Junior Flying Service dis of by the citizens of adjoining towns chairman of the Council’s Recrea
play their models they have made in and cities. Miss Burroughs laid par- tional development committee, will
•flcular stress on the influence of the
competition for prizes.
hoys and girts in these neglected preside at this meeting.
The final general session will fol
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8 rural areas who have had no religious low a luncheon for the 1500 delegates
training or communication whatso
land conferees Friday afternoon.
The meeting of Winslow-Holbrook ever, upon the cities into which they
Post with Camden Ix-glon advertised may later go, unless training to
"Gus." said Bill as he caught up
for tonight in another newspaper, has revere the church and God is given
been indefinitely postponed.
The •them In early life.—an influence of with him on the way back to camp,
regular meeting will be held at Indifference or hostility to the church “are all the rest of the boys out of
which spells evil. The prayer service the woods yet?"
Legion hall. Limerock street.
"Yes," said Gus.
under the direction of Itcv. Jesse
The Chamber of Commerce will Kenderdine was on 'The Training of . "All six of them?"
"And they're all safe?"
again act ae a clearing house for Jesus," illustrated by lantern slides.
“Yes,” answered Gus, "they're all
Thanksgiving
baskets.
All
the At the meeting next Tuesday evening
churches, societies, etc., who plan to Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, recently returned safe,’!
"Then." said Bill, his chest swelling.
put out baskets should notify the from the 60th anniversary of the
Chamber office so that duplication of Woman's Foreign Missionary So "I've shot a deer.”—Montreal Star.
cieties in Columbus, Ohio, will be the
effort may be avoided.
speaker. Mrs. Tweedie lias a vivid
The Hotel Rockland barber shop
Mrs. H. M. Leadbetter of North Ha story to tell of this wonderful gath lias opened after being closed for
133*135
ven remembered The Courier-Ga ering of women from all over the three weeks.—adv.
zette yesterday with a box of rasp
berries—leaves, blossoms, and the
bona fide berries.
The tempting Other Talk of the Town on Page 8
aroma which came from that box
The best heated, most modern gacarried our thoughts back to August.
lage in New England is the Fire
The meeting of Edwin Libby Relief proof with Its new Sturtevant pres
Corps tonight has special interest in sure steam blowers.
Summer heat
that Mrs. Harriet Hill of Freeport. and prompt, prices reasonable. Tel.
State inspector, will he present and 889 Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
THURS., FRI., SAT.
inspect the local organization. Sup
132-134
per will be served at 6 o’clock, and a
NOVEMBER 7, 8, 9
program will close the evening's
BORN
of this week
PARSON -At Fnrdson. Mich.,
activities.

For some time past E. C. Moran Jr.
DIED
has been engaged in writing a his
—At Rockland. Nov. 6. Rae T. (Rosen
tory of the Blinker family ar.il iias DANE
bloom), wife of iHill M Dane, aged 43
delved sufficiently deep into the gen
years. Interment In Portland.
ealogy to locate 1500 members of that
ilk. And incidentally he discovered
that there is a Bunker Family As
sociation, and will be its guest of
honor at a luncheon to be held in Bos-,
ton Nov. 16.

GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE HOSIERY

A new value! The first time we have had a chiffon all

resen

silk picot top for—

Slipper heel
full fashioned

new

TCPCCATX
Infants’ Sweaters, etc

THE FABRICS:
QpoOL of the choicest, pur
est quality . . practically
weather-proof. And the
new "deluxe” alpacian
t
fleece.. soft, warm,
elegant. Exclusive with “Shagmoor."

(QF mannish persuasion. Yet
decidedly of feminine
charm.Unusuallyyouthful,
graceful silhouettes.
Most of the models
.
have luxurious

Special for Friday and Saturday
a mill cleanup—all firsts
60 Infants’ Sweaters, reg. $2.98; sizes 22 to 28
all the newest fall colors

A

K

fur collars
and cuffs.

New Brushed Wool Sets $2.98 to $5.95

Saturday Candy Special

33c

Your own assortment 33c—try them once and see

^/inthe ;
Same size Pen
WICE as many words are packed in
to a Chilton Pen on one self-filling as
can lie put into other pens of similar size.
And when the last word comes out of a
Chilton Pen it has written enough words
on one filling to sign 9,000 checks—or
write 3<M) pages of note paper—or write
continuously for over 66 hours!

T

The Chilton is fascinating to fill! Come in
and let us explain its many advantages.
Priced $3.50 to $7.00, and gparanZeed.

Five well-known
fountain pens, . of
similar size and price,
were compared with
the Chilton Pen sell
ing at $7.00. The av
erage ink capacity of
these five pens was 88
drops—while the
Chilton held 81 drops.
Certified by Bigelow,
Kent <0 Willard,
Consulting Engineers,
Boston, Mass,

Gardiner’s Drug Store
WARREN, ME.
133-134

The Sentcr Crane Co. has one price for all—no 10% off
to a selected few—which is another way of having two
prices. Our goods are marked as low as possible and you
can be sure when you buy here you are all getting treated
alike.

NOW

THE TAILORING: \

Christmas is Near
It is not too early to consider Christmas gifts. Nearly
all departments are making Special Showings of
Christmas values.

To get your automobile put into

Condition for
Winter Service
We use GENUINE ALEMITE LUBRICANTS anti

standard nationally advertised oils
■
—————
__

We Are Not Learning The Auto

mobile Repair Game—
We KNOW It!
We have been repairing automobiles since 1909—

/

THE PRICES:

rTrELDdown to very low pitch
Especially when you con
sider the fact that the
elegant “Shagmoor"
Coats can be worn
appropriately
onalmostany
occasion.

T4 the best English manner.
Molded or sweeping
lines. Decorative stitchery. A perfect fit
for every figure.
Linings of fine,
fashionable
Silks.

TOYS
The largest toy department in this section of Main^.

igmnor

“Lay-Away” Service on Toys
Every child has his or her heart set upon some big toy
that “runs into money.” You may select one now
while stocks are complete—making a small deposit
and we will hold it until Dec. 1 5.

Automobiles

Doll Carriages
$1.98 to $15.00

$7.50 to $32.50

Velocipedes
$2.98 to $1650

Wagons
98c to $8.75

Remarkable Lot of Dress Coats $24.50
Timme Tuff real Alpaca Coats

copies of real cars

ombre color

the oldes mechanic in years of service in Knox Co

Special Purchase Tweed Dresses $5.95
Just right for this time of year; over 80 to choose from

Rockland, Me
132-133

I

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

AT TflE METROPOLITAN

LOANS TO FARMERS

Special Food Sale
NATION-WIDE STORE

B. B. JAMESON
Friendship, Maine
These are CASH PRICES
________ at the Store_________
Sugar, 10 pound bag................ .. .. .. .. . 59c
Flour-Red Rose or Norman R.. .. .. .. . 99c
Butter, pound.......................... .. .. .. .. . 49c
Pure Lard, pound ;.................. .. .. .. .. . 16c
Mother’s Oats.......................... .. .. .. .. . 29c
Salt Pork, pound...................... .. .. .. .. . 17c

Raisins.. ............................... 3 for 25c
Campbell Soups '...................... .. .. .. . 10c
1 lb. jar Jam, Raspberry, Strawberry. 29c
Shredded Wheat...................... .. .. .. . 11c
String Beans............................ .. .. .. .. . 15c
Large Quaker Oats.................. .. .. .. .. . 23c
Small Quaker Oats.................. .. .. .. .. .. 10c
Pears.. .. .................................. . 2 for 25c
Jello, all flavors........................ .. .. .. .. . 09c
Milk, tall can............................ .. .. .. 3 for29c

Puffed Wheat.......................... .. .. .. . 2 for25c
Selox, large.............................. .. .. .. . 15c
Free Soda with 1 lb. Cream Tartar ... 49c
Ivory Soap.............................. 2 for 15c
G. B. Corn............................... 2 for 25c
Rinso, large............................ .. .. .. . 23c
Maraschino Cherries, large bottle ... 23c
Kellogg Corn Flakes................. 2 for 15c
Peaches, No. 21-2 can.............. .. .. .. 23c
N. W. Coffee, pound................ .. .. .. .. 45c

Keep Watch for tie
“Feverish Cold”

The Maine Farm Lands Loan Com
missioners have made considerably
more than 100 loans on farm real es
tate since the commission came into
being on dan. 1, 1918. The greater
number of the loans have been small,
from $1,000 to $1,500 while a few
have run up to $5,000 or $6,000.
In this way the State of Maine has
| been for nearly 12 years able to
i offer a measure of farm relief to per
sons who wish to borrow money on
agricultural lands.
"The commission does not feel,"
says State Auditor Elbert D. Hayford who is its secretary, “that It is
in competition with the banks, but
rather Its work is supplementary to
theirs and to the federal farm loon
system. People often come to us for
loans when they feel hesitant about
going to banks or loan and building
associations, or to borrow from pri
vate individuals."
The total amount of the loan fund
which the commissioners administer
and which is designated by statute
the Reserved Land Fund, Is approxi
mately $700,000. This money has ac
crued to the. State through lease of
public lots and is held in fFust by the
State. In order to have a medium of
investment for such money, the legis
lature In 1917 enacted the farm lands
loan act. The governor is chairman
of the commission, the State Auditor
is secretary and the other members
are the Commissioner of Agriculture,
the Commissioner of Education and
the Forest Commissioner.
The commissioners are permitted
to invest in approved mortgages on
agricultural lands, in bonds of the
State of Maine, in bonds of any city,
town, or county in Maine and in bonds
of the United States. At the present
time about $500,000 of tho total funds
are invested and the remainder is
kept in the State treasury for loan
purposes.
Loans on farm lands cannot exceed
50 percent of the appraisal value
made by the commission's appraiser
who is the commissioner of agricul
ture or one of his division chiefs.
Interest is charged at 5 percent,
payable semi-annually. Loans are
made for a term of not less than one
year and not more than 20 years.
The income which accrues from the
loans and investments goes into a
special cash deposit in the State
treasury’ and is kept intact to refund
the principal.

If you are “run down” or out

N. W. 0. P. Tea, 1-2 lb. pkg...... .. .. .. . 37c
N. W. Oolong Tea, 1-2 lb pkg.... .. .. .. . 29c
P. G. Soap, 10 bars.................. .. .. .. .. 39c
Baker’s Cocoa............... ........ .. .. .. . 18c
NATION-WIDE STORE

B. B. JAMESON
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
Telephone 128-6
Watch This Paper For Our Weekly Specials
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
11- A supply kept in
1-Magnifieent display 42-Travellng burglar
store for future use
45- Boy’s name (short)
5-Ache
12- A short cloak
46- Ocean
9-Pertaining to a
14—To wear
48- Pertalning to the
wall
16-Perlod of time (pi.)
nose
10-A large sea-duck
18-Natural scenes
12- A vessel for holding 49- Trlcky
50-Alloy of Iron
19-Remove from a
liquids
52-To play on a
railway-train, as
13- Allude
atrlnged Instrument
troops
15-To spread loosely
without expression 22-A daughter of a
for drying, as flax
sister
54-Dimlnutlve suffix
17- One, or any
24-One who fails to win
borrowed from
18- Tangled
26- Steal
French
20- Southern State
27- Consume
65-Title former
(abbr.)
31- Rodent (pi.)
Russian rulers
21- Spanish explorer
32- A bitter cathartic
who discovered
VERTICAL
34-lncites
Florida
36- A kingdom
1-A play on words
2-Conjunction
37- Sole
23-Postpone
3-A river In N. France 39-Doctrlne
25-Large lake
!40-Adds
something
4-An entreaty
26-A grain
undesirable to
5-A natural covering
2&-Playthlngs
of certain kinds oi 43- A brisk wind
29-Combinlng form.
44- The upright pole of
fruit
Within
a derrick
6-Ventilated
30-Mannere
47-Greek goddess of
7-Sufflx used in
31-Tribe
mischief
adjectives of Latin
33-Wager
49—Prefix. Same aa
origin
35-Combining form.
super
8-T0 earn as clear
Air
51-English translation
profit
38-Active
(abbr.) '
9-Nobleman’s landed
40-Fog-horn
53-Egyptian sun-god
estate (Eng.)
41-Prepoeition

HORIZONTAL

CtyyripM, The International Syndicate

Ladies are not the only ones to en
joy the shops of Europe. In an
ancient and remote little town like
Ragusa where the wares displayed
are not especially designed to lure the
susceptible tourist, the shops are a
delightful index to the life of the peo
ple. Here the oriental influence is
very strong- You pass beneath an old
clock tower to see the shops of the
Stradone. Rugs rich with soft blues
and brown-reds, and gay Dalmatian
embroideries are hung up. Silver
smiths have for sale Bosnian inlays
with lacy flligreed buckles and brace
lets. Gypsy bandeaux of gold ducats
speak of the time when Turkish cur
rency was the coin of the realm
Passing through a Gothic porch you
will see more little shops—shoemak
ers‘, saddlers', Goldsmiths’, and bar
bers', and just at the entrance to the
cloister of the old Franciscan mon
astery, with windows opening into the
garden, stands an old pharmacy. It is
said to be one of the oldest pharma
cies in Europe. It is worth while to
pause and admire the dim interior,
where rows of jars line the walls,
Each jar bears a Latin inscription
and is illuminated with quaint and
colorful designs of long ago.
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
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If you are one of the thousands
of pleasure seekers leaving your
town or city these glorious summer
days, do you ever give a thought to
the other fellow? In such a simple
matter as stopping the car on signal
do you remember your road man
ners?

Dr.TniesElixir

Where left and right turns are
allowed on a red light, at no time
should traffic run up in a solid
phalanx at a cross street. There
should always be room at the right,
or left, for the driver who wishes
to turn into the cross street. In
some cities left or right turn lanes
are marked, but why wait for a
police command and a white line to
do the obvious thing which will
speed traffic ?

will ward off or lessen these at
tacks, because Dr. True’s Elixir
is made of tested herbs of purs
quality that put the system In
good condition, and relieve
constipation.

The True Family Laxative
Economical family size $1.20 j
other sizes 60c and 40c.

Successfully used for over 77 years

>If cars are parked too near the
corner against the curb, you are not
excused. Leave the lane next that
car just the same. When the whistle
blows and your line of traffic halts,
and one lane spot is left at the front,
do uot run gaily up and fill it un

V

UNITED STATES

How the Proposed European
Combination Would Com
pare With Ours
How would a United States of
Europe, the new super-state proposed
at Geneva, compare with the United
States of America
"Irrespective of its political aspects
or its feasibility, the suggestion af
fords opportunity for an interesting
geographic comparison,” says a bulle
tin of the National Geographic So
ciety from its headquarters in Wash
ington, D. C.
"As proposed the European federa
tion would number 27 sovereign
states. Russia is omitted. Principal
ities like Monaco and Liechtenstein
also San Marino, and Andorra, and
the Free City of Danzig do not come
within the scope of the following com
parisons.
Area Smaller; Population Larger
“The United States of America is
one and one-half times greater in
area," says the bulletin, “but citi
zens of the ‘United States of Europe’
would outnumber Americans in the
proportion of 3 to 1.
"The Texas of "U.S.E.’ would he
France;
Luxembourg its Rhode
Island. Both are smaller than their
American counterparts, but only
slightly smaller.
“Relative size raises a question
which will stump most Americans. It
is this; of the four biggest American
States, how many are larger than the
four largest European countries ex
cluding Russia? The answer; One.
France the European Texas
Giant Texas is larger than France,
but only one-flfth larger. California.
Montana and New Mexico are each
smaller in area than Spain, Germany
or Sweden.
"So much geographic instruction
stresses the smallness of Europe by
American prairie standards that it is
surprising to discover that Holland
is larger than Maryland, that Finland
would carve into three New York
States, and that the total square
miles of Oregon and of the Serb,
Croat Slovene State are nearly iden
tical.
“Striking contrasts between Eu
rope and America turn up in the field
of population. In the United States
the average number of persons per
square mile is 35; in Europe, 127. Ne
vada must miraculously
spread
seven-tenths of a person to each
square mile while Belgium, equally
miraculously, must squeeze 670 men,
women and children on one average
square mile. Yet Rhode Island and
Massachusetts are each more densely
inhabitated, according to area, than
the United Kingdom or Germany.
“A united Europe’s manpower over
shadows America tremendously. All
the people of the six most populous
American States; New York. Penn
sylvania, Illinois, Ohio. Texas and
California, number 8,000.000 less than
the population of Germany. Little
Luxembourg, lost in Europe like a
slice of olive in a cream cheese sand
wich, has more citizens than Wyom
ing.
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STOPPING THE CAR

of condition, if sluggish bowels
have allowed poisonous im
purities to accumulate in your
system, you are liable to suffer
from “feverish" colds.

V-

Geo. Bancroft In “The Mighty” This
Week's
Feature—Colleen Moore

TRAFFIC TALKS
less you intend to turn in. Any car
so doing should be made to make
the turn and clear the aisle.
Never stop the car at the ex
treme edge of the cross walk. Give
the pedestrian a fair chance to walk
across without being forced into the
lane of moving cars. There is no
reason why he should be made to
brush your humper, or tour ner
vously around it in fear of his life.

The careful driver will not edge
up on the light, creeping forward
to jump ahead at the first change.
Aside from being really unlawful,
this is far from being safe driving.
The stranded pedestrian who has
also seen the lights change, may
make a nervous leap himself, to
gain the safety of the curbstone anil
be struck by your car.
Take time to get the whole situa
tion ’ ciore you stop the car and
be
you start it. One or two
seconds lost in a swift glance for
safety may be incalculable insurance
for the future.
1

How to Raise Poultry
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S.;St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
yean of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au*
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry breeder.
Noted author and lecturer.

Orthodox “movie’ fans, especia'ly
those who admire George Bancroft,
will find in "The Mighty" an extra
ordinary and unusually satisfying hit
of screen entertainment.
Listed
among the "New Show World" pic
tures, Paramount has again scored in
this latest all-talking thrill-drama
which brings Bancroft out as a fullfledged screen star In his own right.
' Action tl.at never lags. Love in
terest that warms the cockles of your
heart. Speed that grips you with its
sheer force as it races to a smashing,
dramatic
climax.
That’s
"The
Mighty," and in conclusion, Raymond
Hatton injects his artistry for com
edy that keeps you inughing at just
the right times throughout the un
folding of Paramount’s newest addi
tion tv the much-talked of "Now
Show World" series of greater films.
Monton Downey, the “golden-voiced
personality, "favorite of New York.
London and Paris, has been engaged
exclusively for the Metropolitan The
atre for an extended period. Widely
known as a screen ant’ radio star his
Boston popularity is p foregone con
clusion.
Colleen Moore returns to the Metro
politan screen th.- week starting
Nov. 14, in a talking, singing and
dancing spectacle, with numerous of
its thrilling scenes in natural color.
An able cast including Raymond
Hackett, Frederic March, Virginia
I,ee Corbin, and ten other principals,
ar featured in “Footlights and Fools”
the wistful star's latest vehicle.

BY STEAMER
Freight and Passenger Service
Make that business trip to Boston in
comfort, on the big steamer CAM
DEN.

Sailing 8 P. M.
T uesday—Thursday—Saturday
Steamer WESTPORT leaves Rock
land 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday for Bar Har*bor. Steam
er WEST TORT leaves Rockland
7.30 A. M. Monday. Wednesday and
Friday for Brooklin.
Final sailing of the season to Boston,
Saturday, November 9th

Makes You Look
Years Younger

ARTICLE XVII.

The skin of youth lies in every box of
new wonderful MELLO-GLO Face
If
that
will
not
clean
them,
thev
"EGGS IS EGGS”—
Powder. The purest powder made—
BUT NOT FOR HATCHING should be put aside for other uses. Its color is passed by the U. S. Gov
Under no. circumstance should eggs ernment. No pastiness, flakiness or
Too Great Caro Cannot Be Observed be washed Thoroughly. The thor irritation.
A new French process
in the Selection of Eggs for Hatch- ough welting and hard rubbing will makes it spread more smoothly and
ing—In Choosing the Right Eggs destroy nature's protective surface prevents large pores. No more shiny
for the Purpose Lies Murh of the film, thus hastening evaporation of noses — it stays on longer.
Use
Secret of Successful licubation. the contents and allowing harmful MELLO-GLO. Corner Drug Store and
odors to penetrate the porous shell. all other good stores.
All eggs in any one hatch should
Editor’s Mote—This Is another story In a he us nearly uniform as possible ii
SHERIFF’S SALE
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written ' size weight and thickness of shell.
State of Maine
dUl' d'11^0.:?,
They should also be of approximate County of Knox, SS.
Taken this twenty-first day of October.
entire series will appear in this paper. Our] ly the same age and Irom the same
readers are urged to read them carefully and variety of fowl. Thin shelled eggs A. I). 1029. on execution dated the twelfth
day of October In the year of our Lord nine
clip them out for future reference.
hatch more easily, as a rule, than teen hundred and twenty nine. Issued on a
thick shelled ones.
White CggS j judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
usually hatch more quickly than Court, for the said County of Knox, at the
"Pigs is pigs," according to the
thereof holden at Rockland, within and
darker ones. Leghorn eggs will prob term
for our County of Knox, aforesaid, on the
famous story by Ellis Parker Butler,
ably hatch 24 hours sooner than first Tuesday of April, A. D. 1929 (said
and to a great many people eggs is
those from Plymouth Rocks. It will judgment having been entered as of said
eggs, regardless of the way in which
April, 1929, term of said Court, by virtue
they are to be used. When it concerns therefore, be easy to see why uni of a certificate received hy the Clerk of said
formity
in
all
the
ways
just
men

Court,
from the Clerk of the Law Court, on
eggs for any purpose but hatching,
September 9, 1929, In vacation, said term
that view may be as good as any other tioned is desirable whenever practi held
on
said first Tuesday of April, A D.
but eggs for hatching should certainly cable. If this rule is followed, prac 1929. being the preceding term of said Court,
tically
all
eggs
will
hatch
at
or
very
for
said
County, prior to the date that said
be selected with extreme care if best
near the same time, thus far greater certificate was so received, and said execuresults are to be obtained. There Is chance
for complete success than 1 tion having been Issued as of said April. 1929,
no great mystery about the process vvnrln ho noR«ihle where eirtr^ of term’ a11 as Prov,ded *n »’hapter 82 of thr
of m-'king proper selection. On the woi.lo he possible where eggs oi , Revised 8tatutes of Malne> the next terrn
contrary, it is a vry simpl mattr. widely varying characteristics are Of said court. In said County, to said
mix?d together.
April term, 1929, commencing on the secontf
I have seen so much of rnndom se
1 do not recommend the use of Tuesday of September. A. D IMS) in falection. however, that Ian sure a
,, x
.
,
, .
, i 'or of Frank H. Ingraham, of Rockland. In
few pointers on the subject will not pullet eggs for hatching. AU breed- the County of Knox and State of Maine,
ing hens should be of good size for against Isaac Berllawsky of said Rockland,
be amiss
the breed and from 1 to 2 years of for tUe guI» of two thousand two hundred
,.,.ii . - ......
i of oil f
ten dollars and
ninety-eight rents, debt or
First of all let me say ..hat kind age. ic
If pullets are used at all for (iamacet an(j no dollars and no cents cost
of eggs not to use. Discard ail eggs breeders, they should
be well ma- ot suit, being two thousand two hundred
that ate small, abnormai'y large, tured, lay good sizeeggs and be ten dollars and
ninety-eight cents in the
whole, together with lawful Interest from
very dirty, irregularly foi med and mated to old roosters.
the eighth day of April. A. D. 1929. being
those with cracked, rough, thin or
Another important factor that the time of the rendition of judgment, and
irregular shells. I would especially greatly influences the chances for fifteen cents more for said execution, and •
warn everyone against accepting the I successful incubatlon ;s the relative will be sold at public auction at the Sheriff's
common belief that large eggs are freshness fl£ f,ggs -rhoBe from j to office, In the Knox County Court House, in
Rockland, to satisfy. In whole or in
best tor hatching. Years of careful 4 or g days 0,d show ,it[ie difference 5aid
part, said execution and charges of sale there
experimentation and close observa-| flg w hatrhing quai|tv, but a£ter on to the highest bidder, on Tuesday, the
tion of the work of others has con- 1 that they deteriorate rapidly. This twenty-sixth day of November. A. D. 1929,
ten of the clock In the forenoon, all the
vin°ed me that the av?r>ge size egg ■ jg eagjjy explained.
A fresh egg at
right in equity which the said Isaac Berliaof regular form and color is the best eontajns just enough w< ler t0 deveIop wsky has In and to the following desclrbed
for hatching. The ex ret size will ' the embryo while it is gradually mortgaged real estate and all the right, title
vary, of course, with different developing into a chick- As an egg and Interest which the said Isaac Berlinwskv had In and to the same on the twentybreeds. The same Is true of color shell is porous the water will evapo sixth day of October. A. I). 1926, at 6.30 ,
Any chicken raiser can easily judge rate more or less rapidly, the exact o'clock In the afternoon, the time of the
the size of eggs to use according to degree depending on the temperature attachment thereof on the original writ in
same suit, to redeem said real estate
this advice and detailed instructions and relative humidity cf the place i the
mortgaged, to wit:
are not necessary.
in which th-* eggs are kept.
After
1- A certain lot or parcel of land with the
kep
The hatching egg should be sound that natural internal moisture has bullolngs thereon, situate In Rockland on
side of Main Street, bounded as fol
of shell. It should be smooth, free passed out of the shell, there is no west
lows : Beginning at a point where a line
from uneven or rough spots; should way on earth of restoring it in such drawn through the center of the middle wall
not be mottled or uneven cf color; a way that it can contribute to the
wou‘d t,'’uc,h “W ,’tr«*
....
, ,
,
thence N. ,1 degrees 30 minutes W. through
should not be thinner in one part .building
up of bone, muscle or nerve the center of said middle wall. 65 feet and
than in another; should not have tissues in the baby chick. Exactly , nine inches to the outside rear wall of said
ridges, bumps,
humps or bulges, but . how long eggs may be safely held be- block; thence N. 53 degrees 45 minutes W„
t

Our “Northern Neighbor”

By Eawin Robert ftlre

EXPLORING RAGUSA’S SHOPS

i 45

44

Have

Millions of trees are facing starva
tion and premature death as a resuit
of the unusual weather conditions
which prevailed during the past eight
months in many sections of the coun
try, according to Martin L. Davey,
president of the Davey Tree Expert
Co.
,
"Trees manufacture their food in
their leaves.” Davey said. “It is a
slow process and months are re
quired to produce enough food to keep
the tree healthy throughout the year.
"Last spring was unusually cold
and the leaves were about a month
late in coming out. The food manu
facturing process was retarded. Then
came the drought—there was no rain
to speak of in many sections for
over two months. Without water,
minerals from the soil and nitrogen
from the air could not be converted
into foods vital for plant life. Be
cause of the drought, the leaves
withered and fell this fall mucn
earlier than usual.
“As a net result of the late spring,
the drought, and the early falling of
the leaves, the trees were able to
store up only a fraction of the food
required. Their vitality has beet
lowered; many have been so weak
ened that It is doubtful whether they
can pull through next summer."
The effects of the bad season can
be counteracted. Davey said, b
properly fertilizing the trees. This
should be done before the ground
freezes or as soon as it thaws in th
spring, he stated.
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Unusual Weather Conditions
Deprived Them Of Food
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WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

Since Maine Commission
Came Into Effect 100
Have Been Made

Friday - Saturday

1

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 7, 1929

Page Four

“Should Europe ever federate
America can refer to the "U.S.E ’ as
her ‘neighbor.’ If ail Europe were
brought down to the latitude level of
the United States, the Strait of Gib
raltar would lie on the Equator, 2.000
miles south of its present position.
“Disparity of latitude, however,
does not prevent parity in climates.
Except for the aridness of the South
west, America’s climates are much
like Europe's.
“Some of the same problems that
brought about the union of the 13
American colonies make Europe turn
toward federation. Thirteen colon
ies with 13 tariffs prompted the draft
ers of the American constitution to
abolish economic borders. Twentyseven European nations have 27 dif
ferent schemes for tariffs that make
every border a trade hurdle.
Money, Tariffs and Stamps
"Within an area two-thirds the size
of the United States there are 26 dif
ferent money systems (Luxembourg
uses Belgian money), 27 different sets
of postage stamps, and 27 different
immigration regulations.
Another
international aggravation faces the
continental automobile driver: in
some countries he must keep to the
left of the road, in others to the right.'
While railway gauges have been uni
fied for the most part, Spain still has
one-third her mileage in narrow
j gauge roads.
“A 'U.S.E.' has the long-lived Ro
man Empire and the short-lived Holy
Roman Empire for precedents. In
recent times the metric system has
been accepted by all Europe except
the United Kingdom and the Irish
Free State.
■“Unlike the problems of American
union in 1776 is Europe’s variety of
governments. The thirteen colonies
had more or less similar governments.
Europe's 27 states have almost every
style of government possible: repub
lic. limited monarchy, unlimited mon
archy, dictatorship, dominion status
—each with variations. Two states
had more or less similar governments.
Germany is a union of 18 self-govern
ing states and cities; Switzerland is
the oldest federal union in the world.”

.t°_,t,fL:,trU_e..e?S I fore their hatching qualities are se-

shape as possible. A slight uneven
ness or variation from the ideal
shape does not necessarily mean
poor hatches, but if the unevenness
of whatever kind you may use is
very noticeable, better put such eggs
aside for market or table use.
Eggs with unusually thin or por
ous shells are undeiflrahle for hatch
ing. The thin shelled egg is easily
broken in turning.
To many people it will come as 4
surprise when they learn that dirty
eggs should not be used. I speak
from experience, however, when I
say that such is the case. Slightly
soiled eggs may be used if they are
first carefully cleaned by rubbing
lightly with a damp cloth or sponge.

riously affected cannot be arbitrarily
stated. It is worthy of note, how
ever, that many commercial hatcher
ies invariably show a V",ry high per
centage of eggs successfully hatched
in each setting, and they are often set
when from 10 to 12 days old.
(Copyright, 1929.
by Dr. L. D. LeGear. V. S.l

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
.

69-70

vTdegr^, W.‘.

22 feet and nine Inches to stake and atones:
thence south about 56 degrees E. about 40
feet to the center of a passageway dividing
the two stores In the south lnlf of said block;
thence 8. 71 degrees 30 minutes E, through
the center of seld passageway. 75 feet and
nine inches to Main Street; thence N. 17^
degieea E.. by said Main Street. 27 feet
more or less, to Hie first bounds. Together
with all rights of wav belonging to said

For reservations apply
Wharf Office

EASTERN
steamship lines
VINALHAVEN £. ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
•
Steamer leaves Swan’J Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25, Vinal
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9 30.
Return--Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M.
Vonalliaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30. iStonlngton at 4.40 ; due to arrive at Swan's Island
about 6.06 P. M.
132-tf

’85'

00

A Genuine AH Electric

Radio

33
Complete with Tubes and

Speaker, delivered to your
home for only $85.00.

The greatest value in high
grade radio ever offered.
Come in and see it or tele
phone 708 for a home dem
onstration.

usicvj

ROCKLAND, ME.

Satisfaction for

LIVE POULTRY and
EGG SHIPPERS
If you want the best selling the market
affords, ship to

W. F. Wyman & Co.
4 Faneuil Hall Market
Boston. Maaa.
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
returns at all times.
For twenty years
we have been rendering better service
to our shippers.
Testimonials, quota*
tions and tags furnished on request.

118-tf

Reference; Federal National Bank.

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle

Creek physician says,
fnr mora
is responsible for more
m]sery than any other cause.”
But immediate relief has been found.
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
been discovered. This tablet attracts
water from the system into the lazy,
w.Tff .nTScrov, “Jd'nlek't'f’s«?d dry' evacuating bowel called the colblock. Reference may b« had to deed of on- The water loosens the dry food
Agnes 8. Brown to sAld Isaac Berllawsky. Uwaste and causes a gentle, thorough,
2j?edp;V.T™b»:rin1?h2'KnlToun,ey<’ i'Xn
m°Ve'Tt Wlt,h°Ut f°rmln* a
of Deeds.
I habit or ever increasing the dose.
Reference may also be had to mortusge
Stop suffering from constipation.
S2S
Next
recorded In book 208, pages 184 and 185, In ,
Bright. Get 24 for 2oc today at
said Registry.
| the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
“Constination iq

2. A certain Jot or parcel of land, to Charles W. Sheldon.
gether with the buildings thereon, situated
In said Rockland, and bounded and described
as follows, to wit; Beginning at an iron bolt
in the northerly side line of Chcttnut Street
and at the southwesterly corner of a lot
deeded by L. B. Keene, admr. to Charles H.
Achorn by deed recorded In Book 103, Page
453 • thence running northwesterly by said
Chestnut Street ninety and 65 hundredths
(90.65) feet to bolt at corner of Broadway
Since 1840 tile firm has
and Chestnut Street: thence northeasterly by
faithfully served the families
Broadway one hundred sixty-seven (167) feet
of Knox County
to corner of Amesbury Street: thence south
easterly by Amesbury Street ninety (90) feet
LADY ATTENDANT
to land conveyed to said Achorn as aforesaid:
Tel. Day 450;NiBht 7S1-1
thence by said Achorn’s land southwesterly
AMBULANCE SERVICE
one hundred sixty-tliree and one-half (163Mt 1
feet, more or less, to place of beginning;
courses and distances according to a survey '
made by O. U. Tripp, Civil Engineer, Decent- ,
ber 13, 1911, and being the same premises
conveyed to Helen A. Stone by Mar}- A. Wil- j
ROCKLAND, ME.
Hams by quit-claim deed dated October 20,
1879, and recorded In Book 54. Page 185,
Knox Registry of Deedi, less ten (10)
feot taken from the northerly side of said
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIB
lot In the laying out of Amesbury Street by
Chiropractor
the City of Rockland In 1891.
See deed of Luther L. Smith to Isaac Rer111 Limerook Street
llawaky dated August 22. 1321, and recorded!
(Corner Lincoln)
In the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 191, I
Lady In attmdanoe
Page 112.
Phone
Excepting and reserving from the above I
described real estate the lot of land and I
Palnleaa 8yatem
buildings conveyed in 1924 to Grover C.
ef Adjusting
Knight, the same being the bungalow and
one-balf of the garage on the corner of
Broadway and Amesbury Street.
Also excepting and reserving from, the
above described real estate the lot and build
ings thereon conveyed Mar. 23, 1925, to
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
Frank R. Blackington.
Osteopathic Physician
Reference may be had to mortgages given
by said Isaac Berllawsky dated and recorded
By Appointment—Tel. 18a
in said Registry as follows:
Rooklanl
March 23, 1925, to Fred A. Thorndike, I 38 Limerook St.
Book 202, Page 494, and Lamont A. Well
Graduate et American Bokool od
man. Book 202, Page 496. .Inly 28, 1925, to
O«teope.thT
Fred A. Thorndike; Book 20? Page 58. Aug
26, 1926, to Fred A. Thorndike, Book 208,
Page 514.
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this twentyfirst day of October, A. D. 1929.
FRANK F. HARDING.
Osteopathic Physician
Sheriff of Knox County, M^lne.
128-T11-134
3S8 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
Telephone
1293; Resldenee tU-BI
the home news, at Hotallng's News Agency,

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

A1XOMOL-3WWCWT

by

AWUfcfcfo*****

It’’
COLIC
A cry in the night may be the
first warning that Baby has colic.
No cause for alarm if Castoria is
handy I This pure vegetable prep
aration brings quick comfort, and
can never do the slightest harm.
Always keep a bottle in the house.
It is the safe and sensible thing
when children are ailing. Whether
it’s the stomach, or the little
bowels; colic or constipation; or
diarrhea. When tiny tongues are
coated, or the breath is bad.
Whenever there’s need of gentle
regulation. Children love the

BURPEE’S

fld

coMiipXi^tyy

[IM

I

ICHIROPRACTIC

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

taste of Castoria. and its mildness
makes it suitable for the tiniest
infant, and for frequent use.
And a more liberal dose of
Castoria is always better for
growing children than some need
lessly strong medicine meant only
for adult use. Genuine Castoria
always has Chas. H. Fletcher's
signature on the wrapper. Pre
scribed by doctors!

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS

308 West 40th street

______ _____ ________ ____

»-» j
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Every-Other-Day
GRANGE

HOPE
The first day session of Hone
Grange will be held Saturday with
dinner at noon.
When finished, th ? remodeled house
of F. M. Payson wi’’ be one of the
most attractive in town. Situated on
the side of Mt. Hatchet overlooking
Hobbs Pond, it commands a view of
the surrounding country side which
has been mentioned in these columns
many times.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson, Miss Ellen
Thurlow ami R. E. Ludwig visited at
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Wellman, South Hope and Mr. and
Mrs. Herbe, t Esancy, South China
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brown and
family of Lincolnvi’le spent ‘Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Brown.
M. B. Hobbs and Roy Hobbs at
tended the football game in Water
ville Saturday.
Mrs. Nellie Fish has moved part of
her household goods to Rockland
where she and her daughter will
spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Carle ton Porter of
Rockport and Mr. and Mrs. (I. K.
Weave*', Jr. of Camden were recent
callers at L. A. Weaver’s.
The. usual representatives of Hope
Grange attended Pomona in We.n
Rockport Saturday.
Mrs. G. E. Payson /net with a seri
ous accident bast week when she feil
and broke her hip. Dr. Hart attend
ed and she was removed to 'Knox
Hospital where she is resting as com
fortably as possible.
Mrs. Viola Partridge of Stockton
Springs is the guest of her daughter
and husband. Mr. and Mrs. B. 11.
Nichols at Lakeview

FAIR A SUCCESS

Pleasant Valley Patrons Entertain Public In Fine Style
The. Baby Show a Striking Feature

Pleasant Valley Grange held its
annual fair Nov. 1 and though handi
capped by a rainy day had a very en
joyable and successful time.
j
Op the left, as one entered the hall,
was the fruit and vegetable booth,
presided over 'by Frank Post and a
corps of helpers. This exhibit would
put to shame many a larger fair.
Among other things were watermel
ons', sweet potatoes and Brussels
sprouts grown by J. A. Tolman; tur
nips, potatoes, pumpkins, apples,
cabbage and tomatoes grown by dif
ferent members, while topping the
whole was an enormous pumpkin
grown by N. Young. It measured
seven feet and one inch around and
weighed 81 pounds. The crowd de
cided that ‘Thance’’ surely raised
“some punkin’s.’’
Nearby was a
pumpkin kept over from 1928 by
| Warren Crockett. It was apparently
perfectly sound but weighed Only
three-quarters' of a pound and was
probably nothing but the outer shell.
The apron booth was decorated In
white,
with
butterflies hovering
around it and in the trees back of it.
Mrs. A. S. Bartlett and Mrs. Frank
Post had charge of it, and sold all
their stock. The ice cream booth,
very dainty in ^reen and white, was
presided over by E. M. Tolman, Mr.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you and Mrs. Austin Huntley and Maryon
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with Blackington.
This 'booth, as usual,
the home news, at the Old South News Agency.
did a thriving business.
Washington St., next Old South Church.

FOLEYS

HONEYandTAR
COMPOUND

RELIABLE
QUICKLY EFFECTIVE
RS LD AND RECOMMENDED EVERYWHERE

Bartlett. Susan Spear and Mildred
Sprague were kept very ibusy.
The canned goods booth in green
and pink was in charge of Susie
Snow, Adella Veazie and Edith Hal
lowell.
Here were canned fruits,
vegetables and pickles ‘ put up" by
the sisters of the Grange, and so at
tractively that it made one hungry
to look at them. Many sales were
made here.
• • • •
The attraction in the afternoon was
the baby show.
The committee.
Marietta Moody. Bessie Sullivan and
Mattie Gardner. had been very busy
“soliciting” babies, and had about 40
promised, but the weather was
against them and only 12 had the
courage to come. The prize-winners
were: First class, under one year.
Donald Kelsey, Jr., (first; Richard
Fischer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rene
Fischer, second; between one and
two years, David Farrand, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Farrand, first; Bar
bara and Earle Bartlett, twin babies
of Mrs. Hazel Bartlett, second; be
tween two and three years, Mary
Louise Calderwood, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gifford Calderwood, first;
Mary Julia Farrand, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Farrand, second.
Other entrants were Muriel Saari,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elno Saari;
Maynard Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Watson? Arthur Dean, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Dean; Ramona Hutch
inson, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hutchin
son; Arthur Franklin Calderwood,
Mr. and Mrs. Oiffard Calderwood.
The prizes were cash, and the Judges
The booth of fancy articles, deco were Mrs^Winfield Robbins, Mrs. W.
rated in orange and black, was In N. Benner, Jr., and Mrs. Frank Kim
I charge of Mrs Nettie Farrand and ball.
Mrs. Mattie Gardner. Many hand
some articles were disposed of here,
Music was furnished in the after
including a quilt of which William noon by the Red Peppers directed by
| Clinton became the lucky possessor. Mrs. Emma Harvey. There were aiHo
The candy booth was also decorated sdos by Robert McIntosh.
in orange and ‘black. Here the sound
Mrs. Alice Wyllie, Mrs. Belle Bowof popping corn constantly drew a ley and Mrs Mildred Sprague were
crowd, Mrs. Ethel Connon, Dorothy in charge of a bountiful supper of
Blackington. Myrtle Sprague and Roy baked beans, brown bread, cold
Mank had their hands full putting meats, hot rolls, pickles, coffee, pie
out their goods.
and doughnuts served to a good
Across the room in the next corner sized crowd. An entertainment be
was a booth which drew all eyes. In gan with toe dancing and singing by
stead of the old style fish pond the Florence Dean and Ruth Dondis in
| fertile brains of the committee had several numbers which pleased the
I evolved the idea of a Chinese laun- crowd mightily. Delightful solos by
[ dry.
Some very realistic articles Miss Helen Coltart, James Dondis
i were hanging on lines. The booth and Rouert McIntosh completed the
1 was in black and white and on the program which was in charge of
I counter were numbered checks. Upon Ethel Connon, Robert Gardner and
i purqhasing a check a bundle ot Robert McIntosh.
The three lady
"laundry" was passed out bearing the urtists* were presented Colonial bou
‘ other half of the check. Mrs. Evelyn quets in appreciation of their serv
ices by little Miss Carolyn Blacking
ton. The entertainment was followed
hy a dance in charge of Walter Con
non. Eilis Sprague and Clarence
Wyllie with music by Harvey's Har
monies. In spile of bad weather
pleasant Valley Grange, and espe
cially E. M. Tolman, the master, feels
well pleased with the results of the
fair and the substantial Increase to
their treasury.

READY IN TWO MINUTES!
A HOT NOURISHING BREAKFAST

SHREDDED

WHEAT
With all the bran
of the whole wheat
All the body-building elements of the whole wheat, nothing
added, nothing taken away. So easy to serve and so deli
ciously nourishing. Gives new vigor and life to tired tissues.
Serve with hot or cold milk or fruits,

ISLAND BOWLERS

How Weak Nervous
Women Grow Stronger
Feel Better, LookYounger and
Have Steadier Nerve*

Where One’s As Good As
One Hundred—Ferocious
Outlaws
By the .scant margin of a single

If you only knew — you rundown, pin the crippled Crusaders nosed out
anemic women — who are dragging a win over the strong Fishwharf
yourself around on your ‘‘nerve’ — team at Vinalhaven Friday night,
what a wonderful increase in strength much to the disgust of some of the
and health Tanlac will give you, you fisher boys who figured there had been
wouldn’t hesitate a moment about many a time during the match that
going to your druggist and getting a they could have picked tip an extra
pin or two and made victory instead of
big bottle of this splendid medicine.
defeat their portion. R. Clayter, the
Mrs. Addie Ham, of 11 No. Pine St., famous one and only Hobo, crashed
Dover, N. H., says: "I was run down, through with an even century in his
thin and anemic. My housework was
a burden. Now my appetite has im last string, and was a big factor in
proved so that I can eat anything— the Crusaders' win, being high mar.
three hearty meals a day. My house Smith and Libby led for the Fisherwork is easy and 1 never feel nervous.” wharf, while Gray and Chilles, gen
erally conceded to be the teams star
Tanlac is as free trom harmful drugs
both had an off night.
as the water you drink—only Nature’s sharpshooters,
While the score was low it was close
own medicinal tonic herbs. Druggists and
as Captain Arey said “That’s the
know this and for the past io years
have recommended it to men and way we like i«t. for the closer we are
women who need a quick ‘‘pick up” the harder they fall!” The sumthat will put them on their feet and mary:
Crusaders
give them a new interest in life.
So confident are the makers of Tan T. Calder ... ............... 79 88 84 251
lac that if you are not helped by it, R. Clayter . ............... 82 89 100' 271
you get your money back on request.
............... 81 76 87 244

WALDOBORO

Bickford ... ...............
Arey .......... ...............

gives QuickWarmth when youneedit
[
L/-

a

A Gas Radiator is
the answer to many a
heating problem in—

Stores
Schoolrooms
Delicatessens
Markets
Barber Shops
Factory Offices
Kitchens
Attics
It supplies quick,
clean heat when and
where you want it.
Essential to the com
fort of many places of
business or home
rooms before the cen
tral heating plant Is
started.

Each radiator is an independent heating unit auto
matically controlled. Your own gas company will
show you how easily it may be installed and used.

Instant Heat
with

c&une in^
TUESDAY EVENINGS
7:30—STATIONS

WBZ - WBZA

A real musical treat
for everybody
.TH£^frr£Jt

Any gas

Fuel

appliance may be purchased on easy terms

THE GAS INDUSTRY OF NEW ENGLAND
OF

WHICH

YOU A OWN CAS COMPANY

IS

A

PA AT

88
78

85
78

92
95

265
251

She’s suggested it more than onefeand you’ve thoughtlessly said,

C6

Yes,
sometime” but, really, why not buy her
that Hoover NOW!—

408 416 458 1282
William Maxwell is confined to his
She’s told you at different intervals through your married life that an
Fishwharf
home by a case of blood-poisoning in
electric
cleaner would be of great assistance in helping with the cares of
Dyer .......... ............... 89 84 87 269
his arm.
Miss Anne Ashworth entertained a Chilles ....... ............... 86 82 75 243
housekeeping. And you like all good husbands have said ‘ Yes’’ and that
party of young friends in honor of Libby ........ ............... 81 86 95 262
her seventh birthday. A delightful Smith ........ ............... 81 94 92 267
was
the postponement of the subject until the next time.
time is reported by the guests who Gray .......... ............... 88 78 83 249
played games in the afternoon. Re
freshments were served including a
42-5 424 432 1281
But seriously, Mr. Husband, why keep putting it off, why not buy it
* • • *
large birthday cake. Miss Anne w
now and let her have the extra hours of leisure that it will bring, it will
the recipient of many gifts. The
Outlaws Make A Killing
Those
smashbuckiing
Outlaws
guests were Austin Acorn. Harlan
last her a lifetime and you'll get just that much more out of your in
McLain. Arthur Hatch, Jr., Nellie emerged from their den where they
Dewey Moody, Elinor Acorn. George, have passed a peaceful summer and
vestment.
to the tune of “The Jolly Robbers"
Charles and Sarah Ashworth.
took
Captain
Grimes’
At a meeting of the School Library’ overture
Association held in the Board of "Damfinos" into eamp Monday night
We are presumptuous enough to believe that when selecting your
Trade rooms these officers were by the comfortable lead of 24 pins.
elected for the ensuing year: Presi Crafty and running, as usual, they
cleaner you will seriously consider the Hoover, for 2,000,000 and more,
dent, A. L. Shorey; vice president. allowed the Damfinos to win the first
women use this remarkable cleaner that beats ... as it sweeps ... as
Earle Spear; secretary, Carrie Perry; string, held them about even on the
treasurer. Agnes Creamer; book com second, and then let loose all the fury
it cleans. Certainly this great popularity bespeaks in no humble man- ,
mittee. A. L. Shorey, Ida Mallett and of their onslaught in the last chapter
carrying the stunned and bewildered
Grace Yorke.
ner the worth of this fine cleaner.
Mrs. Roy Mack has gone to Boston Grimes' outfit completely off their
Mr. Mack will Join her and they wlil feet, leaving them able to only
go to Atlantic City to attend the Bot whisper in a strained and choking
Let us demonstrate one in your home tomorrow, no obligation
voice Damfinoi Damfino!
tlers' Convention.
whatever. And if you decide* that it is the cleaner you both
Winslow for the Outlaws, and An
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bagley and
family have moved into the Paragon derson for the Damfinos. bowled two
desire then through our easy deferred payment plan, with a
very dissimiliar games, the former
Corporation block.
small down payment of $6.25, it remains in your home. Just
Percy Moody has returned from starting with a 74 and 75 and end
ing with 110 while the latter started
Greenville.
phone.
Those who have attended the re with 115, ending with a 77 and a 79.
hearsals of "School Days’ the play to Fred Geary led the field for the three
be presented this month by Meenahga strings although his highest string
Grange speak of it as ‘‘two hours of was 94. The summary:
fun." Several popular amateurs are
Outlaws
assisting the members of the Grange Winslow ............... .... 74 75 119 259
and tableaux will he given between F. Geary ............... .... 93 85 94 272
acts by members of the younger set. Grindle ................ .... 87 73 73 233
The da-te Will be announced next Gross ..................... .... 88 88 82 25S
oar itorot
week.
At any of
F. Robinson ......... .... 80 72 85 237
Miss Edna Young has gone to
Framingham. Mass., where she will
422 393 444 1259
pass the winter.
Grimes’ Damfinos
Mrs. James Cassell has returned Ed. Robinson ..... .... 84 72 72 228
from Martin's Point where she has G. Geary ............. .... S3 81 77 2+1
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grimes ................. .... 81 79 90 250
Alagee.
Anderson ............ .... 115 77 79 271
Tariff makers might classify all
Quiet and time are essential for
If the Soviets want to know how
Mr. and Mrs. James Williamson 41. ,bnes .............. .... 85 82 78 245
to bring up their children without industries as infant if the sole test the fruits of the spirit whatever a
have
closed
their
summer
home
here
VINALHAVEN
religion they had better come here. be that they cry loudly for what they Burbank may do with bulbs.—James
and will go south for the winter.
Truslow Adams.
want.—Perley . Walker.
44S 391 396 1235 — Rev. Frank Kingdom.
Herbert
and
Lewis
Schwartz
are
Union Church fair was a successful
on
a
hunting
trip
in
Northern
Maine.
event and was held in the vestry
Mrs. Oral Ludwig has returned
Tuesday afternoon. This was followed
by an entertainment in the evening from Portland.
Rev. L. D. Graves attended the
which included a one-act farce
m^n
‘‘Uncle Billy’s Room,” with this cast: regional conference in Rockland Mon
Harry Washington of Mt. Vernon. N. day.
The local drive for funds for the
Y., O. C, Lane; Elsie Washington,
ills wife, Elizabeth Ross; Charles Lincoln Home for ithe Aged is being
Crane of Craneville, N. J.. E. M. conducted this week. Several of the
Hall; Marie Crane, his wife. Allie F. neighboring towns have already com
Lane. This was followed by a Hal pleted tlielr work with pleasing re
sults. Waldoboro has always done its
loween sketch by Carolyn Calderwood
and Ruth Brown. The entertainment part in every worthy cause and there
is no doubt but that this exception
was concluded by a one-act farce “An
ally fine cause will receive strong
•M ar-Not. Scat
Interrupted Proposal" with these
'Not and Respa
support. Mr. Woodman, the gener
Our most valuable asset is the public confidence of this community. Only by sell
—three S-W Vm
characters; A Bachelor. Cora Peter
niahea, each mad
ous
donor
of
the
Home,
wishes
that
son; The Old Maid, Florence Guil
for a aped fic need
ing
merchandise
that
will
give
absolute
satisfaction
can
we
expect
to
grow.
And
every citizen in tiie county have a
l^are aold the work
ford; Irish Woman, Alma Swanson:
over unde
part
with
him
in
this
great
work.
The
that
is
the
only
kind
you
will
find
here.
Sherwin-Williams
Paint
Products
are
typi

thisfamou
Bootblack, Elizabeth Guilford. Net
smallest amount will he welcome and
trade mark
receipts were $165.
vai
ui
tuc V1CIB9
ui
guuua
w
cal
of
the
class
of
goods
we
carry.
More
people
buy
Sherwin-Williams
paints
and
the name of the donor (not the
COVER
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Curtis and
amount) will be preserved among the
varnishes than any other brand—which is just another way of saying
daughter Regena of Winthrop are
THE
papers of the institution. No nobler
guests of Rev. and Mrs. P. J. Clifford.
that they are tl
the world’s greatest paint values. Look over our Friday
CARTA
object could be conceived than the
Mrs. Myra McDonald of Rockland establishment of a home where the
and Saturday Suggestions at friend-making
is the guest of her son. Lloyd Dyer.
aged could spend their declining
prices. You’ll find hundreds of others just
Mrs. Eliza Arey and Mrs. Alice years in comfort and peace. A suit
Strickland and daughter Ethelyn left able house in a suitable location has
as good at our stare.
Monday for Boston. Mrs. L. R. Smith been provided and now it remains for
accompanied them to Rockland and the people of the county to provide a
rasa
returned home Tuesday.
suitable sum for an endowment fund.
Union Church circle will hold the
usual supper at the vestry tonight
INTO ROCKLAND CAR
at 5.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry re Crashed An Augusta Truck, the Oc
turned Tuesday from a month's visit
"t/W/H WiLLlW
cupants of Which Are Fined
by using the world's
with their daughter, Mrs. Stephen
Gould, in Washington. D. C.
Three brothers, Alphonse. John and
finest floor varnish
C. S. Libby left Monday for Wol Leon Vigue. pleaded guilty in Au
laston, Mass., where he will spend gusta Municipal Court Tuesday to
RIOISTIRIO
Your floors are subjected to the
the winter months with his family.
charges growing out of an automo
Elwood Sails who was called home bile accident on-the Thomaston road
constant tramp, tramp, tramp of
by the death of his father, Marshall when the Vigue truck collided with a
nailed bee) <—the eliding and
E. Sails, left Monday to resume his sedan operated by Earl Randall of
scuffling of little feet—the mov
studies at Phillips Academy, Exeter. Rockland.
N. H.
Alphonse was sentenced to pay $199
ing of heavy furniture — spilled
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball re or serve 45 days in Jail for driving
water.
turned Monday to Rockland. They while intoxicated, and to pay a fine
were’guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice of $29 or serve ten days for operating
A varni.h must be a world's
Carried in Stock
Leadbetter.
without a license. John was fined
champion for punishment to
Mrs. Elvira Dyer who has been in $109 and 29 days In Jail on a charge
Water Resitting Floor Varnish
stand up under thia, month after
Camden since the middle of the sum of driving while intoxicated and also
Spruce, Square Edged and Matched
mer, has returned to the home of her 39 days in Jail for leaving the scene
month, and come back for more.
A pale durable floor varnish
daughter. Mrs. Charles Smith, Carver of an accident. Leon was fined $3 on
made to take the daily pun
And
that
is
what
S-W
Marstreet. Mrs. Lillian Treat who has the charge of intoxication. Leon paid
Rift Yellow Pine, Square Edged and Matched
ishment from tramping heels.
Not Varnish is—a world’s cham
been the guest of her mother, Mrs. C. while Alphonse and John were com
Withstands both hot and cold
B. Smith, returned Saturday to her mitted to Jail.
Rift Larch, Matched
pion. It is made especially for use
home in Milton, Mass.
water. Made especially for

Central Maine Power Co.

Sherwin-Williams

PAINT HEADQUARTERS

THERE’S NO PAINT BARGAIN LIKE

, 7*

A Gas Radiator

Page FivS

SWP QUALITY/
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Save

AR-NOT

FLOORING

MAR-NOT

ORFF’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Carter and two
children and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Staples of Rockland were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver and
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver aud
daughter Frances spent Tuesday in
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Achorn an.l
children sp-nt Sunday in Newcastle,
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Berry.
The 4-H Poultry Club held its local
contest at the Community House Fri
day evening.
Th? demonstration
team. Roy Ralph end Calvin Elwell,
demonstrated chick raising with
brooder house, wire platform and
open-air shelter, small models of
these being shown. Range rotation
was also explained by use of chart.
Recitations and club work istories
and singing completed the program
alter which the three girl membeis
of the club passed home-made candy.
The young folks held a Halloween
party at the Community Hour".
Thursday evening.

AVOID UGLY PIMPLES
Does a pimply face embarrass you?
Get a package of Dr. Edwards Olive
Tablets. The skin should begin to
clear after you have taken the tablets
a few nights, if you are like thousands
of others.
Help cleanse the blood, bowels and
liver with Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets,
the successful substitute for calomel;
there’s no sickness or pain after tak
ing them.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets do that
which calomel does, and just as effec
tively, but their action is gentle and
safe instead of severe and irritating.
Thousands who take Olive Tablets
are never cursed with a ‘‘dark brown
taste,” a bad breath, a dull, listless,
“no good” feeling, constipation, tor
pid liver, bad disposition, pimply face.
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
compound; known by their olive color.
Dr. Edwards spent years among
patients afflicted with liver and bowel
complaints and Olive Tablets are the
immensely effective result. Take
nightly for a week. See how much
better you feel and look. 15c, 30c, 60c.

on floors. It has pigskin tough
ness to resist continuous grind.
You may dent the wood but
Mar-Not will still cling to its sur
face. Dries overnight with a rich,
long wearing luster. Hot or cold
water does not affect it.

use on parquet floors of Oak,
Light Maple, or Birch, as well
as on printed linoleum.

Oak, Matched in Two Grades, 7-8” apd 3-8”
thick
Maple Matched

$1.25

Birch, Matched
Beech, Matched, 7-8” and 3-8” thick

Don't wait until floors look
ehahhy. For best results varnish
them now with M ar-Not.

Let Us Quote You Prices

Glover Co.
ROCKLAND
Telephones 1 4—I 5

MAINE
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Thomaston
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
Church will have a cocked food sale
ai Levi Seavey's store Friday afterboon at 1.30.
Henry Knox Chapter, R.&A.M.
-will have a private installation of
officers Friday evening with William
C. Lenfest, Q.H.P., assisted by William B. Mathews as G. C. of G.C.of H.
find Edward O'B. Burgess as Grand
Chaplain.
Mrs. Helen Smith will leave Satur
day or Monday for Portland where
she is expecting to spend the winter.
Mrs. Dora Comery delightfully en
tertained the Tuesday Bridge Club at
her home on Dwight street. A chick
en dinner was served at 6 o'clock and
the rest of the evening was dev, ted
to bridge. Mrs. Walter E. Currier hav
ing the highest score.
Elmer Levon and family and Mrs.
Warren Mank motojed to Bingham
and Farmington Sunday. They were
greatly interested in the hig dam.
Lecister Dixon of Bangor spent a
few days at the Knox hotel recently.
Miss Gladys Doherty entertained
the “O” bridge club Wednesday eve
ning. Incidentally it was made the
birthday celebration of Mrs. I eah Da
vis who was presented with many
gifts including a birthday cake.
Miss Helen Studley left today for
Portland where she will visit for a
few days and then go to Boston to
visit in that city and vicinity.
Miss Alida Hyler has returned from
a visit to her sister in Portland.
Miss Rosa Teel is visiting friends
in Boothbay.
Stanley Cushing and Harold Sim
mons lert Wednesday lo attend the
undertakers' convention in Manchester, X. H.
J. Walter Strout, cashier of the
Thomaston
National
Bank
and
Charles XI. Starrett assistant cashier
of the Georges National Bank will at
tend a meeting of bankers at the Fed
eral Reserve Bank in Boston Fri
day.

WARREN

CAMDEN
• Robert W. Jamieson, Frank E.
Morrow, Alton French and Herbert
Mann are enjoying a gunning trip at
I Capens. Moosehead Lake,
Mrs. Arthur Mullin entertains the
l*Tiday Auction Club this week at her
t!ome on Spring street,
Tl’e ladies of the Congregational
society met at the chapel Wednesday
and a parish supper was served at 6
o'clock.
Miss Alice Libby. R.N., of Rockland
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Davis.
Remember the Megunticook Orange
fair. Xov. 29-30.
Indoor circus.
l,aby show, dancing and all kinds of
fancy goods and food on sale.
Mrs. Evelyn Norwood is visiting
friends in Boston and vicinity.
Rummage sale at the St. Thomas’
Parish House Thursday. Friday and
Saturday of this week. Sales open
at 9 o’clock and close at S p. m.
Miss Gladys Clark has returned
from a visit with lier_ sister Mrs.
Robert Campbell in Saco.
Fred
Ogier,
Donald
Richards,
Eugene Thompson and Harohl Ogier
have returned from a gunning trip
in the Allagash region and each
brought back a deer.
Friday afternoon and evening of
Xov. 22' there will be a public bridge
party under the auspices of Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary at the /Legion
j Home on. Main street. Tickets 50
cents. There will be prizes for each
table.

Robert Packard is home from New-

ROCKPORT

A BANNER YEAR

Cloverdale Co. Is Celebrating Its 27th

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

Anniversary In Happy Manner

Twenty-seven years ago a creamery
Was opened in Boston by a group of
men whose keen foresight prompted
a policy of offering the highest qual
ify food at the lowest possible prices. I
While they knew that strict adher- '
ence to this plan would soon win the
confidence of the housew ife and plans
of expansion were foremost in their
mind, they could not visualize that
this first store would be the begin
ning of a gleat chain of over 300 i
stores covering every important sec
tion of Xew England a quarter cen
tury later.
To properly celebrate the passing
of another milestone and auspiciously j
close the greatest year in its .history, j
the Cloverdale Co. tills week is con
ducting a great 27th Anniversary
Bale during which well-known na
tionally advertised and Cloverdale’s
own quality brand products are being
offered at unusually low prices.
Every department of the company
has been busy for months planning ;
this event, the annual opportunity for |
thrifty housewives to stock up their
pantries for tiie winter at great sav

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highest price
No lot too large; none too small.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or write, care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference:

Any Poultry Raiser
112-tf

WONDERFUL DISCOVERY
KILLS RATS AND MICE
WITHOUT POISON
Won’t Kill Livestock, Poultry,
Dogs, Cats, or Baby Chicks
K*R*O (Kills Rats Only) is a new extermi
nator that can be used about the home,
barn or poultry yard with safety as it con
tains no deadly poison. Hundreds of
testimonials. Sold on a Money-Back
Guarantee. All druggists. 75< and $2.

take if at the village to pay for the
costumes used. At the rural schoeln
speaking contests will be held during
the week.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will hold an
informal reception f r the district
deputy and her marshal and the dis
trict deputy of tiie Odd Fellows and
his marshal Monday evening imme
diately after the regular meeting.

The beautiful bouquets given by Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Andrews and Wilbur
Spear were greatly appreciated last
Sunday. “The Harvest” is the tonic
for Sunday morning. Nov. 10. Mrs.
Kaler and the families of Her
bert Waitz and Clifford Spear will
arrange the decorations of vegetables,
fruits and flowers which all are asked
to contribute in generous quantities.
These will be sent to the Community
House. Poston. “The Four Il’s'' is the
subject for the evening meeting and
all members of that club past, pres| ent and prospective are invited,
i W.W.G. girls will meet at 4 n. m. Fri
day for work with Mrs. Bi1 Caler.
| The Y.P.S.C.E. will serve a public
supper supper of ;he old fashioned
vest kind Thursday night at 6
o'plock. Some will recall TTe appe
tizing flavor of the last they served.

London, Conn, for a two week’s vaca
tion.
Mrs. Alice Gordon and J. XI. Hart
made a trip to Fort Knox with Mr.
and Mrs. Almond Rowell and daugh
ter Vivian of Burkettville.
Louis H. Grieve of Brooklyn, X. Y..
has been the guest of Mrs. Alice
Gordon.
James Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Kenniston. Mrs. Inez Libby. Mildred
and Lillias Kenniston motored to
Bingham Sunday to see the new Cen
tral Maine Power dam which is
under construction.
Leroy Harding is recovering at his
home from the effects of several gun
shot wounds received late Thursday
when hunting.
Miss Susie Hahn and Mrs. Alice
Gordon were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Hahn in Gardiner.
Miss Harriet Hahn, Miss Susie
Hahn, Willard Hahn and Joseph
Hahn motored to Portland Wednes
day.
Leslie Studley has been quite ill.
At the Baptist Sunday school ses i
sion Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, super !
intendent of temperance instruction,
presented an interesting program. J

Mrs. Edith Overlock is spending
several days with relatives in Greenj
Mass.
! Oliver Ingraham spent the weekend
1 "'f'1 bis parents. Mr. and Mrs. Enos
! Ingraham, returning to Bangor Tuesbay morning.
Guy Overlock is in Northern Maine
on a gunning trip.
The Trytohelp Club was pleasantly
(entertained at the home of Mrs. Lena
• ♦ ♦
Tominsky Monday evening at which
Mrs. Grace Strout will leave Friday “j"e plans "ere completed for tiie
to spend a number of days in Bos- i‘tfterncon sale at Town hall on Nov.
ton
! 8 fo!Iowed in the evening by the
Miss Sarah Block is temporarily :dranla “tn,.Old ^shloned Mother.”
Ph,1‘P C’ Hughey. Mrs. Leslie
emaplojed at the Thomaston National
4C. Dean. Mrs. Ella Overlock. Mrs.
bank
George
Huntley and Mrs Raymond
Orient lodge F.J M. had a s i
at 6 p. m. Tuesday and afterward con Page were among those who attend
ferred the degree upon Robert W. ed the regional evangelistic confer
ence in Rockland Monday
Watts.
Miss Feme Whitney returned Wed
Mrs. A. D. Davis has returned from
nesday from Knox Hospital being
a week’s visit in Tenant’s Hal’bor.
William McNamara of Middleboro, well on the road to recovery from a
Mass., is spending a few days in the recent tonsil operation.
Mrs. Arthur St. Clair who has been
family of Mrs.\R. J. McPhail.
Mrs. Aletha Thompson and son visiting her mother, Mrs. Lena York,
Willis have returned from a visit in for a few weeks has returned to her
home at Wollaston, Mass.
Portland.
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Walsh of St.
Mrs. James Felt spent Tuesday
-with her sister, Mrs. Harrison in George. spent Monday and Tuesday
Clark Island.
| with Rev. and Mrs. Philip C. Hughey.
Mr. and Mrs. Frel Lermond of
Improvements hav$ been made in
Camden were guests of Mrs. Cora the seating arrangement of the Town
Currier Sunday.
!hall gymnasium, the seats now being
Sanford Comery and Mr. Libby of so arranged that it is possible for
Belmont, Mass., will arrive in town every spectator to have an unob
Friday. They will on their return structed view of the floor. This will
Monday be accompanied by Mrs. be greatly appreciated by the many
Comery who will spend the winter basketball enthusiasts.
The Public Library wishes to
with her son in Belmont.
Mrs. Cora Currier entertained the acknowledge the receipt of some nice
Tuesday Club at her home on Tues- books from Mrs. Mertie B. Crowley.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and
day evening. Mrs. Dora Comery won
daughter Jane were guests Sunday of
the honors at bridge.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. P.
• ♦ • •
These officers have been elected by "°oster.
the Circle of the Baptist ’Church.
President, Mrs. Louise Hall; vice
WASHINGTON
president, Miss Edna Hilt; secretary
Fon-du-I.ac Chapter, O.E.S., held
Mrs. Abbie Rice; treasurer, Mrs. ' its annual inspection Oct. 30 with
Grace Andrews. The work commit-^ the W.G.P. is inspection officer. S.-vtce includes Mrs. Susie Xewbert. | eral chapters were represented.
Mrs. Blanche Ayers, Mrs. Maude
The Masons held their Installation
Grafton and Mrs. Cora Currier. Sun- ' Friday evening with Liberty Lodge as
pers will be held the first and third invited guests. Mr. Levensalier of
Wednesdays with these housekeep Searsmont Lodge was installing of
ficer.
ers:
Xov. 20—Mrs. Louise Hall. Mrs. Ad
Miss Dot Counce of Stickney Cor
dle Jones. Mrs. Abbie Shaw. Mrs. Lot ner passed Thursday night with Miss
tie Starrett.
Evelyn Sukeforth.
Dec. 4—Mrs. Hattie Creighton. Mrs.
Several went from here Saturday
Ella Stackpole, Mrs. Minnie 'Wilson. evening to attend the dance at Sou’ll
Miss Belle Brown.
China.
Dec. 18—Mrs. Lrona Starrett. Mrs.
Miss Marcia Hatch passed the
Edith Kilborn. Miss Harriet Burgess, weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Copeland.
Mrs. XV. F. Hatch.
Jan. 1—Mrs. Angie Morse, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clairnce Willard and
Amy Tripp, Mrs. Dora Kalloch, Miss Mrs. Tilley Christenson after a
week’s visit with Mr. and Mr-:.
Fannie Shaw.
Jan. 15—Mrs. Grace Andrews, Mrs. Charles Sukeforth. returned Sunday
Cora Currier, Miss Eliza Whitney, to their home in Revere, Mass.
Mrs. Maude Grafton.
Mrs. Gertrude Peaslee and son of
Jan. 29—Capt. Creighton, Capt. Jefferson were supper guests Sunday
Brown, Mr. Washburn. Mr. Burgess. of relatives here.
Mr. Starrett, Col, French, Mr. Kil
Miss Marguerite l.incoln. who was
born, Mr. Shaw.-Mr. Tripp, Mr. Car- home on account of sickness, has re
turned to tiie University of Maine.
roll.
*
Feb. 5—Miss Jennie Moody. Mis.
Harlin Edwards ot Rockland was
Leila Smalley, Mrs. Gertrude Feyler. the guest of William Hanson last
Mrs. Carrie Carroll.
week.
Feb. 19—Mrs. Louise Hall. Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Bowes left last week to
Sarah Foster. Miss Alcada Hall, Miss visit her daugliteis in Massachu
Gladys Doherty.
setts.
March 5—Mrs. Louise Brown. Mrs.
Thursday evening Liberty High
Siilery, Miss Edna Hilt, Mrs. Corn- School invited the High Schools of
stock.
Appleton. Washington and Searsmont
March 19—Mrs. Susie Xewbert. with their teacners io attend their
Mrs. Blano'ie Ayers. Mrs. Hahn. Mr- Halloween party which was held in
Lena Merry.
Community hall. The first of the eve
April 2—Mrs. Editii Kilbornn. x|rs. ning games ware played and each
Lettie Starrett, Mrs. Abbie Slutiv. school furnished an entertainment
Miss Fannie Shaw.
Later lunch .vas served, followed by
April lti—Mrs. Grace Andrew s. Mrs. dancing. The party was meant to
l^ona Starrett, Miss Eliza Whitney, bring the four schools together with
Mrs. Maude Grafton.
a more friendly attitude toward one
April 30—Mrs. Hattie Creighton. another.
Mrs. Eil-i Stackpole. Mrs. Amy Tri ap,
Mrs. Dora Kalloch.
FRIENDSHIP
May 7—Mrs. Marie Singer. Miss
I
Belle Brown. Mis; Beth Washburn.
Miss Harriet Burgers.
See B. B. Jameson's remarkable
May 21—Picnic supper.
Solicit food prices for this week—cash at the
1.tarty food, all others sweets.
store. It will pay you good money
to call there.
*

ings.—adv,

Every-Other-Day
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Buy Saturday For Three Days.
Monday Being Armistice Day,
This Market Will Remain
Closed All Day

proof with its new Sturtevant pres
sure steam blowers.
Summer heat
for winter storage. Service complete
and prompt, prices reasonable. Tel.
Si 9 Fireproof » ?ge, Rockland.
132-134

Your Mother
Shortening Her

School Notes
For Education Week Mrs. Vinal,
the music teacher, has been getting
ready for operettas in the village
schools. That at Hinckley's Corner
will be Nov. 14. at Malcolm's Corner,
Nov. 15; the Grammar school will entertain Nov. 19 and the Inter mediate
school Nov. 20. Collections will be

;
,
;
|
!
i

Is
Life

When Better Gooi’s Are Sold
Perry’s Market Will Sell Them
And At Prices To Please You,
Too

Advertisements ln this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

Lost and Found

They Last

To

For Lard
Fat

Lean

whoieorH.it

°F

About 12 Pounds Each

FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS, pound, 10c
CLAMS
FINNAN HADDIE
OYSTERS
LOBSTERS
SCALLOPS
COD TONGUES

BEEF

lb 25c

CHEESE
FANCY JUNE, pound,
YOUNG AMERICAN, pound,

32c
39c

lb 15c
3 No. 1 Cans,

69c

TO LET—Furnished and heated front bed
room. Price reasonable. MRS. ROBBINS. 20
Maple St. Tel. 113-R._______________ 134*130
TO LET—Garage. Vor. .Main and .lames
Sts.. 30x30, three big doors.
A. HAMIL
TON._____________________________
Uri-tf
TO LET—Four room nt artment ln fine con
dition with garage. Rent $6 per week. Adults
only. C. A. EMERY, 28 pacific tft. Tel.
43G-M._______________________________ 134 If
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms on South
Main St., flush toilet, electric lights ,MRS. U.
>. MILLER. Tel. 410-IL_____________ 133-ED

LOST Silk umbrella : will person who took
it from Park Theatre Monday evening leave at
COURIER-GAZETTE Office, us there Is no
other one like It.
♦
134-136

TO LET—Furnished ttve room flat "32 Main
St., electric lights, gas. flush closet. Adults
preferred. Inquire on premises.
133*135
TO LET—In Thomaston 2 or 3 rooms for
light housekeeping, $10 per month: 5 rooms,
U5 per month: most central location. Tel.
Rockland 1201. If. II. STOVER, 111 Limerock
St.
132-134
TO LET -New house, 5 rooms, all modern,
hard wood floors throughout, hot and coll
water, set tubs, In cement basement, in-wall
Irpning board, bath and shower, heats on less
than five tons coal: nice sunny location. IL
II. STOVER 111 Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
132-114
TO LET—6-room apartment with bath,
heat and garage: stove all connected. MIKE
ARMATA, Tel. 1147-J.
130-if
TO LET—Tenement 18 Fulton street. 6
rooms and shed, flush closet, electric lights.
Inquire 11. B. BARTER, 227 Main St. Til 25.
lxO-tf
TO LET Four rooms, unfurnished $5 week.
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 (Park St. Tel. 1080.
122-tf
TO LET—6-room house on Grace Street,
modern. Furnished apartment on Oak Street,
modern.
Furnished apartment on Grove
Srit. •. 6-room house, corner Lindsey and
Union St., modern, with garage. 4-room house
with electric lights on Fern St. Large house
on Camden St. 4-room house on Main St.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.

128-tf

TO LET -Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
Also three furnished rooms with use of hath
at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
124-tf
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Masonic
St. R. V. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
121-tf
TO LET—House at 18 Gay fit. Apply to
121-tf
EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.

For Sale

LOST—Small purse marked Security Trust
Co., containing keys and money.
Finder
Please ----TEL. —
367-M.
•'
134-136

FOR SALE—Stewart - Warner battery
radio, 5 tubes and loud speaker. Good con
dition. Cheap. TEL. 381.
134-130
LOST—Bill folder last evening, Nov. 4,
FOR SALE Now is the time to order your
somewhere on Main. Villon or Park St.
Finder please bring to ’his Office and keep banking brush. For good big loads call L. B.
134-139
thi money.
133-135 SMITH. Tel. 598-M.
FOR SALE—Bulck 7 passenger sedan body.
XOTICB—Is hereby given of the loss of
I»erfeet
condition,
like
new.
Very
cheap.
deposit book numbered 9196 and the owner of
said book asks for duplicate In accordance Wheels and engine smashed In wreck. J. C.
with the provision of the State law. SE HARMON Tel. 3<.»1-.l._______________ 134-136
CURITY TRUST CO., Rockland, Elmer C
FOR SALE Butter klst pop corn machine,
Da via. Trvas.
128-Th-134 also National cash register, will sell cheap.
134-136
iy»N MUNRO. 6 Park St.
TOR SALE—Two hot water heaters at rea
Wanted
sonable price, one family size, and one larger;
in excellent condition.
Reason for selling.
'WANTED—About 28 ft. lobster boat with Oil installation with one heater. COd’J’FR
KETTLE.
Rockland.
__________________
134-136
out motor. E. R. RACK LIFE, Spruce Ulead/
V.
134* 1M
FOR HALE Oak dining table and 4 chairs,
WANTED— immediately, bright, ambitious good condition, good trade. 156 MAIN 1ST.
boy or girl to learn the newspaper game. Tel. 1181-V._________________________ 134*136
Must be High School graduate. Good salary
TOR SALE McIntosh Red apples, also cab
lo start. Apply to DICK REED. 320 Main St bage. J. F. CALDERWOOD, Union, Me.
or Tel. 850,
or 27-R______________ 134-tf
134*136
FOR SALE Parlor stove, good condition,
WANTED—Gin for general work In lunch
price right. GEORGE RYAN at Fuller-Cobho om. Apply MYRTLE STREET LUNCH
134-136
134-1.36 Davia store.
FOR SALE—-Cabbage. $1.25 per 100 lbs. and
WANTED-Second hand attachments for up JOHN KEINANBN, R. 1, Box 102, War
converting Ford engine to marine service, also ren. Me.
134*139
transmlvdon cases for 1923-21 Bulck Six. .1.
C. HARMON Tel. 595 .1.
131 136 T FDR SALE Twenty young sheep, extra
good ones. Also pigs and shoats. FRED A.
WANTED Sales supervisor desired by yLEASON, Union. Maine.
131*139
large New England Arm In vicinity of Rock
FOR SALE A Philcn console radio set.
land. No selling or rauvassing. Permanent
position. Good wages. Exceptional oppor MRS H. A. PHILBROOK. 16 Fulton fit. Td.
133-131
tunity for man having business ability. Far 423-M.
appointment
all Mr. JENKS, Thorndike
FOR SALE—Cottage rented pianos and
Hotel. Tel. 620, Friday, Saturday or Monday. player pianos, used a little this summer. In a
134-135 clean-up’sale, rome good upright pianos $100.
Easy terms, come now, don't wait. See
WANTED—Would like to rent a small farm THOMAS PIANO MAN personally. Camden
near Rockland or Thomaston. Call CITY phone 52.
1 , 133
113-M._____________________________ 134*136
FOR SALE 1 ”0 late hatched R.I. Red pulWANTED Ambitious woman, each town ! lets. price $1 to $1.50. V. C. WEAVER. Walto demoastrata lowest * priced Hut of high- ■ horn. Me.___________________________ 13.PI
grade lingerie known. With or without expe- '
FOR SALE-4-door Ford sedan, good coiI Hence. Write E. S. CURTIS, 47 North Main oition. price reasonable. Call 12 GURDY ST.,
St., Rockland.
134*136 Rockland.
133*133
WANTED—Housekeeper's position in small
FOR SALE Vegetables for winter: Herd
family or care for elderly lady. Address Bov medium size cabbage $1.50 per 100 lbs.;
67, Tenant's Harbor, Me.
134*136 sweet, tender carrots $1.50 per bu.: flue
grained turnips $1 bu.: nice flavored bee‘.3
»r ir
all modern for
adults, in good central $1.50 per bu.; blue hubbard squash $1.59
location with garag e. Call ROOM 76 per 100 lbs. We deliver. Call or write
Thorndike Hotel.
133*13' SAGE A 4’HATER, 116 Elm St.. Camden. Tel.
Camden 274.
N
133*135
WANTED Ambitious women can cam 60c
FOR SALE- New milch Holstein cow, new
per hour or more selling Christmas tics and
hosiery. Apply by letter to E. S. Ct'RTlS. milch Guernsey cow, yearling heifer. H. H.
47 No. Main St., Rockland.
133*1: 5 WALDRON, 42 Holmes St. Tel 757-W.
132-134
WANTED—Washings and ironings called
FDR SALE OR EXCHANGE—House lots In
f<u and delivered at 25 CRESCENT ST. Tel.
83-R.
133-135 stweral desirable sections of thle city at good
trades. Have some nice lots near Rockland's
WANTED—Housekeeper 40 to 50 years o’.d new $166,666 airport, \alues bound to In
for man and hoy. Good place for one wltho.it crease in this section. Buy now. H. H.
a home. Address MELVIN CONARY, Sun STOVER 111 Limerock St. Tel. 1261.
shine, Me.
'
133*1.15
132-134
WANTED Position as Bookkeeper and
FOR SALE—Apples, Kings and Bishop Pip
Stenographer. Experienced. Rest of refer pins $3.56 barrel. Inquire 49 BREWSTER ST.
ences. Address X X.M , Courier-Gazette.
132 13«
133*135
FOR SALE-Six room house and barn in
WANTED Stenographer at the I DCKLAND Rockport on Commercial SL, Richard's hill,
EURNITUURE CO.
133-135 % acre o? land. Inquire within. MRS.. ELSIE
132-134
WANTED By Western gentleman room M WHITNEY.
and hoard in private family, city ot country:
FOR SALE 1924 lewett touring car, mile
references exchanged. Give particulars ir age 6.666; 1929 Nash sedan. Tel. 18-4 Union.
litter- also children If any ami number of PAYSON NASH CO., East Union.
132*134
phone. A. M. DeFQOTE, Gen. Di»iv., Rock
FOR HALE— Blacksmith shop and land.
land, Me,
133*135
South Main St., $356. Six room house on
WANTED -Care of invi-.lld or child or house Beech woods St., Thomaston, $856. V. F.
keeper for lone man or woman b.v Dr. widow. STI IH.EY,
Park SI Tel. l»80.
122-tf
Best of recommendations. A.S.P., 16 Gurdy St.,
FOR fiALK^—Lobster trap stock, oak laths,
Rockland.
133*135
etc. Tel. 3-4. U. E. OVERLOOK, R.F.D .
WANTED IMMEDIATELY’ Kind, depend
2. Warren. Me.
130*135
able attendant for elderly woman. No heavy
SALE—Nine room house with hath and
work. Good place for right person. Addrc
132*121 -l^re, large lot of >and. A bargain to quick
R. H. <*ARL, Courier-Gazette.
, bide, at 56 Grace St. JOHN GU1STIN.
WANTED—Two or three aged people to
132*137
beard; warm sunny rooms, best of food and
FOR SALE—Brunswick Mahogany cabinet
1 rices reasonable, (’all 5J8-M or write MRS
phonograph with record albums and flfty-six
L. B. SMITH, Wessaweskeag Inn Rockland.
131*142 records. MRS. R. S. SHERMAN, 21 Grove
136-tf
WANTED—Housekeeper, one who caii go St. Td. 163-W.
home nights preferred. Call Riar 12 KNOX
FOR SALE—Double tenement house on
ST. or TEL. 578-W.
129-U Pleasant S;., Rockport. MRS. F. E. HART
FORD. Highland Sq., Rockport.
128*131
FOR S.YLE - Black walnut bed, dresser and
Miscellaneous
stand. $26. Write “G” Courier-Gazette Office.
NOTICE—This Is to warn all persona
FOR SALE—Wood lot of about 26 acres in
against hunting, jacking or shooting deer on
of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly
property owned by ELLSWORTH THOMAS town
old
growth. For information call ROCKLAND
a‘ Head Harbor, Isle au Haut. Nov. 5, 192 ».
44-2.
127-138
134-1:{6
FOR SALE—Overland touring car, model 91,
LIVE BAIT and smelting minnows. Can b
mileage 17,066. Guaranteed In good running
shipped anywhere. RALPH TYLER, fiouth comlition.
Tires all new, cords, side curtains
Thomaston, Maine.
133*135 and tools included.
Battery new this year.
SPEAR'S CIDER MILL at West Warren will Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42
close Saturday, Nov. 16. Bring in your ap
FULTON ST., Rockland.
123-tf
pies and don’t get left.
133*138
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
MADAOOB STANLEY, gifted clairvoyant U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDLNG, 54 Pacific
(’•ystal gazer will give readings hv mall an St.
121-tf
swering ten questions, $1, birth date. Let liet
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
convince you.
136 HAMIMOND ST.. Ban $10;
junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; alto lumber
gor.
133*135 delivered. T. J. CARROLL. TeL 263-21.
132-tf
BOSTON 1AII/ORS- Suit made to order P. O. Thomaston.
from $25 up. Ladies’ or Men’s clothing
FOR SALE—nard wood, fitted, $14; long,
cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN $10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks,
St. Tel. 8396. Open evenings.
132-tf $8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-18.
132-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
ind oi it. s; up-to-date property, lh the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write acres of land situated In Warren on State
road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
132-tf farm wagons nnd farming Implements for
sale. For further Information write to MRS.
GENERAL TRUCKING, Oyster River bridge, W. E. BORNEMAN, Warren.
132-tf
Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
132-tf
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I shies, large orders cheaper. . Lobster traps,
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and buovs. oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 132-tf
DAMON, Dentist. Rockland.
132-tf
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
LEl* E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws «uu
srove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St
ber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D., Thomaston.

BonelessSirloinSteak 42c
Face Rump
lb39c
Cube Steak
lb39c
Hamburg Steak
lb 19c

Fresh Frozen Strawberries

FRUIT FOR SALAD

Few who write to the newspa
per realize that thirty lines will
secure a hundred readers, while
half a column secures one.

In Everybody’s Column

Sliced

To Let
TO LET Apartment ir. Bicknell block,
epply MBS. It 11. WXIITH, 1« Lincoln St.
i:»4-tr
I±- 864.

TO LET—For light housekeeping, three fur
nished rooms with private bath, hot* wat.n
heat. Rent reasonable. 69 NO. MAIN ST
Tel. 1132.___________________________ 133-1'5

“The Best Bread In Maine”

Roast or Boil

lb 49c

we best

)

Fresh Lean Loins for Roasting
lb 24c
Whole Fresh Lean Shoulders
lb 19c
Fresh Pork Steak
Neatly
lb 39c
Native Fresh Pig’s Feet
While
lb 15c
Pig’s Liver
Sliced
Fry
2 lbs 25c
Fresh Pig’s Leaves
Making
lb 10c
Mixed Fresh Pork
and
lb 20c
OUR FAMOUS SAUSAGE p
lb 29c
Sugar Cured Hams
lb 22c T o- lb 35c
Swift’s Premium Hams
lb 29c
Peters’ Haddock
VEGETABLES

FANCY TUB,
CLOVERBLOOM,

our

Golden Heart Bread

PORK

BUTTER

set

RAPER. IU THIS PARTCF THE
STATE" AUP FOR “THAT, WE

Seasonable Foods

20c
27c
32c
35c

WHAT WE POLKS WHO GET OUT
-VHIS UEU/SPAPER LIKE BEST
ABOUT OUR WORK IS TH’KIWD
FRIEUDLY FEELIU5-YOU FOLKS
HAVE TOWARD OUR. PAPER =
IT SURE MAKESUS FEEL GOOO
-to KMOW OUR (SOLUMUS ARE
ALL REAP WITH IklTEREST,
AMP THAT MAWV OF YOU EVEkJ
-thiuk we

Where Quality Rules

Roast
lb
Boneless Pot Roast lb
Boneless Oven Roast lb
Top Round Steak lb

r

Any mother who still scrubs clothes, sweeps rugs and
bakes bread is tiring herself needlessly and thereby
shortening her life. Washing machines, vacuum
sweepers and GOLDEN HEART BREAD are PRO
LONGING the lives of Mothers—and the entire fam
ily profits from all three, especially the GOOD
HEALTH IN EVERY BITE OF—

PERRY’S

IN FULL SEASONABLE VARIETY
ICEBERG LETTUCE, 2 large heads,
27c
NATIVE CELERY, bunch,
19c
FANCY TOMATOES, pound,
29c

MICKIE SAYS—

The best heated, most n.odern ga

rage in New England Is the Fire

DELMONTE PEACHES
3 Cans,
75c

PINEAPPLE
Sliced, 3 cans,
Crushed, 3 cans,

69c
61c

SALADA TEA
On Sale All This Week With Special Free Sampling. The New One Pound Package Is Being Offered For the
First Time And Is On Sale At 77 Cents For a Full Pound Our Regular Price For This Package Is 90 Cents.
How Can You Save 13 Cents Any Easier?

One Pound Pkg Salada Tea 77c, a Saving of 13c
Half Pound Pkg Salada Tea 39c, a Saving of 6c
YOU ALL KNOW THE QUALITY WHICH SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Buy Saturday for Sunday and Monday—Closed All Day
Monday—Armistice Day

132-tf

Perry's Market

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. .
132-tf

. • UuyAHoms*

\ Read the CLASSIFIED AU

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and -Counsellor at
Law
lelephont,—Office 488; H«u,« 69S-R

431 Main Straai

Ra?kl»n<|

Every-Other-Day

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Among our large selection of matrons’

and young ladies’ models of Dress and

Sport Hats we number a distinct selection

In addition to personal notes regarding
The second In the series of bridge
departures and arrivals, this department espe- partie, sponsbred by the Chapin Class,
j daily desires Information of social happenings,
I parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or durihg the winter season, will take
place next Tuesday evening, at the
telephone will be gladly received.
:

home of Mrs. Eugene (Stoddard, Grove
street, with Mrs. Stoddard, Mrs.
The bridge party under the auspices Gfeorge Palmer, Miss Mabel F. Lamb
of St. Bernard’s Catholic Church and Mrs. Wilbur Cross in charge.
Monday pvening at the Thorndike
John Rogers has returned homo
Grill had ten tables, with honors won
by Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs. John from a visit of several weeks with his
Flanagan, Albert McCarty, Miss daughter, Mrs. Clark Milburn, in
Rose Adams, Mrs. Henry Jordan. Lynn, Mass.
Joseph Adams, Miss Elizabeth Dono
hue, William Sweeney, Mrs. Raymond
Miss Clarice Pierce of Lewiston
Duff, Donald Perry, Miss Anna Flynn who has been the guest of Mr. and
and Mrs. Raymond Moulalson. In Mrs. George Gay. Chestnut street, is
plain whist Miss Emma Dorgan car visiting Mrs. Joseph Brewster in
Camden. Miss Pierce is a gifted vio
ried off honors.
linist, and assisted in the service at
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Ulmor of Pratt M. E. Church Sunday, delight
Vassalboro hav^ been guests of Mr. ing her hearers by her artistic play
and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant this week. ing.
TELEPHONE .................................................... 770

of Felt Hats priced at

$2.95
values recently sold at $5.00
A

Hats at all prices to $18.50 will be found

in our Second Floor Department to which
we invite you.

Among our features is an

interesting line of hats with large head

sizes, both in matrons’ and young ladies’
styles.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

CLEARANCE SALE
!

An Excellent Opportunity
to Buy Gifts at Low Prices

Mottoes at Cost
Final closeout on Crocker Fountain Pens
Also closing out Large Games at Cost
100 boxes Fine Stationery at Big Reductions

SPECIAL ON

FICTION

Several hundred 75 cent Books of Modern Fiction
will be sold at 65 Cents

LEATHER" GOODS
An entire stock of Leather Goods, Card Cases, Bill
Folds, Toilet Sets, etc.', at Marked Reductions

MANY ATTRACTIVE MISCELLANEOUS
#
BARGAINS

Huston Tuttle Book Co.
Tel. 247-M

Rockland

405 Main Street

AYER’S
It’s pretty hard for a fellow to be good natured when he is
suffering with the cold. Just put on good warm underwear and
see the change in his face and disposition. We’ve got just the
garment to bring a smile of joy to every face.
Men's Heavy Cotton Shirts cr Drawers at 89c each. The fleeces
sell at $1.00 each. The half wool garments at $1.50, and the all
wool Glastonbury at 2.50, and the Contoocooks at $2.75.
Men’s Union Suits. Medium Heavy Unions, cotton, at $1.00 and
$1.25 each. The heaviest cotton garment made at $1.50; wool
process at $2.C0. The P. Q. A. which we consider one of the
most satisfactory garments made, part wool at $2.00; fleeced
unions, best made at $2.03; half wool at $3.75; all wool at $4.98.
Boys’ Heavy Cotton Union Suits at $1.00 and $1.25 or part wool
ones at the same price.
,
Flannel Shirts—no reason why everyone cannot have a good flannel
shirt this year, $1.00, $1.75, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00. If ycu want a
navy shirt, blue, one of the kind that all the boys used to wear,
and a ctandy, look at these for $3.50.
Pants—say, if you’ve got to have pants for that boy, we’ve got
just the things you want and lots of them. Come in and look
them over.
P. S. Only seven more weeks to Christmas—have you forgotten?

WILLIS AYER
SPECIAL

ARMISTICE DAY SALE

Hats-Coats-Dresses
at
EXTRA SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS

MILADY’S SHOP
Main Street

Pi

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 7, 1929

Newberry Block

Opp. Burpee’s
133-134

ANNOUNCING

SPECIAL

DEMONSTRATION

BONAT AND NAIVETTE CROCQUINOLE
PERMANENT WAVES
a demonstrator will be at

MA BELLE BEAUTY SHOPPE
WEEK OF NOVEMBER *11
PHONE 683-W FOR APPOINTMENT

133-134

Mrs. Charles Small of the High
Leigh Mayo of Akron, Ohio, is the
guest tof Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. lands is in Portland, called by the ill
ness of her daughter. Miss Laura
Barnard.
Small, who recently underwent an
operation for acute appendicitis.
Charles Thornton, on a week’s
vacation from the Burpee Furniture
Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Gardner are
Store is visiting in Bath, where his in Orono, the guests of their son,
father, Edward Thornton, aged 80, is’Libert
_ | in ill health.
Miss Helen M. York Is again at her
The Wawenoek Club opened its desk in The Courter-Gazette office
1929-30 season Monday evening with after a fortnight's visit among friends
i a picnic supper and social at the in New York. Pennsylvania, New
home of Mrs. Susie Cmapbell. Mrs. Haven and Portland.
Evelyn Snow, who is making an ex-*
i tended visit with her niece, Mrs.
Mrs. Lucretia S. Kalcr of Elast Wal
! Anderson, in ^Thomaston, was a spe doboro is making her annual visit
cial guest. The next meeting will be with relatnves In this city.
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
Elizabeth Eaton, Linden street, when
Miss Lottie McLaughlin who has
I Mrs. Cora Snow will give a paper on been on a visit to her parents for
"Agassiz’ and Mrs. Abbie Campbell the past ten days, returns tomorrow
(>n "Winston Churchill” in line with to New Y’ork where she will resume
1 the continuance of the subject of her musical activities.
; famous people of the world.
The name of Mrs. Joseph Brewster
Capt. A. W. Hutchinson, who is of Camden was omitted from the
■ employed in New York, is making a committee In charge of the bridge
i visit with his family at The High- party, being given under the auspices
! lands.
of the Willing Workers of the Universalist Church at the Copper Kettle
John MacWilliams is confined to this afternoon at 2.30.
his bed by illness at the home of his
i son, Earl MacWilliams, Chestnut
Miss Edith Bicknell is able to be
street.
out again after four weeks*- attack of
laryngitis.
,
Mrs. W. R. Gill of Camden is the
' guest of her daughter, Mrs. C. O.
Miss Lucy Rhodes who has been
, perry, Masonic street.
the guest of her uncle. Edward Whit
ney. in Campello, Mass., and visiting
Mrs. John Newman has returned in Boston, has returned home.
I home from Concord, N. H., where she
I attended the Ames-Evans wedding
Monday afternoon, at tlie home of
and visited relatives for several Mrs. Clara Thurston at The High
lands Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. held
weeks.
in inspiring and enthusiastic meet
Mrs.
Woodbury
Thomas and ing. with a large attendance. The
daughter Miss Corice and Mr. and spacious rooms were decorated with
| Mrs. Willia mMaxcy, Jr., spent the cream-colored calendula. and bach
elors’ buttons, thus carrying out the
• weekend in Portland.
color scheme of the National Society
The Shakespeare Society was en of the D.AR. Mrs. Suella Shledon,
tertained at the home of Mrs. Har- regent, presided in her usual able
riette Levensaler Monday evening. manner. Four names were voted
The 21 members present responded to upon for membership. Reports were'
the roll call with quotations frem given for the Americanization com
"Macbeth." Three letters, intended mittee by Mrs. Lurie Walsh, for the
for the 40th anniversary, were read. Ellis Island committee by Mrs. Caro
They came from Mrs. Alice Griffin. line Stanley, and the Historical and
Miss Martha Bartlett and Albion Literary Reciprocity committee by
1 Crocker known to everyone in this Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. In her report
locality as “Boze” . Mr. Crocker’s let- for the Knox Memorial committee
t ter written in a humorous vein and Mrs. Julia Burpee displayed a piece
| cleverly constructed, was particular of the original wall paper from the
ly enjoyed. It was voted to have a Gen. Knox mansion. It was voted to
I lecturer appear before the Society at do something special this year, both
a later date. Mrs. Maude Blodgett for Ells Island, and Americanization
The business meeting was
■gave a most interesting paper on the work.
I "Characterizations of Macbeth and followed by a delightful program.
♦ Lady Macbeth.” after which an in- Mrs. Clara Thurston read a patriotic
i formal discussion of the two charac- poem by Madison Carwein and Mrs.
I ters was conducted in a spirited man- Irene Moran delivered a paper on Mrs.
< ner. The next meeting Monday eve- Caroline Scott Harrison, wife of the
! ning. Nov. 18, will be at the home of 23d president of the United States
Miss Alice Erskine. Beech street, with who was the first president general
of the National Society of the Daugh
■ Miss Carolyn Erskipe as leader.
ters of the American Revolution. Mrs.
Miss Phronle Johnson entertained Moran gave an account of Mrs. Har
the Hatetoquitit Club Monday eve rison's lineage, her life, and her ac
complishments in A manner which
ning.
showed intensive research. Refresh
Mi s. Edward O'B. Gonia is making ments were served by Mesdames
Thurston, Cooper and Moran.
I a visit in Boston.

j

Mrs. Wilbur Cross was hostess to
the Thimble Club Monday evening at.
her home on Chestnut street.
Friday evening a successful Hal
loween party was given at Owl’s Head
Inn by five High School girls, Doro
thy Magune. Mary Lowry, Lillias
Heed. Cynthia Wasgatt and Thelma
Ttlackington. The inn was attractively
decorated with cornstalks, moons,
skeletons and other articles which go
to make up the atmosphere of that
eerie night. The color scheme was
orange, tilaek and white, carried out
to the extent that even .the menu,
which
consisted
of
sandwiches,
brownies, randy, corn cakes and
orangeade, supplied agreeable eoloi1i ing. The favors of the girts were
made by the hostesses and everybody
agreed that they were as attractive
as could he had. A 'prize dance was
one of the features «f interest, the
prizes, a candy girl and a candy boy
were won by Miss Barbara Blalsdell
and Clifford Ladd. Dancing, many
games and thrills, which weye plenti
ful on the third floor, made the eve
ning enjoyable. Those present were:
Helen Mattison, Mildred Carver.
Clara Dennison. Barbara BlaisdelJ.
Virginia Richardson, Dorothy Pres
cott. Margaret Adams. Meria! Mer
chant. Edna Ross. Clarice Pierre. Eva
Hunter. Dorothy Ixiwry. Gertrude
Blaekington. Dot Magune. Cynthia
Wasgatt. Mary
Lawry. Thelma
Blaekington, Lillias Becd. Bill Ellingwood. Charles Bieknell. Albert Mc
Carty, Kennedy Crane Jr., Israel
Snow. Walter Gay, Alvary Gay, Bill
Rounds, Paul Merriam. Clifford I.add,
Cliff Oliver, Hugh Benner. Robert
Dunton. Dram Lawry, Richard Stod
dard. McNeil Brown. Spud Murphy.
John Moulalson. Crosby Ludwiek
and Lois Libby.
The party was
! chaperoned by Mrs. Carl Reed and
Miss Rose Adams.

The best heated, most modern ga
rage in New England is the Fire
proof with Its new Sturtevant pres
sure steam blowers.
Summer heat
for winter storage. Service complete
and prompt, prices reasonable. Tel.
| S89 Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
132-134
Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, like
new.

124-tf

The Rubinstein Club holds an ex
change program with the Philhar
monic Club of Lewiston-Auburn to- j
morrow afternoon, the affair taking
place in the Congregational ChuiTh
at 2.15. At the close of the program
tea will be served by members of the
executive board. Each member has
the privilege of inviting two guests,
the meeting being limited to members
and their guests only The program
will be given by these members of
the Philharmonic Club: Miss Hazel ,
Penley, Miss Helen Benner, piano and
organ numbers; Miss Exilia Blouin in
contralto solos; Mrs. E. L. Langelier
:n 'cello solos; and Miss Benner, Mrs.
Langelier and Mrs. Ruth Chase in in
strumental trios.

1M ONT O N’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND1

Armistice Day Specials
A new line just arrived, the test

and outsizes, for—

$1.00

Francis Snow was down from
Union yesterday calling on his Rock
land friends.

Blue Crane

Mrs. Annie Parsons of Harrington
Is visiting Mrs. Frank Ulmer, Gurdy
street.

Silk Hosiery
New fall shades, Pure Silk Hose

Mrs. Cora Buzzell Millay of New
York, who has been at her summer
home in Camden for several months,
is the guest of Mrs. Gorge E. Kit
tredge and Miss Anne M. Kittredge,
Allyn Shore, Belfast. Tuesday eve- |
ning Mrs. Millay was guest speaker
at the BPW Club of Belfast and last
evening was guest of honor.at the
Lions Club at the Windsor Hotel, |
when she gave readings from her
book "Little Otis.”

Pair—

$1.00
Trippletoe

WHAT’S THAT PLANE

$4.98
They are real values! Come in
and see them!

Women’s

COLORS

m

LASHED

Outing Flannel
Night Gowns

straight

from Paris by Hum
ming Bird's style observer,
the newest colors in hos
iery for autumn wear!
And in this fine hosiery,
color and lustre last
through countless wash
ings, months of wear. Be
, assured of latest style,
longest service, with

Specially priced at—

69c—98c
and up

ftumining IRird

CHILDREN’S

Silk Over Wool

Tull 'Jiuhumed TGsiery

Hosiery

Extra-length, hidden rein
forcements, trim tailored
heels, snug fit, lasting
lustre—get them all at

Outing Flannel
Sleeping Garments
and Gowns

To Be In Touch With the
Times Be Able To Answer
Per pair—

moderate price.

$1.00

Come see

our display today.

50c—59c

Z

New fall shades—Sable, After

Others at—

noon,

Woodtone,

Mode and others.

50c

75c and
$1.25

^all

Duskee,

Pair—

$1.50
F. J. SIMONTON CO-

------------ —.---------------------- —--------------- :----------------------------------------------------- ——------------------------------------the cabin. Some are open—that is, I
not roofed and wal’etk«ind windowed |
—while others are closed. In the
vernacular, they aie eltbe- open or
closed “jobs."
Having mustered the above facts,
the next step is to recognize the
‘make" of a plane as we recognize
the “make" of an automobile. It
takes considerable experience and a
trained eve to observe details of de
sign and distinguish between the
many different kinds of p’anes we
have today. In tlie course of time,
however, it will be exactly as easy to
distinguish a Triv< 1-AIr cabin mono
plane from a Bellanca Pactmaker, or
an Ireland amphibian from a SavoiaMarchetti flying boat, as il s to tell
i ’ ispena-Siliza straight-cig’it from
a D dge Sedan.

Say it with

Flowers

CENSUS OF UNEMPLOYED

Uncle Sam To Learn Exact Situation
and Study Methods To Improve.
The 1930 Census of the United
States is to include a list of ithe un< mployed. It will be the first time
such a compilation will be mad?,
Former statistics have been guesses,
more or less, and the estimates of
different authorities have varied
widely, the National Home Study
Council observes.
"Trustworthy information as,to the
numbei~of employed and those out of
work, varying as they do from month
to month will be helpful in determin
ing policies as to rates of production.
Business interest and the welfare of
the worker are equally affected and
are, therefore, united by a common
concern for regularity of work. It
will then be possible to measure for
results all attempts to provide stable
employment for American wage
earners. It will also be interesting
to discover the relation between unemployment and the lack of vocatzonal training," the Council adds.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

TODAY
ANO
FRIDAY

AUTUMN
Hosiery

Mrs. ClarAice Beverage has re- |
turned from a 10-day visit in Bos- ,
ton and vicinity.

It isn’t at all difficult to pick out the
differences at a glance once we have
pinned somebody down to a few sim
ple explanations. Remembering, for
example, that a land plane has 41
landing gear consisting of wheels,
usually two and a tail skid to come
down on; and that a flying boat is a
boat with wings that comes down on
its own hull in the water, and that a
seaplane has inflated paper bag-like
runners or pontoons of ho’iow con
struction for coming down on the
water. Whether wheels, pontoons, or
nothing is attached to the body of the
plane, that is what differentiate s be
tween landplanes, seaplanes and fly
ing boats.
In addition there is the amphibian,
which, like the frog-family from
which it takes its name, is equally at j
home on both land and water when it |
is not in the air. Its landing gear—
which is used when it comes down on i
land, may be raised or retracted, by |
means of a mechanical device, above
the hull or the pontoons of the plane
while it is in flight if the pilot de
sires to come down on the water. If
the wheels were not retracted during
a water landing, they would tend to
capsize the plane because of» the re
sistance they would offer to the
water. An amphibian may be a cross
The sale of framed pictures at between a living boat and a land plane
Crie s Gift Shop is for one week only, or a cross between a seaplane and a
ending the 12th: 16x50, $1.59; 12x16, landplane.
♦♦» ♦
$1.17, 50 subjects.—«dv.
One of the commonplace differences
between planes are the wing sur
faces. A monoplane, of course, has a
single wing surface and a biplane, two
wing surfaces. Another ob' .ous ear i
mark in a plane is the character of i

Just received from the manufac
turers, some more New Styles,
Crepe dc Chine Silk Dcrccs, $S
value, fcr—

value we have ever had: regular

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Page of
Brookline, Mass., are guests at the
Thorndike Hotel.

» ♦ ♦♦

Silk Dresses

Rayon Bloomers

Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear is in Mon
treal and Boston for two week.

One of best reasons for being glad
one was born a woman is that women
do not mind saying. “I don’t know—|
teach me.” And women all over the
country are saying U about aircraft
today. Today we know a F< ru station
wagon from a Packard sedan. No
matter how little w? know about au
tomobiles, we can differentiate be
tween different types of motor cars
And there is a growing desire among
us to extend this sense of detection
to airplanes.
To the trained eye the differences
in them are just as apparent as they |
are in automobiles. Those persons
who are observant can already distin
guish without difficulty the differ
ence between a land-plant and a sea
plane, and more frequent visitors to
airports can amaze their land-lubbing companions by being able to tell
an amphibian from a flying boat or a
seaplane..

Seven

SEE

“The Womanless Wedding”
60 LAUGHS A MINUTE 60

ROCKLAND ALL MALE CAST
(All Dressed A3 Perfect Ladies)

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

NOV. 7-5

THURSDAY-FRIDAY,

Benefit Parent-Teacher Association
BIRD & RYE, Directors
PRICES—Grade Children, 25c; High School, 35c; Adults, 50c.
Reserved Seats, 75c
Reserved Scat Cale Opens At Chisholm’s Candy Store
Wednesday Morning, Nov. 6
132-131

ARMISTICE BALL
TEMPLE HALL
Monday, Nov. 11
Auspices;
Wir.clcw-Holbrook Pest, No. 1,
American Legion

Adm 50c

DEAN’S ORCHESTRA

Adm 50c
133-13".

Home of Paramount Pictures

Tel. 409

In

‘YOUNG NOWHERES”
All Talking Drama
A Publix Theatre

SATURDAY ONLY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Sealed Lips

“OH

The Price
He Paid For

ITS

MUM

TIME

Special!

YEAH!”

‘HALF
MARRIAGE

100% Talking Comedy Drama
with

ROB T ARMSTRONG-JIMMY GLEASON

All Talking
Dramatic Sensation

A nerv%-tingling. rib-tickling
comedy drama as exciting and
thrilling as it is amusing and
humorous—a screen produc
tion with one of the most
amazing c imaxes ever con
ceived—don’t miss it.
All Music—All Sound
All Dialogue
—AbS< >—

with

OLIVE BORDEN
MORGAN FARLEY

Now!

Very Special
We have lomi very fine chrys
anthemum pot plants coming into
bloom and we want to put them
into your homes new to that you
may have the extra pleasure of
seeing them develop. The price
is $2.00. Buy now and get more
than full value for your money.

The
Little Flower Shop
"SILSBY'S”
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 318-W

ALSO

Presentation Acts
Telephone 892
One of the
Publix
Theatres

Shows:
2.00, 6.20, 8.30
Continuous Sat
2.00 to 10.30

HOME OF PARAMOUNT SINGING AND TALKING PICTURES

..... i
MONDAY-TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

HAROLD

in a
Vitaphone Presentation

“STEPPING OUT”
An All Talking Comedy
Featuring

CHARLIE CHASE

LLOYD

in His First All Talking Comedy

“WELCOME

Burke & Durk'n

DANGER”

COMING MONDAY

Hal Skelly, Evelyn Brent

in

“WOMAN TRAP”

Page Eight
The weekly meeting of the auxili
ary of Winslow-Holbrook Post, A.L.,
will be omitted Monday evening due
to Armistice Day, but a special meet
ing is called for Tuesday evening at
7.30 in Legion hall.

++++.:-+.:..:.+.:.+.:..>.>.:..:—:-:..5..:.+<..:..:..:..J.:.+.:.+.:.M^!.+++-h4.4'4"!‘++>>Y,

TALK OF THE TOWN
«5» •> «5» ♦!

•>*5*'5**5* ♦

Tlie five-year lease of the HallMrs. Ella F. Hart is moving from
the Blake house. 11 Cottage street, to Sntiw property near the Public Land
ing, by the Curtiss Flying Service, has
13 Cottage street
been formally recorded at the Knox
Registry of Deeds. The corporation
A horse owned by Woadbury Maker has an option of purchase, at 115.000
was killed on the Owl’s Head road within that period.
Tuesday when struck by an automo
bile.
E. C. Moran & Co., ranked fourth in
tlie I'nited States, from Jan. 1 to Sept.
Next Monday is Armistice Day—the
1. among the agencies producing in
11th day of the 11th month, and the surance business for the Central
11th year since the famous document
Safety and Insurance Corporation of
was signed. Don’t wait until the 1th Kansas City. Which only serves to
hour to celebrate it.
confirm what the admirers of these
energetic agents have always thought
Carroll Cole who recently mov°.l to of them.
Washington County has traded for a
blarger truck and lias a contract for
The Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc.,
transporting 2,000 cords of pulpwood
in announcing its expansion plans,
from Calais to East Machias.
which call for the construction of
three new ships, will put one on the
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., meets Xew York-Norfolk line, one of the
tomorrow, with supper at 6. .Mrs X. Y.-Yarmouth line, and one on tlie
Grace Rollins, chairman. Exempli the Boston-St. John line. The new
fication of the work will be carried steamers will be modern in every de
out for the benefit of viators from tail as well as faster and safer than
any of the ships now in the service.
Damariscotta and Tenant's Harbor.

At the meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge Tuesday evening the resigna| tipn of Mrs. H. L. Stevens from the
' finance committee was received. Dr.
| and Mrs. Stevens are leaving Tues
day for Farmington where they will
make their home for the present, at
least.

A bequest of >500 to the First Bap1 tist Church and another for >100 to
the Rockland W.C.T.V. are contained
j in the will of the late Clara M. FarI well, which has just t^een filed in
| Knox Probate Court. The will was
! drawn in April. 1929 and Marcia W.
| Farwell is named as executrix.
Among the new applications re
ceived by the Woman's Educational
Club are noted two more from a dis
tance—one from Trumbull. Conn., the
[other from Brooklyn. X. Y. Drive re
ports by the managers will be given
at Mrs. Minnie Miles’ picnic. 31 Ocean
street. Wednesday 3 to 7.30.

emember

AN opportunity to
Uu> a supply of
California s choicest

R

that

only the beat
possible fruits are
ever packed under
the Bel Monte label

fruits ... at A & P's
most liberal savings

Del Monte
SALE

EAvHES
P

SLICED

DEL MONTI

Peaches

HALVES

DEL MONTE

P

Fancy
BartletU

EARS
DEL MONTE

Pineapple

CRUSHED

DEL MONTE

Pineapple

SLICED
Fancy
Fruit

Apricots
OTl

DEL MONTE

Fruit for Salad

a,

DEL MONTE

As/aragus Iips

1 can 25c

NO.
CANS

1 can 27c

NO. |M
CANS

1 can 35c

NO. 2%
CANS

2

1 can 21c

» NO. 2
) CANS

1 can 25c

» NO. 2
) CANS

1 can 20c

I NO. 1
f CANS

1 can 23c

> NO. 1
) CANS

1 can 29c

> NO. 1
) CANS

and Tender

Iona String Beans
A 6 P Corn
Iona Peas
Iona Tomatoes
RUFFE I BLACK BERRIES
t an 10c
BUFFET PEACHES
can 10c
BUFFET APRICOTS
can 10c
EAGLE MILK
Condensed
can 19c
SARDINES King Haakon 2 cans 35c
SARDINES
Silvcrside 3 cans 19c
MAZOLA OIL
pint can 28c
MAZOLA OIL
quart can 53c
ARGO GLOSS STARCH
pkg 9c
GULDEN’S MUSTARD
jar 12c
WH EATENA
pkg 21c

can 11c

cans

can 16c

cans

can 11c

cans

SHREDDED WHEAT
pkg lie
IVORY FLAKES
lge pkg 21c
SOAP FLAKES Kirkman’s 3 pkgs 25c
MUSHROOMS
can 35c
MELLOW HEAT
pkg 15c
TEA Thea-Ncctar ‘{•’ST
>b PkP 35c
TEA Thea-Ncctar m,.«i # lb pkg 31c
GRANDMOTHER’S TEA yi lb pkg 45c
CANDY and GUMS
3 for ICc
DOLLY GRAY CHOCOLATES box 39c
MELLEX TOOTHPASTE
tube 19c
NO. 1
CANS

WHITE LOAF

OREAD

Doughnuts

X DOZ

10e

freih lean pork

Lamb Legs

lb 35c

HAMS

lb 28c

PORK

lb 43c

BEEF

lb 43c

PORK

Roulettes, fresh, lean, boneless

PORK
top round or sirloin

STEAK
bonele-s sirloin roast

BEEF

lb 25c

shoulders, fresh, lean

lb 20c

boneless pot roast

lb 29c

fresh, lean, rib loin roast

lb 25c

FRUITS and VEGETABLES
California Sweet Oranges

Fancy Tokay Grapes
McIntosh Red Apples

Cooking Apples

Yellow Bananas

Pomgranates

WORTHY BOY SCOUTS '

Boy Scouts
A parents night supper and enter
tainment was held on Tuesday eve
ning in the Congregational vestry by
the scouts of Troop 6. Scoutmaster
Joseph Rlaisdell was in charge, as
sisted by Rev. Walter S. Rounds and
a staff of willing scouts. Following
the excellent supper a motion picture
program was presented—one reel of
V. S. government film depicting the
j making of an American citizen from
an alien and a three reel scout pic
ture entitled “Be Prepared.” A numI her of scouts from the other city
! troops came in to enjoy the pictures
' Francis Me Alary served as operator
[ of the projector with the skill of
professional.

My Dear Sir—Saturday aftern<-*n.
enroute from Rockland to Camden. I
experienced a somewhat perplexing
automobile accident. As I stopped,
two Boy Scouts, in uniform, who were
several rods in the rear, came run
ning up and in concert said:
“Can w/ help you, mister?”
They did render material assist
ance. although it interfered with and
* * * ♦
delayed their schedule—they in
Scoutmasters and tr op committee
formed me that they were doing a men of the various units of the Scout
prescribed fourteen mile hike—as the Council are to hear from a National
shadows of twilight were already fall
| Council officer Wednesday Nov. 13.
ing and they were several miles from when Deo M. Sandefur speaks before
their destination.
Moreover, they
the groups at the I’niversalist
were catagorically honest in the ob Church.
Mr. Sandefur. formerly an
servation of the ethics of their organ executive of the Buffalo Council., has
ization, refusing to accept recompense
had wide experience in troop man
in any form, however disguised. I
agement and will answer many of the
endeavored to convince them that I scoutmaster’s problems. He will ex
was not attempting to reward them,
plain the new troop budget plan and
but wished to treat them to soda and
reading programs.
ice cream when they reached Cam
The attending group will be present
den—but they recognized the subter
at the regular church supper, after
fuge. One of them slapped his pocket
which will follow the meeting in the
end announced that he had ’quanti
church parlor.
ties of money I”
It was a pleasing experience, re
Some grotesque, and some hardly to
freshing and reassuring, to encounter
two such fine lads. As I have studied be called romantic, might have de
the younger generation in this ap scribed the masquerade group of
parent period of transition through scouts who gathered in the Methodist
which we are passing, I have become vestry for the Halloween party of
disappointedly impressed by the bra Troop 2 Monday evening. About fifty
zenness. sauciness, selfishness, pro scouts in all manners of makeup were
fanity. immorality and utter lack of on hand to enjoy the fun which fol
respect for age. But these two chaps, lowed. The program was devoted en
while they displayed all the healthy tirely to games and contests of a scout
exhilaration and exuberance of the nature, under the leadership of .Scout
Wh^ehill.
Refreshments
boyish spirit, were clean, modest, master
unostentatious and courteous, re were served by Mrs. Brown and Mrs.
flecting the beneficial influence of a Thurston to whom the Scouts mani
careful home training, augmented by fested thanks in a hearty cheer.
a profound reverence for the tenets
The People’s Laundry, Limerock
of the organization which you head.
Their natural lack of egoism and street, is prepared to lighten your
eagerness to “give a helping hand” to household burdens at only nominal
anyone in distress greatly minimized expense. Telephone 170 and let us
call for your family wash and return
the annoyance of my trouble.
I think their names were Charles it to you immaculate. The cost is
124-tf
Havener and Thomas Milligan; and surprisingly low.
I shall appreciate your courtesy, if
you will permit the parents of the
boys to read this note of appreciation.
I believe it is due the boys, and also
am convinced that it will stimulate
the justifiable pleasure and pride of
the parents to realize that their off
spring possesses such conspicuous in
dications of developing into honest,
honorable, unselfish and useful citi
zens. Personally. I should be proud
beyond description, if either of those
boys were mine.
Convey my appreciation to Charles
and Thomas, please. You also are
entitled to great credit for the ex
cellent training and meritorious ideas
inculcated in the minds of your boys.
Viva the Boy Scouts of America!
Yours truly
(Dr.) J. F. Norwood
Camden. Nov. 3.

All Six Pieces Exactly as Pictured!
-i*
in order to sell out more quickly and vacate the store we make this
sensational offer and on easy terms! Think of being able to get a
handsome dresser, a sanitary mattress, a durable set offsprings, a
beautifully enameled steel bed, a moth and dust-proof cedar chest,
and even a rag rug for the floor—all six pieces complete at this senrationaliy low price! Only eight tf these outfits availabe, so
place your order at once!

Fancy Sweet Potatoes
Cape Cod Cranberries
New York Celery
California Iceberg Lettuce
California Cauliflower
Green Hubbard Squash
Spanish Onions
New Cabbage

ATLANTIC * PAI’IFM

* TEA
‘O.

r.00
$3.00
Down
>1.00 WEEKLY

133

BOTH FOR

WE KNOW
there will be a rush for
this unheard of Bargain

IF YOU
ORDER
BY MAIL
give width of your
bed and state
whether it is for
iron or wood bed.

The Mattress
is a full 50 pound fluffy
cotton filled with good
quality art ticking in
rolled stitched edge.

HWEa

CHOICE MEATS
genuine spring

Going Out of Business!

This is the month when the world poorer class of foreigners, the la
cruises and cruises to the Mediter borers, the uneducated lower classes.
ranean begin to get under way. Other :hat we are temporarily blinded to
early birds start for Florida ami ♦ha fact that in their own countries
Southern California, the advance they have some wealthy, well-educa
guard of the thousands to follow ted. refined citizens, and many mar
after the Christmas holidays. Those velously beautiful and well-gowned
who go now, generally stay until women Some of these people come
spring, while those who go on a five to America and visit New York, Phil
six. or ten-week tropical jaunt, gen adelphia. Boston and Washington:
erally wait until January. The cabin maybe go to the Pacific Coast, but we
steamers to Europe seem more popu do not see them or come in contact
lar than over, and it is possible to go ••ith them in the smaller cities or in
over on one of there ships and back the industrial sections. In the larger
and have two or three weeks in Eng cities, too. they arc swallowed up in
the teeming thousands and attract
land and on the continent for >400.
The majority spend >1,000, but ittle attention.
* * * *
many students do it in summer for !
Mostly, though, they stay on the
$400 or so. and the cabin steamer
makes this possible. A good first other side, live in northern Europe
class stateroom for one on any of the 1 in the summer, and in southern
crack fast steamers of the trans-At P rance. Italy. Egypt and along the
Their
lantic lines will cost you around >500 African coast in winter.
one wav. People who travel that way women dr»ss as beautifully as the
spend w.\ where from >3.000 to twice ' \merican women you see abroad, and
that for a short jaunt around over often in much tetter taste. At their
table in the dining room you hear no
there duiing the summer.
At this season, also, the travel t » oud talk or rasping laughter; no
Egypt begins to get under way. Th whoopee. They diink their favorite
majority go via Genoa or Naples. At wines, talk quietly, never get cj'unk;
New Y’ork you take one of the fas' t^eir table manners are better than
Italian steamers, and change to th* ?.iii* own': they ar? not snapping or
Sitmar line in Italy. There are no signaling waiters, or finding fault in
first class steamship lines making th* a boisterous manner. They are all in
trip from America to Egypt direct- - evening diess and they look and act
•xcept, of course, the cruises, which j as if they were accustomed to it,
stop at Alexandria and allow you which is a whole lot more than you
time to go by train to Cairo, as one of can say of some Americans you find
abroad, living to doll up for an
ine many stops of the cruise.
If you live for any length of tim evening.
There are 600.000 American tourists
at one of the larger hotels in Naples
or Genoa you are surprised at th** in Europe every year, and the sur
constant stream of Europeans from prising part is that 20,000 of these
Norway. Sweden. Denmark. Belgium. are students from American colleges.
Germany, England. Scotland, Switz Very few foreign students have
erland—all the colder countries- enough money to travel. Many Amer
heading for the southern Italian re ican students spend as much money
sorts and Egypt fot tlie winter. You traveling in Europe during vacation
may hav* thought that Americans ;.s a European professor will receive
were the only people that have time for a fu.’i year's wages, and it is hard
to loaf at popular winter resoils and for them to understand where it all
spend money.
comes from. Probably that is one
Here n New England in the indu^ reason .vhy hie Frenchmen contin
trial towns, we see so many of the ually hound Americans for larger tips.

From Dr. J. Frederick Norwood of
Camden comes to Scout Executive
John W. Thompson, unde/ date of
Nov. 3. a letter of appreciation which
deserves to have a wider audience
than the little group whom it imme
diately concerns. The Courler-G? zette is permitted to print the com
munication as below:

No. 2
cans

can 9c

Cranbvpiu Sauce
GRANDMOTHER'S

a.

rn’s

Or Norwood of Camden Tells I
An Interesting Story of
His Experience

no. zy2
CANS

DEL MONTE

&P1KACH

jhonv

I

r

DEL MONTE

)IJ ! ).’>

The Armistice ball, given annually
by Winslow-Holbrook Post will take
place in Temple liall next -Monday,
evening. Music by Dean's orchestra.
This is always a very popular event,
and it is regretted that Rockland does
not have a place for holding it which
offers larger facilities.

The Waco plane formerly the prop
Donald Gregory has g »ne to Houl
ton on a hunting trip.
erty of Jack Dodge, is back on the air,
after being dolled up by Chester FisLuther Murphy < f Friendship sends sette. It was rechristened by Everett
us crimson ramblers picked Tuesday. A. Munsey.

WV
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The
Coil Spring

THI

CHRISTMAS

is the last word in com
fort and are usually
high in price. Buy now
at this great saving!
When we are gone you can mail your payments to our Bangor Store

Pictures with toned frames to
match are worth buying for Christ
mas at >1.59 for 16x20 size and $1.1
for 12x16 at Crie’s Gilt Shop.—adv.

WESTBROOK
Seminary and Junior College
For Kiris. Thorough college preparation
Member American Association Junior Colleces
Music, art, dramatics, home economics, alenoi raphlc courses.
Small classes, (.'harming
I campus. Gymnasium, sports, llato Sinful
Catalog. Agne, M. Saflerd, Prin., Boa T.

Periling, Maid*.

*

»-51

Ask about it

NOW/
House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

rEvery-Other-Day
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LAUDED GEN. KNOX

^Jhet) work while you sleep

TENANTS HARBOR

Page Nine

UNION

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Woods and M-.
Miss Price and Miss Dolan closed
Hero’s Deeds Recalled By their summer cottage last week and and Mrs. William Lunt of Portland
have returned to their home in New were weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Stephenson.
Dr. Fowler At Knox Col York.
Arthur Cummings was in town this
Mrs. Emma Torrey is a guest for a
lege Service
,
few’ weeks of her daughter, Mrs. Wes week.
The Health Conference for children
ley Comstock, Broadway, Rockland.
One hears a great deni more about
Mrs. Dorcas Wage! has returned and babies under school age will be
Gen. Henry Knox now Jha. the me from Boston where she went to con held at the M. E. vestry Thursday
morial to him Is actually being reared sult a specialist, at the Deaconess afternoon from 2 to‘4 p. m. Dr.
Plumer and Miss Lawrence will be In
in Thomaston. Arthur L. Torrey of El Hospital.
attendance.
Mrs.
R.
J.
MacKenzie
returned
to
gin, Ill. (former P.ockland boy) has
Seven Tree Grange conferred tne
her home in Bridgeport, Conn.,'Fri
our thanks for the following clipping day, having spent the summer at her third and fourth degrees on one can
didate Wednesday evening with about
from the Chicago Dally Tribune of cottage here.
75 present. About 25 members froth
Oct. 26.
Eugene Smith has rented the Creek Pioneer Grange, East Union respond
• • • •
Garage to William Pease and Dewey ed to the invitation from Seven Treo
Turning back to Revolutionary Thompson of Port Clyde, who have a to attend. Other visitors were also
War days, Knox college at Galesburg repair shop in connection with the present. A program was enjoyed and
this afternoon paid heartfelt honor gasoline station.
Harvest Feast served.
to the man from whom it derived Its
Miss Nora Clark who has been em
Get. 22 the Community Club held a
name, Gen. Henry Knox.
ployed at Mrs. Nellie MacKenzie's the most interesting meeting in their
In ceremonies at Beecher chapel past summer, has returned to Port newly furnished club room over lhe
the accomplishments of the general Clyde, where she makes her home Security Trust Co. Mrs. Estellai. Sewho was George Washington's chief with her sister, Mrs. Maude Anthony.
speeds—and the Harmonic Balancer
liger and Mrs Inez Burkett gave
of artillery and later a member of his
Mrs. Adelel Lombard of New Glou Interesting reviews of the Good
which counteracts torsional vibration
cabinet were described and lauded.
cester, the associate grand matron Housekeeping and Ladles Home
Dr. Henry Thatcher Fowler of of the O.E.S., inspected Naomi Chap Journal. The members had a rare
in the crankshaft. ... And in addition
Watch the Pontiac Big Six on the open
Providence, formerly an instrupter ter last Friday evening, and made
treat In having as a guest Mrs. Alice
Pontiac
gives you more style, comfort
here but now on tho faculty of Brovn many favorable comments on the
road, revealing top speeds such as no
Cole Kleene of Hartford, Conn., who
university, was the principal speakc. work The degrees were conferred
ami
safety,
in smart, luxurious, dis
has been abroad for eleven months.
other car in its field can match. See it
As Washington’s right hand man upon four candidates: Mrs. Gladys
She presented a travel talk giving a
tinctive
liodies
by Fisher—and greater
Knox was responsible for the success Davis and Mrs. Gwen Dowling of El
leap eagerly ahead at a green light,
glimpse of many of the places she
ot many campaigns, Dr. Fowler said. more, Mrs. Margaret Cant and John
economy,
not
alone
in first cost but in
visited as well as many humorous ex
accelerating with unrivaled snap and
His first outstanding accomplishment Reid.
A six o'clock supper was periences. Refreshments were ser.’ed
operation
and
maintenance.
. . . Come
was the moving of 60 tons of artillery served, and guests were present from
spirit. . . . The Pontiac Big Six iscqually
by Inez Burkett, Lina Burkett
through the wilderness from Fort Ti Orient Chapter, Union. The deputy
in
today
and
see
how
much
more
Pon
and Mary Wallace.
far ahead of its field in stamina and
conderoga to the vicinity cf Boston. was presented with a gift by the
The club is entering upon a new yecr
tiac
offers
on
any
basis
of
comparison.
This achievement forced the British worthy matron. Mrs. Ethel Auld In
long life, due to such wear-resisting
which promises to be a busy one and
evacuation of Boston. State govern behalf of the chapter, to which Mrs.
Anti learn how easily you can own and
all members are working together
features as crankcase ventilation which
ments of New York and Massachu Lombard responded in an apprecia
-to do things which will be a help to
enjoy
the finest car the market affords
setts have commemorated the feat by tive manner. A program consisting
prevents dilution of engine oil—posi
placing granite monuments along the of songs and reading followed. Mrs. the community. A hearty welcome is
at
its
low price.
extended to all the women of the
tive full pressure lubrication at all
route.
Lombard was entertained over night
community
to
join
in
this
good
work.
Dr. Fowler also pointed to Gen at the home of Mrs. Nannie Allen.
The Swedish sick benefit lodge of
Knox's success in moving the colonial
SPRUCE HEAD
forces and field pieces across the ice Vasa held its third anniversary cele
bration at Grange hall, Wiley's Cor
choked Delaware.
Mrs. E. V. Shea entertained the
Knox is called the “Father of Pre ner, Saturday evening An enjoyable Community Circle Thursday after
paredness” in the United States be program was offered and a play that noon. This week they meet with Mrs.
cause of his plans for military train lasted nearly an hour was given by Annie Thompson.
PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
ing camps and the military school the Scandinavian Amateur Club.
U48)
The masquerade dance held in Com
that later became West Point. It was Food was served in abundance as is munity hall Thursday night was we'l
Pontiac ilig Six, $745 Io $995, f. o. h. Pontiac, Mich., plua delivery chargea.
Bumpers, apring covera and Lovejoy a hock abaorbera regular equipment
130 years from the time he outlined always customary at the gatherings attended. Mrs. Arlene Drinkwater
at alight extra coat. General Motora Time Payment Plan available at
his training comp Ideas that they of the Swedes. Algot Anderson, an won first prize, Mrs. Cassie McLeod,
_________minimum rate.
were put into practice, but even at official of the lodge, gave an account second and Miss Dorothy Rackiiff,
Conaider the delivered price aa well aa the Hat(J.o.b.j price when comparing
the later date they proved practical, of the activities during its three years third.
2-Door Sedan
automobile value* . . . Oakland-Pontiac delivered pricea include only
auathoriaed chargea for freight anti delivery anti the charge for any addi
of existence. He pointed out that
f. o. b. Pontiac, Mich.
Dr. Fowler said. '
Lionel Carr has returned home
tional
acceaaoriea
or
financing
deaired.
Dr. Fowler praised the founders of the ladge is serving a very useful from Boston and New York where
Knox college for naming the school purpose both socially and economi he has had employment on the S.S.
after a man from whom there was no cally. In closing Mr. Anderson said Boston for several months.
hope for material endowment. He lie was pleased to be able to state
Richard Harris, son of Mr. and
had been dead 30 years when the that the lodge is going ahead in spite Mrs. Alvah Harris of Tenant's Har
school was chartered In 1837.
of the fact that it has been heavily bor celebrated his 6th birthday Sat
65 limerock street
rockland aine
“They planned an Institution de pressed through much sickness of its urday by giving a party to his young
signed to Inspire and train youth for members.
friends at the home of his aunt, Mrs.
high effort, courageous achievement
Henry York. Games were played
and noble vision;they chose the name
followed by lunch, the center of at
; Mrs. Dellie Annls. She attended the I Camden Yacht Building & Railway
WHITE
HEAD
SIMONTON
of one who never lost the buoyant
traction being two prettily decorated
teachers’ convention at Portland and ' Co.
The picket boat and life boat of the birthday cakes.
hope and far vision of youth and yet
The Friday night, dances in Coin was one of the nine helping teachers 1 The regular monthly meeting of tho
met the Immediate task with all his U.S.C.G. from here with members
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard and two munity hall continue to be well j t
in the State of Maine to be chosen j Community Association will be held
power concentrated," Dr. Fowler said o' the crew and Capt. Mills, also the children and Mrs. Jesse Allard have tronized.
as one of the speakers.
| ir the hall Thursday evening.
A long procession was formed after Burnt Island boat and crew with returned home from a motor trip
Mrs. Merle Miller who is a teacher . Cliffo”! Morton had the mis-fort- the
•• Maine
--------- |; Percy Br>ant* ’has gone to
the chapel exercises and, headed by Capt. Snow dragged several days last through Massachusetts, New Hamp in the school at Cumberland Center. • une to lose quite a lot of valuable General Hospital, Portland, for an
the Knox R.O.T.C. cadets and their week for the body of John Carver, shire and Connecticut.
spent the weekend with her mothc-. ' carpenters tools in the tire at the examination.
band, marched to a huge elm on the who was drowned off Seal Island re
campus where Prof. Alfred New- cently, but were unsuccessful.
Messrs, Colbeth, Miller and Beal,
combe presided at exercises in which
the tree was dedicated to Gen. Knox. government workmen have arrived
Prof. Newcombe spent his boyhood here for repairs on the lighthouse,
days In Knox County, Maine, near the reservation and boat slip. They will
home in which the genera! lived after board at A. J. Beal's.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Stevens of
his retirement from the cabinet. lie
spoke of the general's rise to fame. Monhegan. who have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beal at the Light
for several days, have returned home.
THE ALCOHOL SISTERS
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Beal, assistant
There's Amyl, Ethyl and Methyl— of Matinicus Rock Light are^vtslting
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal and Mr.
Many Of You Know 'Em.
and Mrs. George L. Alley at the Ugh;.
Industrial alcohol—the only kind
H. W. Andrews, J. W. Kelley and
legal in the U. S. today, except for Ralph Thompson went gunning last
week on the ledges near Metinlc and
medicinal use. is of three different
shot their full quota of coots.
kinds, generally speaking.
Least
Scott Young of Matinicus came in
Important of the thqee is amyl; best
on the picket boat last week. After
known io laymen Is probably ethyl:
looking over the lighthouse reserva
the third is the thoroughly poisonous
tion and greeting old friends, he pro
methyl, or wood alcohol.
ceeded on to Rockland for a few days
The -yl suffix which forms the end
visit before returning to Matinicus.
ing’s of these names, and makes then)
Mrs. H. tV. Andrews picked tlie las'
sisters among words, meant origi
bouquet of dahlias from her garden
nally “wood" and later simply "ma
Get. 30.
terial.” Amyl alcohol, which occurs
Capt. and Mrs Everett Mill J.
in fusel oil. is etymologically related
U.S.C.G. attended the funeral services
to staren; it is a by-product of ethyl
of Capt. Benjamin Ricker, U.S.C.G.,
alcohol. Ethyl has a much longer
held at Portsmouth, N. H„ last week.
story to be told about It.
Ether Is 'he oxide of the chemical
SOUTH WARREN
hydrocarbon known as ethyl. Ethyl
Cooks with
aicohol Is the hydroxide of ethyl—as
Mrs. Nettie Copeland entertained at
a chemist would express it. Ether is dinner Thursday Mr*. Josie Hyler of
today the name of one of two things; Rockland, Mrs. Lucretia McNeal of
in physics, the ether Is the hypothet Thomaston, Mrs. C. H. Woodcock,
ical medium which fills space (distin Mrs. Ada Spear and Mrs. C. J. Copeguished from air or any gas or gas la nd.
...theDerm Fun
eous mixture) and Is not displaced by
Mrs. G. B. Libby observed Hal
other objects, flu'ds or solids: In loween by giving a party to her
chemistry, ether Is “a light, volatile, friends followed by bridge.
mobile. Inflammable liquid." com
Eight members of Good
.".'ill
monly used as an anesthetic. There Grange attended Pomona at West
are other ethers 1n chemistry, but the Rockport Saturday. State Lecturer
one mentioned is the best known Howes and Horace Buzzell were pres
With the physical ether Is associated ent and gave very Inspiring addres
the name of the mathematician Ein ses.
stein, who has formulated many of its
Mrs. W. K. Jordan visited Mrs.
hypothetical properties.
Celia Oliver In Thomaston last week.
First of all, however, the ether, ac
Mrs. L. R. Bucklin, Mrs. Mabel St.
cording to the Greek philosopher, Clair, and Mrs. Rose Marshall at
Aristotle, was regarded as on ele tended the get-to-yether of the home
ment composing the substance of all department of the Baptist Sunday
the heavenly bodies and fixed stars, School at Mrs. Mansfield Robinson’s
including the moon, The upper re Thursday. A very tnjoyable day was
gion of space, the clear sky, were also spent and a bountiful dinner pro
called the ether, whence comes the vided by the hosrtefs,
word ethereal. The Latin "nether"
Frank Adams, C. H. Woodcock, M.
came, according to Webster's New In P. Jordan, Ralph Carroll and Enocn
ternational Dictionary, from a Greek Clark went to Solon Wednesday to
The newest Glenwood range cooks with
The oven has rust-proof enamel linings that
word akin to “light up, kindle, burn. attend the Past Masters' night at
are easy to keep clean and you have the added
Haze.” From this beginning, then, Keystone Lodge, F. 4 A M.
gas and has a convenient section for heat
comes ethyl—the "eth-" from ether,
advantage of the Glenwood AutomatiCook to
M. P. Grne who was home for a few
ing the kitchen as well.
plus the suffix “-yl.'
days, left Wednesday to rejoin the
measure and control the oven heat.
Methyl alcohol Is called wood al yacht Rhea at New London.
There
are
four
gas
burners
in
the
cook

cohol, because it is frequently dis
And all these comforts and conveniences of the
Frank Morse and family of Bangotilled from wood. It te dangerously were dinner guests Sunday at L, R.
largest and most expensive modem ran
ing top, the gas oven is of ample
poisonous if taken internally. Under Bucklin's. They were accompanied
the laws enforcing the prohibition to their home by Miss Leila 9t. Clair
ges are assembledina spaceonly 37x32 %
capacity, and the broiler has a new
amendment methyl alcohol has been who will remain there for a few days.
inches
square! That is the most surpris
used to denature, or render unfit fcr
Mrs. Laura Copeland had as recent
patented damper that shuts the
ing thing about this new Utility Glen
drinking, alcohol intended for com guests Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kernald
mercial purposes.
heat in automatically. The heating
of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
wood. You will want to see it for yourself.
• The name methyl Is fanciful in Its Copeland to a dandelion green sup
section may also be used for dis
origin. Methyl or wood alcohol has per, the greens dug that day.
Ask us about Pyrofax Gas Service if
also bee.1 called wood spirit, suggest
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Grne made a
posing of litter and table waste.
there are no gas mains where yotl live.
All “Utility" Model,h,v,
ing Its distillation from wood. Tne trip {o Belfast last week.
Glenwood AatoraatiCook
name methylene was coined, to cor
A new road |s in process of build
respond with “wood spirit,” from the ing and the old ro.>ds are being torn
CASH PRICE
TIME PRICE
STANDARD RETAIL PRICES
Greek word for Wine, plus the word to pieces, some being almost Impas
Gray Enamel
Colon Gray Enamel
Color,
CASH
$138.00
$143.00
$151.80
for wood.
Range, Mantel and Heat Control,
sable for pleasure cars.
$130.00
With 4 pipe hot water coil.
150.00
142.00
165.00
156.20
PRICE
With regular cast water front,
138.00
160.60
146.00
151.80
BURKETTVILLE
With cast water front (galvanized)
140.00
148.00
162.80
154.00
The Halloween entertainment pre
sented by the Grammar and Primary
schools
in the Grange hall Friday eve
A neglected cough can lead to a lot
of trouble. But if you use Adamson's ning was a credit to teachers and pu
Balsam the first thing—there's no pils. A large audience was present
and all helped the pop corn and candy
danger.
The first dose relaxes strained table also the grab box and a guei.s
throat muscles, breaks up and expels cake. A nice supper was served.
Maynard Sukeforth, who has been
phlegm and heals irritated membrane.
That stops the cougnlng. Other In suffering severely with blood poison
gredients, acting through the blood In his left hand went to Knox Hos
attack tho germs at seat of trouble pital last week- Latest reports arc
and in a day or two all danger is for the best.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Turner are
gone. Adamson’s Balsam contains no
dope or anything harmful. 35c and housekeeping In their new home.
Medomak Valley Grange was in
75c. At all drug stores. A safe,
MAINE.
pleasant cough and sore throat medi vited last Wednesday evening to visit
cine for children. Get a bottle today, Meguntlcook Orange In Camden and
211 members went from here.
—adv.
.
______ _

Spirit
Stamina

Cascara—the Perfect Laxative
v

Now, when the end of the day
finds you feeling out of sorts; and
the most tempting foods hold no
enjoyment, just chew a candy
tablet before bed-time. Tomorrow
you'll be a new person!
You’ll awake with that coating
gone from your tongue. Breath
will be sweetened; eyes bright
ened; you’ll feel like doing things
right, instead of just getting by.

A candy Cascaret clears up a
bilious, headachy, constipated
condition every time. Puts appe
tite on edge. Helps digestion and
assimilation. You sleep right on
while Cascarets are preparing
your system for a thorough cleans

ing in the morning. Never a bit
of sickening or discomfort when
Cascarets are used.
9

Cascarets are a pure vegetable
product, made from Cascara Sagrada, a substance which authori
ties above doubting, say actually
strengthens the

bowel

muscles.

That’s why you can take these
delightful tablets as often as you
please; or give them freely to
children. Every action of Cas
carets is helpful. They are a
blessing to old folks!

Full medical endorsement
proves their principle is right; 20
million packages used a year
shows how people like them!

beyond anything you have ever
known at its price

PONTIAC

BIG SIX

745

C. W. HOPKINS

S 2 1

PROFITS
FOR SALE
Your every business purchase, every

business action, is for profit. You buy
profit. In terms of hauling work, you

can likewise buy profit. You can put a

Dodge Truck to work, confident of its
profit-earning ability.
Dodge Trucks are weighed in terms of
profit by thousands of shrewd buyers

every mt. th in the year. They select
these workers for their proved depend
ability, power, speed, safety, good looks

and economy—features that mean time

saved, more work done, costs lowered,

profits earned.
z

See the Dodge Truck that fits your

need—complete with body. Test it.
Then, safely invest your truck dollars

in It—in profits.

PRICES
V4-TON
1O«* wfcMilMsa

$ BOS

%-TON
, 124’ wtwalbaM (4-cyL)

5^5
A7C
07 3
77g
773

1-TON
133' whMlboM (4-cyL)

743

(4-cyL)

%-TOH

134* wlwalbaM (4-cyL)

I

(4-ryL)
1‘A-TON
wheelbase (4-cyL)

_ - _

1-TON
133' wheelbase (4-cyL)
1-TON
140' wheelbase (4-cyl.)
Heevy Duty

l’A-TON

845
.

.

1065

3-TON
wheelbase (6-eyL)

Cbessis L e.

Dodge
Trucks
®

CHRYstlK MOTOIS PRODUCT

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

,M

new

UTILITY Model

A new space-saving Glenwood

$130

Don’t Neglect a Cough

Glenwood Ranges
MAKE COOKING EASY
Burpee Furniture Co.
ROCKLAND,

Lvery-AJther-l

fen
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NOVEMBER 8th, AT NINE! BE HERE!
Entire Stock
AtYourMerc?
A Merchandising Event That
Comes Only Once-Prices That
Will Shatter Ever Previous
Record-Don’t Fail to be Here

Hub Shoe Store
Breaks Loose!
EVERYTHING GOES
Without A Doubt This is the Greatest Selling Event Ever
Hit Rockland and is A Real Money Saving Event-We Ap
peal to All-Come Early-See A Friend Bring A Friend
Hundreds Will Go Away With Phenominal Bargins. Why
Not You. Save $ $ $

WOMEN! LOOK! READ!

TWEAR

Amazing Bargains!

A
itic Landslide of Sensational Bargains—Prices Slashed
So|Deep They Hurt—But We Are Forced—
Wotnen’s
High Grade
Novelty
Footwear

ATTENTION, MEN!

Boys’ - Girls’
SHOES

500 PAIRS SHOES
$4 and $5 Values

390 Pairs High Grade
Novelty and Arch Shoes

To Go At

$1.99

463 PAIRS
$4-$5 Values

Never Before Such Great
Values! Come! Save!

To Go At

Wopen s

Children’s

Men’s

Felt Sippers

Slippers

Felt Slippers

The Bejrer Kind
All Co jrs-Sizes

Save A Third
and More

----

$1.50 Value

All Colors and

All Colors-Sizes Sizes Only—

$3.84

$1.2aValue

Footwear suitable for present wear and Footwear you’ll

want are offered in this event.

Thrilling Action! Gigantic Re
ductions will do it. Right in the
Heart of the Season Just when
You Need SHOES

Women of this community—here’s the most im
portant Shoe Sale of the season. It involves
hundreds of pairs of Footwear, some from ad
vance shipments for fall. Every desirable style,
pumps, straps and oxfords in all leathers and col
ors are here in one big group.

SAVE AS YOU NEVER
SAVED BEFORE!

3

Women’s Exclusive Shoes
All Widths

Values to $8.00

NOW

$9.87

AU Sizes

Boys’ - Girls’

/AVIHC/

We’ve regrouped and

remarked our higher priced lines. That means savings!

BIG BOYS’
V

Women’s
Arch Shoes
$6 Values

A Lainslide of Bargains.
Hundred’s not
listed there to choose from. Come—See
For Ylurself. Shelves to be Emptied to the
Bare walls!
< '

Sport Oxfords

Hub Shoe Store

$2.37

, 28*I Main Street xfcl
Opp. Jptel Rockland

Rockland

the Value-Giving Store

DqiJ’t Miss This Great Sale!

$5.00 and $6.00 Values

SHOES

MEN’S SHOES
$6.00 VALUES

AU Sizes
and Styles

Page Twelve’

MUSTERS

Every-Other-
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OF

OTHER

DAYS

F. L. Whitcomb Tells How the Hudson Shoemakers Beat
the Vinalhaven “Millionaires”

MACHINE VS. LABOR

RAMBLES AFIELD

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

Workmen Displaced By Au
tomatic Devices Find New
Vocations
g..»

‘ The greatest task of this age is
that of re.i ijusting displaced worker,
[Seventeenth Ramble]
to new avocations " declared. James
•Where have the blue fringed gen
.1. Davis in a recent address.
tians all gone? A few years ago the
He "barely scratched the surface"
back part of my field was blue with
Ir enumerating a score of trades an-1
them throughout October and even
callings in which the automatic ma
later than that sometimes, but they
chine has supplanted labor. The lift
have gradually disappeared until
included potato digging, mechanical
instead of hundreds I see only an
UB Musterole well into your chest conveyors, brick making, replacing of
occasional stray one now and then,
. and throat — almost instantly you
coal shovels by automatic oil feeders
and for the last few years I have not
feel easier. Repeat the Musterole-rub
and spray painting. The change from
once
an
hour
for
five
hours
....
seen even one in the places where
what a glorious reliefl
man to machine goes relentlessly on.
they used to be so plentiful. The last
Those good old-fashioned cold reme
Y»'herever you tuni your eyes you will
ones 1 saw were by the side of the
dies—oil of mustard, menthol, camphor
little private road which runs through
find this true in modern industry,"
—are mixed with other valuable ingre
the field back of the Will Keller house
Estimates made from the records
dients in Musterole.
and so on, down to the Sarkesian
ot the l'z.ted States Census bureau
It penetrates and stimulates blood
house on Middle street. We can ac
show an increase of more than 50 per
circulation and helps to draw out infec
count for the disappearance of some
cent In tht use of horsepower during
tion and pain. Used by millions for 20
of oiir wildlings. for we know they are
tlie last decade. A study of its growth
years. Recommended by many doctors
carelessly gathered ahd torn up root
it. proportion to workers shows that
and nurses. Keep Musterole handyand all, as in the case of the trailing
. it now averages live horsepower per
jars, tubes. AU druggists.
arbutus once so plentiful in the pas
I man., Tlie ratio was 4.7 per worker
To Mothers—Musterole is also
ture beyond me, so long known as
in 1927 and 3.2 horsepower in 1919.
made
in
milder
form
for
babies
"Watson’s pasture," but they are now
Dr. J. t. Xoffslnwer, director of tne
and
small
children.
Ask
for
Chil

nearly extinct. Each spring, early in
Xational Home 1'ludy Council in
dren's
Musterole.
April, sometimes even in March,
commenting on this change, points
groups of young people came as soon
out the fact that the displacement of
ast the snow melted and then would
v.orkers hy machine occurs chiefly on
wander over every inch of that ten
the lower levels, among unskilled or
acre pasture intent on gathering
semi-skilled laborers; also that the
every spray of arbutus which peeped
skilled worker, even when hlghy
forth from its winter blanket of
specialized usually finds it easier to
leaves and moss. Later came older
adapt himself to the new industries,
ones who should have foreseen the
• We must look forward to a con
consequences of tearing up root and
WHEN WHITE SPOKE
tinuation of technical progress and
branch in order to get a few buds
(onsequent industilal change," says
which would last but a day or two in
' ir. Xoffsinger. "This process of de
any case. Evidently these took no Second District Member of
velopment and expansion creates new
thought of the future, but carried
Congress Accorded Radio jobs for those thrown out of work
away great clumps of roots or threw
i.y the machine. This trend toward
them away after pulling them up and
Honors
tlie mach'ne will n..t stop becauseMl
now there is only an occasional plant
is bringing high wages and a rising
of our beautiful wildling where once
The RMA news published monthly standard if living for the American
there were thousands of them, but the
gentians were not thus uprooted and by the Radio Manufacturers’ Associa worker as well as for the country at
cannot account for their disappear tion, Inc., pays a nite tribute to Con large.
"Sweeping revolutions have been
ance, neither can I account for the gressman "White in the following ar
either Syracuse or Manchester). So disappearance of a large bed of poly ticle, which appeared on the front made in many industries*— textiles
their lives.
paints, dyestuffs and chemical. Air
they sent them an invitation and they gala with its delicate fringed pea-like page of the current issue:
* * ♦ *
» • * *
planes. radid, electric refrigeration,
Up they came on the blossoms which grew near a ledge in
We came home via Boston, a de accepted.
Congressman Wallace White, Jr., the 'talkies.' manufacturer of automo
When the test came a field by the roadside. Xot a vestige
jected crowd, although w«
played eventful day.
of Maine, who has done so much for biles and all these labor-saving ntaand marched through the streets off Vinalhaven beat Hudson, outclass of it is to be found there now. and it
radio, has just been accorded signa’ t bines are providing jobs for thou
from the South Station to the North es al! the others. But it seems VI- Is not a plant which can be easily
honors by the entire radio industry sands. Tlie wages paid to workers In
Station. Boston's streets those days nalhaven had a longer suction hose, gathered with its roots.
• • • •
Representative White, the “father’ these newer industries, as a rule, is
were paved with round cobblestones or a shorter one, and they put a hand
It was a real grief to me when the of federal radio legislation, as mueh higher than for work of the
and as it was misting then you can icap on them some way—a foot for
chairman of the Merchant Marine and same grade in other fields because of
imagine the job we had trying to keep an inch, an inch for a foot, or some yellow field lilies were no longer to
be found in the fields by the stone Fisheries committee of the I’.S. the difficulty of getting men who are
the moutpieces of our instruments thing. And Hudson won out on it.
House of Representatives, having trained. The vocational home study
on our mouths. We finally arrived And these Maine men were some sore, wall just below the house where I
jurisdiction over radio, was the guest school is playing an important role In
.home hut that Hudson company was so sore in fact that they went back ’ived until fifteen years old. Every
year they blossomed there by the of honor of the radio industry in the preparing men and women for these
some sore losing out by a scratch like home and told tne millionaire quarry
hundred though mown down each opening of the sixth annual Radio i < w jobs. These schools are constantthat, as no company came any where owner about it. In a couple of days
year by the hay cutters who. moved World’s Fair at Madison Square Gar- lv looking ahead, forecasting the
rear the" mark it had set, except that there comes out a challenge in the
Boston Herald that the Vinalhaven by my childish request, would often I den. On a nation-wide hook-up of needs of developing industries and
engine would play Hudson for $1000 leave a few stalks of blossoms close 47 stations from coast to ccast, Con 1 reparing their courses accordingly.
a side and meet it half way. Hudson to the stone wall and these I consid gressman White broadcast an address I or the worker the home^ttudy course
took it up quicker than I can write ered my own special property. to an air audience of about 40,000,000 lias the advantage of enabling him to
this and named Portland as the bat There were sometimes half a dozen people, formally opening the greet 1 eep his present job while, preparing
tleground. The leader of our band blossoms to a stalk and they were radio exhibition in New York.
lor the new.”
Because of his long and outstand
spotted this in the Herald, called a very attractive and showy. “Meadow
meeting of the hand and said "Boys, lilies’’ we called them and I have not ing service to the radio public and
NORTH HAVEN
this is going to be the biggest event seen any for several years. The last | industry. Congressman White was
The High School pfcve a Halloween
ever pulled off in Xew England, let's one I remember seeing in bloom grew chosen for the position of honor at
dance at Crockett s hall Friday even
lake a vote that we offer our services between Frank Levensaler’s house and the radio eV€nt8 jn New York by the
ing which was well attended and
' to Hudson to go for notheing hut our the meadow brook and I was sorely Radio Manufacturers Association,
expenses.” We all voted yea. and tel tempted to stop and gather the bios- , which includes about 300 or all prom- netted about $17.
George Thurston has gone .’o
egraphed to Hudson. We got a mes- ! soms but it was quite near the house, ir.ent manufacturers of all radio pro
Northeast Harbor where he has em
1 -age right back saying. "Too late we so I left it there, thinking some mem ducts. Mr. White made the first and
' have already hired the Marlboro ber of the family might have a feeling principal address of the New York ployment.
E. E. Demmons is at J. C. Whit
Band.” And there was gloom in our i of ownership just as I did many years ceremonies and urged that no unnec; essary legal restraints be placed on more’s where he wiil spend the winter
e; nip. In due time It came off. anl l before.
Last summer I had the pleasure of
development of radio beyond with his family.
they ran excursion trains into PortMicro-Synchronous t
Goldie Frith picked a full bloomei
.tand from all over and I think Port calling at the home of Lillian ( ole. ; tj,oge necessary to preserve public
strawberry blossom ’.ast week.
land had the biggest crowd it ever a real nature lover who has brought | jnperest jn this great, new utility
Perley Carver of Vinalhaven vis I field and forest to her very door by j
wlth
Representative
had.
They played under canvas on the carefully transplanting roots of wild WhUe ,n (he Xpw York ctremonics ited W. Sampson Saturday.
Franz Mills is studying aviation.
Mr v,-hite wi!h
race track onto brown paper every, plants and tending them until they I, followi
Fred Carver bought a nice heifer of
drop to count. And it didnt look as could care for themselves It sur- ,.pmarks were two international ii,
prised me to find there plants which I ureg g|r Thomag
n t|te f;|m,
William Small recently.
if those shutin shoemakers from Hud
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Brown and
sportsman ol yach-ing fan.,,
son had a ghost of a show against had hitherto supposed to be grown
only in shade, growing in full sun
those big brawny quarry men. Bu: light close by her door. Among these and Count von Buckner, German wart young son Phil are visiting at Eagle.
Foy Brown was in Rockland Satur-Hudson skinned them, and there was were large clusters of the bright red hero. The celebrated trio spoke or.'
.mother peace jubilee in Massachu bane berry, (Actaea) and an especial the national broadcast chain from tlie day on business.
fl, tuition wb want b aiwayt In piabl (AS
Miss Blanche Cushing and Mrs. W.
I setts.
ly fine plant of Aralia racemosa, often crystal studio in Madison Square
Vinalhaven went home di-consol.ite called spikenard, which I knew as a Carden in sight and hearing of a L. Ladd start for the^outh this week
Now—the complete modem
tainerl In one lovely compact cab
and the millionaire was so mad he child by the old fashioned name of crowd of about 20 000 assembled at where they will spend the winter. Mr.
inet. From air or record, volume to
advertised the machine for sal". "life-of-man” and the roots of which the Radio World's Fair. Precedmg th" l^add will join them there later.
A. Whitmore and family will start
fill ihe largest room, muted 7p a
Marlboro, the neighbor of Hudson were dug. washed. sUced'and steeped radio broadcast C< ngressman Whit t
for Sarasota soon.
whisper at your touch! >
bought it and went to fighting. I in molasses as a remedy for colds, j
a BUest at dimer ot high officers
Miss Bessie Woodworth is attend
Meantime I ducke 1 for the West to coughs throat troubles etc. It was ! of the Radio Manufactures' AssociaWe’ve already put the New Victorlladio-Eiectrola in rnanv prominent
grow up with the country. And I for a long time a standard remedy in tion. including President Richmond ing Commercial College in Rocklar.d.
Mrs. R. C. Gillis is ill.
homes. Terms to suit. Come in,
never did hear who won the pennant. my old home, and the only place I had of Cambridge. Maw., two 1 ast pre siYears after Hudson sold the old seen it growing was in a shady place I dents of the R.M.A., Major H. Ii.
FARMERS BEAT FLAPPERS
"Etveka" to Portsmouth, X. H., anc near a spring in Luke Brewster's Frost of Xew York and C C. Colby
she is still doing business by hand.
woods, so at first I could hardly rec of Boston. Mass.. and Rond Geddes,
According to a reliable estimate
F. L. Whitcomb,
ognize this rank, sturdy plant grow executive vice president of the farmers in the United States buy each
59 Pearl St.. Clinton. Mass.
ing with the sun shining full upon it K.M.A., who comprised at, official year about 22.MO.000 gallons of out
Rockland
all day. The single berries resemble committee which escorted Congress side paints, six million gallons of in
elder berries in color and shape but man White from the HoDl Astor to terior paints and varnishes, and two
they grow in an irregular, elongated Madison Square Garden.
On the national hooxup of the Co milHon ^gallons for automobile*,
cluster and not flat like the elder
wagons and implements. According
berry, They are not unpleasant to lumbia Broadcasting System Con
to a Washington statement “if all
the taste but I find few persons who gressman White gave his views re farm buildings were painted as often
care to eat more than a handful or so. garding radio legislation and the as those of the best-kept farms, one
The bane berry is not intended for great future of radio. In part he said. hundred million gallons of paints
human consumption I infer from its
“It is my conception that this great
would be required annually."
disagreeable taste, but it is very industry should be free from unnec
handsome and not at all common in essary legal restraints, it 1* in that
the woods with which I am familiar. situation now. Exixt'ng law imposes
When I was a child there was a plant only those limitations; giv? to the
of it under the poplar trees below the Government only these powers of
path which led from the Wilson Rich control which the public interest de
ards house, down across the Lovejoy, mands*. TJwse-.fundamental «priaci->
field, then, across the Cleveland field pies embodied in the Radio Act of
to his hack door. It was the only 1927 are not likely to lit abandoned.
plant of its kind that I ever saw until That law asserted Federal Authority
I was old enough to explore the Bog over radio transmission v. ithin ti,?'
woods where I sometimes found a few United States. That power must be
clusters of the bright berries, but al maintained.
ways in shade. There was a white
"The Act was based upon the tin variety also which I thought quite as cry that the right to .ransn.it was not
handsome, though not so showy, of the absolute light of an indivldua:
course.
Adella F. Veazie.
HAVE ARRIVED
hut was at the most a qualified or con
Rankin street, Rockland.
ditional right to be enjoyed only if
Order your needs before the as
the public advantage would he served
sortment is broken—
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE
thereby. It subordinated the right of
the individual to the right of the pub
St. John, N. B. Candidate For Admie- lic to the best posoW?le reception. Tills
SNOWDROPS—
•ion.—Lowerino the Salary Limit
principle will he preserved.
The next time a headache makes
HYACINTHS—
"The 1927 law asserted .hat no p" Officials of the Xew England base son could acquire a vested right in
you stay at home—
ball league yesterday announced that any wave length as against the reg.
NARCISSUSOr some other ache or pain pre
a bid had been received from St. John ulatory power of the Gov -mment.
X. B. for a franchise. The request re This declaration of principle must lie
TULIPS—.
vents your keeping an engagement—
ceived favorable consideration by upheld. If broken down, if a chem
Remember Bayer Aspirin! For
league officers and Claude B. David of prior right as against the authority
CROCUS—
son, president, was prepared to con of the Government should be su there is scarcely any pain it cannot
tinue negotiations with proponents of
FREESIA—
tained, pub'ic ownership and oper..relieve, and relieve promptly.
the plan to establish a club In that tion of transmitting facilities will lie
OXALIS—
city.
These tablets give real relief, or
Owners of clubs in the league vot knocking at our doors.
“Existing laws aim to previ nt mon
Write
for Free Bulb Catalog,
ed to insert the "rookie” rule into the
millions would not continue to take
quoting kinds, prices and direc
league by-laws. Each club will he opoly in radio within the United
them. They are quite harmless, or
This purpose has public'
tions for planting.
required to carry two players who are States.
the medical profession would not
without previous experience in or sanction and will be adhered to.
ROYAL PEARL CHIPS
"We should keep these principles
ganized baseball. Three players, also
—AND—
constantly prescribe them.
must he carried, who have played in vital and effective. But beyond su h
necessary legislation clearly in pub-:
HYACINTH GLA8SES
leagues
of
classification
no
higher
Don’t be a martyr to unnecessary
lie welfare, we should not go.
xtw
than class B.
For your own protection, buy the
pain. To colds that might so
Other changes made in the league does not create. The progress of the
rules were the reduction of the player past may not be credited to statute.
Postage prepaid on Bulba pur
easily be checked; to neuritis, neu genuine. Bayer is safe. It’s always
limit of each club from 15 to 14, ex The genius of the inventor, the skid
chased at the dozen price.
ralgia; to those pains peculiar to the same. It never depresses the
of
the
manufacturer,
the
sugScitt
of
clusive of the manager; the reduction
cf the monthly salary limit from the business man. have made radio
women; or any suffering for which heart, so use it as often as needed;
$3,600 to $3,300, and an increase in useful to mankind. They must ini
Bayer Aspirin is such an effective but the cause of any pain can be
the guarantee deposit of each club prove transmitting sets; they n urt
narrow the bands of separation Is
treated only by a doctor.
from $1,000 to $2,500.
antidote.
tween used frequencies; they must
71 Years a Seed Store
make available more selective Re
PORTLAND, M^INE
ceiving sets; they must provide us
with more anti better radio. They ate
119Thl22
our hope and our promise."

Editor

bf The Courier-Gazette: —
This tale of three cities happened,

double steal hv the little fellow. It
was a good thing Volstead was un
ns nearly as I can remember '.4 ye i s heard of in those days as a lot of th©
CKO. and every word of i is true-. ihivs sure had to use a shoe horn to
Let's £o!
get their hats on the next morning.
Wien I was a young “f- 1 • " I be
Soon after this Hudson made up its
longed to a brass band. Y\ • -«»t a bid mind to give a muster inviting all the
one day to go with the Hudson M m ; engines in the State, so as to try out
hand engine company t« i state fire its new engine and see if she really
man’s muster in South Weymouth
and went. Hudson at that time had a
brand new “double-deck" hand en
gine.
The muster was held on the fair
grounds and they played down the
home stretch if the race track in
front of the grandstand on brown
paper stretch* d on the ground, every
' drcp of water to count. Engines
ft cm all over the State were ther?.
"Hudson's eng ine played about the
middle of tlie ceremonies and put a
stream about 30 feet ahead of all
competitors who had played thus far.
F* in afterwards a little engine fron
[•’ a small town began to play. If l
i >
ilh et right ii was from South
\bington. It had been a perfect-day.
. nd not a breath of wind to mar the
pints. Just as this little engine \vi>
p!.ivj-ng a
squall
came
up that
et/.tightened the flag out straight en
the flag staff of the grandstand and
ble w straight down the stretch where
:he stream of. water was going. And
:t picked up just one tiny drop and
carried it about a foot over Hud
son's mark., but it did the business.
A - soon as the South Abington fore
man discovered it bedlam broke loos© Mr. Whitcomb, With the Three Big
as they were sure of first money. As
Pickerel He Caught In New Hamp
s • -n as it had quieted down and Hud
shire Years Ago
son realized it had lost, the captain
walked over to this company took a
r< 11 of bills lrom his pocket that was as good as she appeared. Mean
would have burned up a wet dog and time they learned of another machine
wanted to play them for $500 a side down in Vinalhaven.- bought at the
after the show was over. They jus: same time, just the same size, make
laugh d at him; said they knew it was and btild. (Wish I could remember
I'm
a scratch; that they had never won the make of those machines.
a prize of any description before in qu'te positive though that they we-e

Cold in Head,
Chest or Throat?

R

ictor

Radio

EAST WALDOBORO
Mrfs. Charles Oliver has entered a
Portland hospital tor treatment.
Among the Sunday visitors at C.
E. Wallace's were: Mr. and Mrs. Je
rome Ronke and granddaughter Joan
Fales and Mr. and Mrs. Harry L.
Stanhope all of Waterville;.
Mr. and Mrsr. Austin Winchenbach
spent Sunda yin Bath.
A quiet home celebrution was given
Mrs. Brainard Winchenbach on Xov.
2, the occasion being the 70th anni
versary of her birth. Her daughter.
Mrs. Herbert Oldis and Mrs. Harold
Perry had secretly arranged a little
observance of the day. A very pleas
ant afternoon was sjient. Among
those present besides her daughter
and Mr’. Perry were her son Alvin,
her grandson Lowell Wallace, grand
daughter Helen Oldis and Edith Perry
also Mr. Winchenbach.

An Old Favorite
For over thirty years SALADA has been
the leading package tea In America.

HSALADAn
TEA

“Fresh from ihe Qardens”

Boston
shows 70% increase
in EIGHTS!
Facts just obtained from 28
representative American cit
ies indicate conclusively that
the motoring public prefers
the Eight to all other engine
types. Take Boston as an ex
ample: for the first 8 months
of 1929, new cars with list
prices above $1000 showed
70 per cent increase in Eights
and a 21 per cent decrease in
Sixes!
At the famous Paris Salon this fa.1,
44. makes of eight cylinder cars were

exhibited,compared with 27 last year.

Studebaker,

world’s

largest

producer of Eights, two years ago

initiated this era of the inexpensive
Eight with the champion Studebaker

President whiclf. traveled 30,000

miles in 26,326 consecutive minutes.
And today, at customary six-cyl
inder prices, you can choose from
threegreat lines of Studebaker Eights
—holders of eleven world records

for speed and endurance and more
American stock car records than all
other makes combined.
Get a smart, new, thrifty Stude

baker Eight—backed by 77 years of

manufacturing integrity—and your
car will be worth more in the trade-

in markets of the future.

TUDEBAKER
Dictator Eight Sedan . . $1285

with Electrola

MAINE MUSIC CO.

S»J

Commander Eight Sedan $1515
President Eight Sedan . . $1765
Four-Door Sedan Models. Prices as the factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGES8

Park and Union Streets

I

'
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■ *'* e

A LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

Rockland, Maine

Watchful

Need less
Suffering

OUR

BAYER ASPIRIN
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bajer Manufacture uf Monoaceticacidcater ol Sahcylicacld

k Used Furniture

1

Kendall & Whitney

ALWAYS
look Jot the
Blue and
White Sign

FOR the motorist who is on the alert to balance
his dollars against real value, an Exide automobile
battery offers an opportunity to get his money’s worth.
Exide Batteries are made by the world’s largest
manufacturers of storage batteries for every purpose.
Early types of electric horseless carriages of 30 odd
years ago were propelled by Exides. Later in 1911,
the first car to be equipped with an electric "self”
starter used an Exide. Since then Exides have given
millions of motorists the world over, economical and
dependable battery service.
Start weighing battery values now. Let us install a
new Exide Battery in your car . . . or, let
us show you how regular battery inspec
tion, about once every ten days, will help
you to get more life out of your present
battery, regardless of its make.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZEP DEALERS

Rockland, Maine
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